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Experimentation. which may be defined as the process of acquiring knowledge through
physical observations and measurements. has been and will remain to be an essential aspect
of eanhquake engineering research. We resort to experiments whenever we need answers
that cannot be obtained with sufficient confidence through analytical predictions.
Conventionally. experiments have been utilized to study fundamental phenomena that either
have escaped our attention or have been inadequately understood. or to develop or verify
analytical models. or to derive empirical detailing requirements for behavior modes too
difficult to model analytically.

Future issues and trends in experimental research must be driven by the demand of the
public for adequate damage control and seismic safety of new and existing structures.
Experiment.ltion should support analytical modeling. seismic code developments. and the
assessment of seismic performance of existing structures. In this context the need exists to
take stock of (a) what information has been provided by experimental research in the past.
(b) what aspects of experimental research should become the focus of future activities. and
(c) what improvements are needed in testing methodologies.

As part of the U.S.-P.R.C. Protocol for Cooperative Earthquake Studies a workshop was
organized to address these issues, particularly the third one. The goal was to bring together
leading experts in experimental research from the U.S and the P.R.C. to give
presentations and participate in working group discussions on issues related to
improvements in methods of experimental research in earthquake engineering. Topics for
discussion included advances in laboratory and field testing technologies. experimental
procedures ~nd protocols. innovative testing methods. sensor and d lta acquisition
technology, and experimental methods for specific applications. The specific objectives of
the workshop were as follows:

• Assess the state-of-the-knowledge in experimental methods.
• Discuss methodologies that will improve the realism. reliability. and usefulness of

experimental research on structures.
• Identify future developments needed to improve experimental methods.

The workshop was held in Shanghai, P.R.C.. from November IO to November 12. 1992.
The workshop consisted of plenary presentation sessions and discussion sessions. In the
plenary sessions the participants gave presentations on 'he state-of-the-knowledge or on
new developments in experimen.al methods. In the working group sessions the
participants focused on an assessment of the state-of-the-knowledge and future
development needs in specific sub-areas of experimental methods. The conclusions of the
working group sessions were discussed in a plenary session and summarized in the
workshop resolutions.

These workshop proceedings document the workshop resolutions as well as the written
contributions prepared for the workshop. The organizers are deeply indebted to the authors
who have prepared original and thoughtful contributions for this publication. Much
appreciation is expressed also to the local organizing committee of Tongji University,
whose tireless efforts have contributed much to the success of this workshop.

Sponsorship for the workshop was provided by the Earthquake Hazard Mitigation Program
of the U.S. National Science Foundation (Grant BCS-921(034), the C~ina Academy of
Building Sciences, and Tongji University. This support is gratefully acknowledged. The
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opinions expressed in the papers and the resolutions presented herein are, however, those
of the authors and participants and do not represent the official positions of the sponsoring
agencies.

Co-Chairmen, P.R.C. Delegation:

Professor Bolong ZHU
Professor Lian WEI

Co-Chairmen, U.S. Delegation:

Professor Helmut KRAWINKLER
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WORKSHOP RESOLUTIONS

The U.S.-P.R.C Workshop on Experimental Methods in Earthquake Engineering was

implemented as part of the U.S.-P.R.C. Protocol in Cooperative Earthquake Studies,

Annex 3. The participants appreciate the efforts of the organizers of the Workshop and

extend their sincere appreciation for these arrangements. It was agreed that the Workshop

was held with mutual respect and friendship among all participants. In the group

discussions the following resolutions where concluded:

1. Advancements and refinements in experimental methods are needed in order to provide

the fundamental global and detailed knowledge required to mitigate the adverse effects

of earthquakes on structures. These needs exists particularly in the evaluation of

existing structures, in the development and verification of innovative design concepts

and structural systems, and in the study of important problems in which presently

available experimental methods are found to be inadequate, such as soil-structure

interaction problems.

2. In order to maximize the benefit of experimental research it is important to take full

advantage of the intellectual capabilities and experimental facilities existing worldwide

and to promote collaboration between countries and institutions that have

complementary facilities and problems of common interest. To this end, the following

actions are recommended:

• Identify available facilities.

• Identify important problems for which solutions are equally applicable in

participating countries.

Identify vehicles for exchange of personnel and information.

3. The workshop participants from the P.R.e. and the U.S.A. recognize that COll1lTIOn

interests exist among researchers and practhioners of the two countries, that the

workshop dialogue should be continued, and that cooperative experimental research on

issues of interest to both countries should be encouraged.

4. Improvements in experimental methods, testing facilities, and instrumentation are

needed particularly in the following areas:

• I'.Xperimentation on complete structural systems.

• Response under tw~ or three-directional excitation or loading.

6



Experimenration on innovative structural systems and active and passive control

devices and mechanisms.

Experimenration for damage modeling and earthquake damage assessment.

• Experimenration for evaluation and upgrading of existing structures.

Real earthquake experimentation on carefully selected existing structures

(instrumentation of soil [down-hole] - foundation - structure systems for the

evaluation of seismic demands and capacities).

• Structure diagnostics for detection of damage that may affect the response of

structures to eanhquakes.

• Development of guidelines and criteria that assist in the selection of appropriate

experimental methods, test procedures, and loading histories.

• Improvement of existing methods and development of new methods for exciting

structures in the field or laboratory.

5. Research is needed on the development of instrumentation plans, sensors, and signal

processors that permit reliable measurement of all important demand (e.g., ground

motion) and capacity (e.g., interstory drift) parameters. Full advantage should be taken

of recent developments made in instrumentation technology in other fields.

6. Field experimentation needs to playa more important role in experimental research in

eanhquake engineering. Emphasis should be placed on instrumentation of structures in

areas where severe eanhquakes might occur soon, so that structural response can be

recorded and evaluated in the inelastic (dama~) stages. Consideration should be given

to the construction and instrumentation of intentione lIy weak structures in a test field at

a suitable location of high seismicity in order to obtain comprehensive information on

the inelastic (damage) behavior of complete soil-structure systems in a realistic seismic

environment. Opportunities should be sought for tests to destruction of structures

scheduled for demolition.

7. A wide array of experimental methods has been developed and rapidly occurring

advances in technology have provided realistic methods for simulating and recording

earthquake effects. Research is needed to advance and verify these methods and to

characterize the advantages and limitations of various methods. In particular, research

is needed to characterize effects of

Strain rates

• Loading histories

• Small, intermediate, and full scale specimens (size effects)

7



• Laboratory versus field experiments

• Experiments on components versus complete systems.

In addition, Rsearch is needed to improve the reliability. accuracy, control, and realism

of

• Shaking table elltperimentation

• Pseudo-dynamic experimentation

• Quasi-static experimentation

• Field experimentation.

8. Funding is needed to improve the effectiveness and capabilities of facilities needed to

perform experimental research. To lhis end, it is reconunended lhat efforts be made to:

• Upgrade the loading, instrumentation and data acquisition systems at C':xisting

laboratories

• Identify needed specialized test facilities (large shaking tables, reaction walls,

field test sires, etc.) and carry out feasibility studies for their implementation.

9. To enhance the utilization of experimental data in research and its application to the

development of improved design and analysis methods, efforts are needed to establish

minimum standards for:

• Documentation of experiments (description of specimens, instrumentation,

loading apparatus, etc.) and result (observed data, recorded data, etc.)

Archiving of test information

Dissemination of test information.

Researchers and users of experimental research should convene to discuss and establish

these protocols and identify technological issues to be resolved to implement these

protocols.
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Large Triaxial Shaking Table and Experimentation
on Critical Structures and Equipments

CHEN HouQun l JIANG Zhichao2

( Institute of Water Conservancy and hydroe]c<:tric Power Research)

ABSTRACT 111111111 1111111111\ 111111 II III
PB95-183984

State-of-the-art in major large triaxial shaking table testing facilities
around the world is briefly reported. The main features of the large triaxial shako
ing table with six degrees of freedom installed in the Institute of Water
Conservancy and Hydroelectric Power Research (IWHR) in China arc presented
in details.

Experimentation on critical structures and equipments both in laboratory
and in field, including large arch dam, control rod system of nuclear power plant,
and facilities of petrochemical industrY,is described in this paper.

INTRODUCTION

Recently the progress in aseismic designing by means of advanced computer
is very remarkable. Particularly, design of some critical structures and facilities,
such as large dams and nuclear power plants, has incorporated progressively
more sophistical seismic analysis. Since analysis involves idealization and assump
tion, it is , therefore, necessary to supplement and relate analytical work to exper
imental results both in laboratory and in field in order to improve the mathematic
model and creat greater confidence in design. Unfortunately, experimental sup
port and confirmation has not, in general, kept pace with the rapid development
of computerized analytical seismic design methods. Moreover, there are still some
actual constructions that are difficult to be mathematically simulated. Obviously,
improvement in design by rational experimental programs will minimize waste ~y

1 Professor, 2 Senior Engineer, Institute of Water Conservancy and hydroelectric
Power Research, Beijng, P.R.C.
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making such structures and facilities safer and more economical. This situation is
particular important for China as a developing country with high seismic activity
and the settlement oflarge populations in those areas.

Today, special emphasis in dynamic experiments is given not only to check
ing and improving mathematic models and to determining the dynamic character.
istics, but mainly to collapse mechanisms, optimum reducancy for stability and
energy dissipation, functional failure, large deflection failure, structural repair,
etc. In order to solve all those problems, a large earthquake simulator with
accurately programmed acceleration inputs are increasingly desired. However, for
some problems such as the dynamic interaction of dam-foundation-reservoir
system with the cosideration of water compressibility effects, that are sensitive to
canyon and reservoir geometry as well as the reservoir bottom reflection
coefficient, model test on shaking table appears inadequate and field
measurements are necessary.

In this paper state-of-the-art in large earthquake simulation triaxial shako
ing tables is briefly introduced and experimentation on critical structures and
equipments both in laboratory and in field are described.

LARGE TRIAXIAL EARTHQUAKE SIMULATION
SHAKING TABLE

The present state-of-the-art in earthquake simulation testing is well de
fined by the ability to accurately reproduce previously recorded earthquake mo·
tions in all three directions on a large-scale table. For many critical structures,
such as large dams and high-rise buildings, scaled models have to be adopted. In
order to satisfy the simularity relationship a broad frequency range is required for
those scaled model tests. However, because of the magnitude of capital
investment and the degree of technical complexity, there are only a few large
triaxial earthquake simulation tables actually in operation around the world up to
now as shown in Table I in which their main specifications are summarized.
In 1986 a large triaxial earthquake simulation shaking table was installed in In
stitute of Water Conservancy and hydroelectric Power Research (lWHR).

For carrying out aseismic experiments and researches on various engi
neering structures and equipments, in particular, on large dams including
interaction of reservoir and foundation as well as on nuclear power plants. Its

10
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Specification
IWHR TU ISMES SERe AEDI
(pRe) (pRe) (Italy) (UK) (Russia)

Size of tablc(M) SXS 4x4 4x4 3x3 6x6
--

Max. load
20 15 30 5 50

wcight(T)
Frequency

0.1-120 0.1-50 0.1-120 0.1-100 3-80
rangc(Hz)

Max. accclcration(g)

Horizontal 1.0 0.8-1.2 3.0 1.0 1.2

Vertical 0.7 0.7 2.0 1.0 1.0

main features are briefly described below.

• In order to keep any vibration of the foundation below a level at which
it might become annoying to surrounding laboratories and people, a heavy foun·
dation with two parts was adopted. Some springs can be inserted between two
parts while necessary.

• The steel table body consists of a top plate with variable thickness, con
nected by vertical webs to form a square cellular system. Its fundamental f(equen
cy is 148 Hz and the weight is 23.S T.

• Seven actuators are used, 4 vertical for Z direction combined a preload
chamber in their lower part, and 3 horizotal, among which 2 for X direction
and 1 for Y direction. The hydrostatic piston rod bearings are used. Both bear
ing and piston are coated with special plastics, giving good sliding properties un
der high side loadings. The actuators are protected against overload by special
plastic springs and a special hydraulic cushion on the top of upper chamber.

• The adjustable, free of backlash universal joints coated with special plas
tics are used.

• An analog control system with a broad bandwidth closed multiloop
with three parameter's input and feedback together with a digital control system
of ITFC software (Iterative Transfer Function Compesation) are used. The
digital control system is supported by an array processor to make the perform.
ance of computations much faster than that in standard configuration.

11



A special designed programmable supervisory controller is used to maxi
mum simplify the operation of the system and to protect it from various kinds of
failure and breakdown cases.

A programmable PCM data acquisition system up to 100 channels and a
speciany developed data processing software nsp based on PC I XT.
PC I AT, 286, 386, 486 computer are provided.

Tne shaking table has been in operating with success for more than 6 years
and contributes wen to aseismic designing and safety comfirmation of various
kinds of sturctures and equipments.

EXPERIMENTATION ON CRITICAL STRUCTURES
AND EQUIPMENTS

China is a country of high seismicity. The regions where earthquake had oc
curred almost cover the whole territory. So the critical structures and equipments
have more probability to experience strong earthquakes. As the accident caused
by damages of critical structures and equipments can inflict grave catastrophe
upon surroundirg communites, great efforts have been devoted to comfirming the
safety and reliability of critical structures and eqiupments in order to minimi~e

risks of catastrophe. It is unanimously agreed among professionals in earthquake
engineering that the most important factor in aseismic designing of important ob
~cts is its successful precedent, evaluated and pro~cted through scientific
descipline with the help from experimental tests whenever necessary.

As the shaking table in IWHR is the largest and most advanced one in
China, various kinds of critical structures and equipments have been carried out
on the table. Some representative examples can be listed as follows:

• Models of high arch dam of 240 M with reservoir and foundation, high
reservoir intake tower and ship-lift guide tower for large hydroelectric projects;

• Control rod system, reactor containment.high pressure safety injection
pump of nuclear power plants.

• Models of different unchored oil-storage tanks with floating roof and
ring foundation;

12



• Models of high-rise buildings, frame work, television tower, and struc
tures with various kinds of isolation and energy dispersion devices;

• High-voltage electrical equipments of different types.

As space is limited, in this paper only some examples of typical results are il·
lustrated.

]. A seismic verification test of the control rod system of a pressurized wat·
er reactor of a nuclear power plant was carried out to confirm its scramability.
The test system was supported on a special designed frame of 5.3 M to simu
lating the boundry condition of the cover of reactor pressure vessel. Some artifi.
cial waves were generated according to the floor response spectra at the support
point. An Objective Digital Compensation technique was used for controling tao
ble motion to minimize the error between the desired and achieved motions at the
point. The dynamic behaviors and seismic responses of various elements as well
as the dropping characteristics of the whole system were investigated.
Fig-]. Fig-2 show the typical insertion time history and displacement response
trajactory at the top. The test results allowed positive conclusions on the reliabili·
ty of the system to be drawn, both from the functional and safe point of view.

2. Tests for three different tank models welded from steel and aluminium
sheet to represent oil-storage tanks with capacity of 3000, 5000 and 50,000 M 3

in prototype respectively were accomplished on the table. Both the tank with
floating roof and vapor preventer and their reinforced concrete ring foundation
with filled-in soil were modeled to meet the simulation requirements within elas
tic range. The models were carefully manufactured to limit the initial deviations
from their specified radius by as less as 0.005. Instrumentation was installed to
measure the most siginificant features of the tank response around the tank, such
as acceleration, hydrodynamic pressure, membrane and bending strain, uplift dis
placement of the bottom. Also, wave height of the liquid surface at ]5 points
were recorded and processed directly through a microcomputer. An artificial
accelerogram generated by fitting a response spectrum with sufficient long period
component up to 10 second as well as the frequently used EI Centro
accelerograms were adopted as input test signals. Additionally, a three sine wave
with sloshing resonance frequency was generated in cases for measuring
movement of sloshing surface and floating roof with reference to Japanese prac
tices.



Many meaningful conclusions were drawn from the test results and some of
them were adopted by the technical regulation of earthquake resistance in
petrochemical industry. As examples, in Fig-3 and Fig-4 the results of uplift
and sloshing measurement arc illustrated.

3. A typical example for field tests is the China-U.S. cooperation in
earthquake studies on several large arch dams which began in ]981. The princi
pal objective of the research is to obtain improved understanding of the dynamic
interaction mechanisms between arch dam and its foundation rock, as well as be
tween the dam and its compressible reservoir water; and also to develop dynamic
response analysis procedures that would represent the interaction mechanism
more realistically and conveniently.

In ]991 a new cooperative research progn"m was completed successfully
in Dong Jiang Dam, a ]57 M high double curvature arch dam in China. In this
test, in addition to the measurements of acceleration response of dam and
hydrodynamic pressures along dam surface and in the reservoir, the new research
program focuses on detailed field measurements of the spatial variation of three
component input motion around the dam-foundation contact, the actual wave
coefficient IX and topography of the reservoir near the dam. For this purpose an
important aspect of the test is to excite the dam and the foundation by using ex
plosive charge placed in an array of boreholes with water stemming, as opposed
to the shakers used in previous test.

The measured acceleration and hydrodynamic pressure responses were
compared with analytical predictions.

F.g5 shows the measured responses at crest and their calculated
accelerograms due to the measured input varying along the canyon.

Based on the past experience we look forward to a more broad foreground
of cooperation in laboratory and field experimentation with both home and over·
sea colleagues.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper outlines currenl efforts by the US Army Corps of EnglDccrs Construclion Enginccring

Research Laboratories (USACERL) and Ihe Mid-America Consonium for Eanhquake Hazard Reduction

(MACEHR) 10 conven the USACERL Biaxial S~.ock Test Maclune (B5TM) from its current biaxial motion

capability 10 a fully three~imensional (implyang translational capabililies in three orthogonal direclions.

accompanied by appropriate rotations) earlhquake simulation system. The outline will briefly comment on

the need for INCh research capability in the US, discuss events leading to the current conversioo efforts,

IIId describe the planned facility development. The author's intent is to inform the reader of the iniliative

IIId stimulate dialog with others in the US and intel'Dational research communities concerning the types of

testin, that should be undertaken and the partnerships thai should be developed to optimize the utility of

upgraded facility.

The Need for Triaxial Earthquake Motion Simulation Capability

The most compelling reason for providing trilllial motion (ie both translations along and rotations

about three orthogonal Illes) to simulate earthquake ground motion is that both observation and

instrumentation have shown clearly thallhe ground moves in a random manner. wilh no definile correlation

amone olthoeonal axes of molion. ID major seismic events. There frequently is nol a single preferred

direction for significanl components of ground motion al a given sile. Often accompanyin, the random

nature of the direction and magnitude of the measured molions al a site is randomness in the phasing and

frequency of motions in different orthogonal direction~. In the US loday. there is DO larle or medium

shaking table platform capable of producing controlled motions that can faithfully reproduce this truly

random nature of eround motion for tesling structural models. Experimental efforts to "replicate" actual

earthquake ,round motions 10 dale havt. generally centered upon performing biaxial (ie translalions and

rotalions involving the venicaI axis and one orthogonal boril.Ontal axis) lests in one of two ways:

performine separale biaxial tesls, one for each of two orthoeonal horizontal axes of the tesl slructure, or

performina single biaxial lests in which structural models are oriented al some angle thai is neilher
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perpendicular nor parallel to the primary horizontal axis of table motion. Both procedura have KriOUS

shortcomings. In the former, since economy of building scale dictates allowing inelastic structural behavior

under severe earthquake molion input, the principle of superposition no longer applies. One c:annot simply

assume the results of tests conducted about a test structure's primary orthogonal horizontal axes are dilllCtly

additive. In the laller, the test specimen oriented al the odd angle, while it receives motions inpul at an

angle other than one of its two primary nes. still experiences motion input about a single axil. There ia

no meaningful duplication of the observed random ground motions in actual seismic events.

Of course, there is also rapidly growing worldwide analytical capability. Advances in nonlinear

dynamic structural analysis techniques have made computer modelling more of a reality. However. the

complexity of modelling in the nonlinear, and dynamic, regimes still presents not yet surmountable

obstacles in producing practical. design-oriented tools that can provide significant insight into post-elastic

stlllctural response to earthquake motIOns. As stated by Professor Mete Sozen of the University of Illinois

recently (Reference I), ·observation is still the essential ingredient in dealing systematically and confidently

with materials and stlllctural types having poorly understood behavior. Unlike forces related to gravity.

earthquake forces act on structures very infrequently. While errors made in relalion to gravity forces are

almost immediately tested before accumulating a large inventory of vulnerable structures, erron made in
relalion to earthqualce forces can be repeated hundreds or even thousands of times before experience reveals

the error.·

In Reference 1, Professor Sozen provides sevenl noteworthy specific examples of stlllctural

failures in US earthqua1ces that have been universally allributed to shortcominrs in our knowledge about

three-dimensional structural response to earthquake ground motions:

1. Torsional effects were cited as primary contributions to failure of the JC Penney Department

Store Building in the 1964 Anchorage, AL, earthqualce. and in tbe Pino Suarez Building in the J985

Mexico City earthquake.

2. The now-famous ·soft-story· failure of the Olive View M<:dical Center in the 1971 San

Fernando, CA, earthquake prompted extensive post-failure analysis. The analysis was not able to resolve

completely tbe reasons for the large lateral displacements associated with the failure. SubsequClit thought

among informed researchers has been that the lack of good theoretical or analytical modeb that consider

three-dimensional response was the major reason that analyses were not effective.

3. In the 1979 Impenal County. CA, earthquake, the Imperial County Services Building OJ EI

Centro, CA, was severely damaged. It was coincidentally well-instlllmented, so good estimates of ICtual

lateral and vertical forces were available. The calculated buildingrcsistaDcc: did Dot correlate distinctly with

the observed failure mechanisms. As Professor Sozen has wryly pointed out, if the building had not failed,

the same analyses could have been used to explain why the stNcture did not fail!

As a result of the lack of understanding about three-dimensional motion phenomena, earthquake

resistant structural design is negatively impacted in two ways. first. unexpected catastrophic: failures t:aD

occur. Second, and more subtle and pervasive, designers and builders adopt overly conservative
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construction philosophies, nisinl construction costs and reducing architectunl and functional innovation

in buildinl design.

There is growing international endorllCrnent of the need to study three-dimensional earthquake

phenomena. Indeed, three-dimensional shaking tables are being opented around the world today. There

are at least fourteen major such facilities in the People's Republic of China, Russia, Japan, the Federal

Republic of Germany, Greece, Italy, Romania, and South Korea; the institution hosting this workshop,

Tongji University, has I new three-dimensional shaking table. Within the US research community, there

is widespread conviction about the need for three-dimensional earthquake simulation, yet no such capability

is currently available. To their credit, staff members It the University of California, Berkeley, have also

sh:. ~":l interest in pursuing an upgnde of the excellent Berkeley shaking table to full three-dimensional

capability; but, in a country the size of the US, with a number of different heavily populated areas of high

seismic risk, more research than can be accommodated on I single table is needed.

A Brief Chronology

USACERL is among several laboratory organizations within the US Anny Corps of EngineeR;

others include the US Army Waterways Experiment Station and the US Anny Cold Regions Research

Laboratory. USACERL performs infrastructure and environment-related research that directly supports

design, construction, operations, and maintenance of US military facilities worldwide. Among many other

research mission areas, USACERL performs structural engineering research. The USACERL Biaxial Shock

Test Machine (BSTM) was designed and constructed by MTS Systems Corporation in 1971, as a supporting

element for the structural engineering research mission. The BSTM was originally devised to perform

shock tolerance testing of equipment intended for use in the old SAFEGUARD antiballistic missile

program. This origin provided the impetus for many unique features in the BSTM; the features provided

advantales over other shaking tables (then and now) for simulating the weapons effect-induced ground

motion environment that was postulated for threats to the SAFEGUARD system, but there were also some

limitations imposed on the system capabilities insofar as earthqWlke ground motion simulation was

concerned. More will be presented on this later in the paper, but, briefly, the table has relatively high

frequency and high acceleration capabilities for large payloads; these are somewhat offset in the seismic

environment by relatively small displacement ("stroke") capabilities and associated velocity limitations.

In recent years, the emphasis on weapons effect research has lessened, while there has been

growing concern within the US government over the potential vulnerabilities of federal and other facilities

to the effects of major earthquakes. For the past three years, USACERL has had a growing Anny-funded

program to study the vulnerabilities of, and possible retrofit techniques for, existing military facilities in

seismically active regions. The majority of these facilities are very "conventional" in their construction

details; they closely resemble their non-governmental counterparts. As engineers at USACERL became

more and more aware of this, it ~ame obvious that the Army research program could benefit immensely

from close cooperation with the US university community, principally the University of Illinois at Urbana

Champaign (UIUC), and, to a lesser extent, the private sector. USACERL was originally sited in

ChampaillD largely because of its close proximity to the U1UC and its world-renowned civil engineering

research talents.
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USACERL engineers opened dialog with V1UC researchers about renewed seismic rcseuch

coopenlioo in 1988·1989 (there had been close cooperation in the 1970·s). It was clear at the outset thai

USACERL could gain much from close partnership with V1UC in this area; V1UC researchers were in rum

interested in the applied perspective of the USACERL program and the murual development of the BSTM,

with associated research programs. Professors Mete SOlen and William Hall were very supportive of the

partnership and were instrumental in all subsequent initiatives that have occurred. Professor SOlen initially

proposed an upgrade of the BSTM to I thr~-dimensional ·Earthquake Simulation System· in 1986. A5 a

result of this renewal, in July 1990, USACERL hosted I workshop to address the use and possible upgrade

of the BSTM. The workshop involved federal engineers from various agencies (e, National Science

Foundation, Nationallnstirute of Standards and Technology), university researchers (including the National

Center for Earthquake Engineering Research), and I select number of engineers from the US private sector.

The workshop panelists made a num~r of recommendations conceminll the BSTM (Reference 2). With

respect to this paper, key among them were:

I. USACERL should pursue general upgrade of BSTM system capabilities and should specifically

pursue upgrading the BSTM to a tnaxial configuration.

2. USACERL should develop more research partnerships with other research organizations,

particularly the UIUC and other members of the university community.

The second recommendation has generated exciting activity between the university community

and USACERL. In January 1991. USACERL hosted a meetin, of researchers from UIUC, the University

of Michigan. the University of MiMesota, and the University of Texas, Austin, to discuss the formation

of I consortium of institutions located in regions of generally low to moderate seismic risk; the consortium

would focus primanly upon experimental seismic structural engineering research. The initially invited

instirutions all had active experimental .research programs. so they could form a solid nucleus.

Philosophically. the tie that bound all together was the collective concern about the need for research

addres5ing the needs of various US regions where large magnirude eanhquakes are known to be infrequent,

hence resulting in less stringent building code requirements than for more active regions. All of the

university representatives at the initial and subsequent meetings endorsed the consortium concept and. in
parallel, I pursuit of a triaxial upgrade for the BSTM. with future joint usage in cooperative research

projects. Since that time, two additional institutions. Memphis State University and the University of

Washington. have joined. and the consonium is now informally known as the Mid-America Consortium

for Earthquake Hazard Reduction (MACEHR). It is important for the reader to note that MACEHR is an

informal collective of institutions with common interests and research goals. It is not a formal organization.

and ·members· do not currently plan to formalize the organization or exclude others who may wish to
·join.•

With the support of the MACEHR, USACERL has pursued the first recommendation. that of

upgrading the BSTM to I true six degroc-of-freedom triaxial configuration. USACERL submitted a

proposal to the US Army for fiscal year (FY) 1993 funding of a proposed upgrade for the BSTM.

USACERL staff members are currently awaiting notification concerning Army support of the proposed

upgrade. The proposed performance characteristics of the upgraded shaking table were developed
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cooperatively by USACERL and the initial MACEHR members; the chal'llCteristics represented a COIllellSUl

of pnc:tical chances that could be implemenled without severe cost penallies.

Proposed Triaxial Upgrade for BSTM

A brief description of the current facility is appropriate to help eslablish a solid backaround for

detailin, the proposed up,nde. References 2 and 3 provide thorough overviews of the existinl table'.

chalW:teristics; they will be summarized here.

FilUreI I and 2 present traditional 10,-10' "tripartile" plots of the perfomwx:e envelopes of the

85TM. fipre 1 shows vertical performance, while Fipre 2 shows performance for the one current

horizontal axis of molion. Maximum velocity for both axes of motion is 30 inches per second (76 em/sec).

For a uominal12,OOO pound (S,450 kg) payload, the maximum raled vertical acceleration is 30 I, while

the maximum nled horizontal accelention is 20 g. The table is capable of testin, larger payloads at

commensurately lower pea1c accelerations. The 60,000 pound (27,240 kg) payload-related acceleration

plolted is not lhe table payload limit; it is the largest payload tested to date. for smaller payloads, the

8STM has proven to be controllable over a frequency range of O~OO hz.

The test platform is a twelve foot (3.66 m) square .Iuminum weldmenl with an internal cellular

constnlction; the platform thus balances weight reduction and stiffness. It weighs approximately 12,000

pounds (5,450 kg) and has a first natunl frequency near 200 hz. A total of 15 electrohydnulic actuaton

is used to drive the table. Nine vertical actuators provide a total force of 810,000 pounds (367,700 ka);

six borizontal actuators provide a total force of450,000 pounds (204,300 kg). Vertical stroke ran,e is 2.7S

inches (7 em), while horizonlal stroke range is 5.S inches (14 em), both measured peak-to-peak. Separate

vertical and horizontal concrete reaction masses are used, with a combined weight of about 4,000,000

pounds (1,816,000 kg).

The 8STM is controlled by a predominately analog system that is original equipment. It controls

each actuator individually with a separate closed-loop control circuit consistinl of three integrated feedback

loops. By interconnecting the control loops of the IS actualOrs, five degrees of freedom are controlled:

verlicaltnnslalioD, horizontal translation, roll, pitch,and yaw. Lateral displacement is passively restrained

by spherical hydraulic bearings attached to the horizontal reaction mass. The 10110' system also controls

seven! other parameters: force balancing. overshoot and ringin" stabilization, model cenler of gravily

effects, and actuator cross-<oupling.

A minicomputer-based digital system is used to generate test lime·hislory waveforms. It is flexible

and can be used to ,enente shock, seismic, random vibration, sine sweep, and a variety of other

waveforms. The primary current data acquisitioD system is a 60 channel modular sienal conditiooin, system

whiell records to a 70 channel maJDetic tape recorder. USACERL has acquired 32 channels of

microcomputer-based di,ital data acquisition and is pursuina the acquisition of additional such channels.

Since the outset of discussions .monl the engineers involved in the proposed upgrade, two

overriding philosophies have prevailed. First. given budgetary constraints, buildin, a new triaxial test
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facility bu not been considered feasible; modifyin& the ellisting facility hu been seen u the only realistic

option. Second, while the goal has been to develop a capable triuial earthquake simulation system,

USACERL engineers feel the ellisting biuial-mode capabilities must be maintained. As mentioned above,

the first upgrade proposal was developed in 1986. In that proposal, for the Triallial Earthquake Simulation

System (rESS), the envisioned trinial configuration had two alternatives, based on a 60,000 pound

(27,240 kg) payload: \.7 &peak acceleration, or 3.4 & peak acceleration, in each of the two horizontal

ues. The existing biaxial performance envelopes would have been maintained, but manual switching of

system valvin& would have been required in chUlin& from biuial to triaxial test confiauratioDS.

USACERL and other members of the MACEHR have developed a new consensus performance

requirement for the now-proposed triaxial upgrade; the upgrade would provide a balance of performance

and economy. The proposed upgrade will provide a triaxial capability as shown in the tripartite plot of

Figure 3; the existing biuial capability will be maintained as well. In the triuial configuration, both uca

of motion would have peak acceleration capabilities of 2.0 g, for a 120,000 pound (54,480 kg) specimen;

the ellisting horizontal uis would still have a 5.5 inch (14 cm) stroke, while the new ois would have a

twelve inch (30.5 em) stroke, again measured peak-to-peak. Detailed performance requirements are shown

in Table I (Reference 5). Figure 4 (Reference 5) presents a plan view of the proposed new configuration.

Key features of the proposed upgrade are discussed in References 4 and 5. A number of

preliminary analyses has been performed to validate the conceptual framework of the features. Several of

the more significant factors involved in the upgrade are listed briefly here.

Perhaps foremost among these factors is that, to balance economy with functionality, blowdoWD

~umulators will provide peak forces for table motion. A study of the sustained pumping capacity needed

to provide the peak performance indicated that both the initial acquisition cost and the operating (ie

electricity) cost would be higb. MACEHR engineers arrived at a 10 second requirement for peak force

capability; for ~uch a time period, accumulators provide an economicalaltemate solution (this is consistent

with the current opentional concept for tbe BSTM). Both the ellisting accumulators and 48 new high

pressure accumulators would be needed to develop the required test forces.

The new axis of motion will require a number of major modifications to the cllisting table,

mechanical system, and foundation. A single new borizontal actuator will be added on eacb appropriate

side of the table (see Figure 4). The table itself will require slight structunl modification; the existing slide

b.:aring mounting plates will be used to accommodate attachment points for the new actuators. The table

is essentially surrounded at uble level by the horizontal reaction mass. This reaction mass is reinforced

with both deformed bars and post-tensioning rods. Cutting small access boxes for the new horizontal

actuators will require cutting some of the existing bars, but not the rods. The reinforcement was originally

configured primarily to prevent fatigue failure of the concrete, not to accommodate high service stresses.

Therefore, preliminary analysis (Reference S) indicates reinforcing the mass to offset the loss of the bar

continuities will be needed but not difficult. The swivels on all 15 existing actuators will require

replacement with new swivels that can accommodate the more substantial angular movement that will be

associated with the added translation.
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New analog controls and new digital data acquisition systems are planned.

Several dynamic tests have been conducted with the BSTM to analyze critical performance

characteristics associated with the planned tria~ial configuration. The tests and analyses have focused upon

the frictioa in the actuation and restraint systems, oil column resonant frequencies, friction and resonance

effects on the acceleration wavefonns producible, overturning moment restraint stiffness and capacity. and

foundatioa response to dynamic input. While some further testing is planned to complete the analyses, there

appears to be no serious impediment to the envisioned upgrade process.

Proposed Future Research Activities

Predominant thought within the MACEHR consortium is that the upgraded capability will lend

itself best to proof testing of scaled models of structures and their components. USACERL and partner

consortium members have considered a number of initial research thrusts for the proposed facility.

USACERL's current primary focus is in the reinforced concrete and masonry structural system arena. The
US military has an abundance of existing "nonductile" structures that likely will require seismic retrofit in

coming years, so Army-sponsored research is likely to continue in th.s area. This is consistent with other

MACEHR members' desires to study reinforced concrete frame-wall structures. They cite (Reference 1)

recent joint US-Japan studies on a seven-story structure at Tsulruba Researcb Laboratory. Predicted and

measured base shears in the structure differed significantly. Subsequent small-scale model tests of the same

configuration at the University of California, Berkeley, and at UIUC raised many questions about dynamic

behavior of the structure under imposed biaxial horizontal ( + vertical) motions. Therefore, a probabl~ early

test series would involve the Tsulruba structure at allProllirr..ltely lIS scale. Complementing such a model

structure test series would be a number of component tesls to study fundamental behavior. In particular.

the behavior of columns under imposed biaxial borizontal motion would be a significant test initiative; both

bending hysterisis and shear would be studied.

MACEHR members also propose (Reference I) to study torsional-translational behavior of braced

steel moment frames; the results of using irregularly-shaped framing systems in regions of low to moderate

seismicity; torsional effects due to structural and mass eccentricities in composite steel~oncrete systems;

out of plane response of masonry systems, particularly unreinforced masonry in regions of low to moderate

seismicity; diaphragm action in steel joist roof systems used in regions of low to moderate seismicity;

cOMection details in precast and prestressed concrete structures, and both passive and active structural

control systems.

USACERL is a federal research institution. It is important to note that the 8STM is available for

use oa a cost-reimbursable basis by anyone in the US. within minor limitations imposed by the US Army.

USACERL staff members intend that this policy will continue in the future if the proposed upgrade is

implemented. Plans outlined herein involve MACEHR member institutions because of the common interests

shared by all. The USACERL staff will welcome the opportunity to work witt> other institutions.
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Signal Reproduction Fidelity of
Servohydraulic Testing Equipment

D. A. Kusner. J. D. Rood, G. W. Burton
MTS Systems Corporation. Eden Prairie, Minnesota. U.S.A.

ABSTRACT: Servo-hydraulic systems are often used in pseudo-dynamic, sb'Uctural. and
shaking table systems to simulate earthquakes, test the seismic resistance of structures and
components, and to verify analytical models. High fidelity reproduction of the excitation
signal is imperative to ensure that unknown or unwanted experimental etTors are not
introduced into the test. Knowledge of the potential sources of system wave fonn infidelity
would greatly enhance the researcher's ability to ensure the best test results through
intelligent system design. This paper provides a technical discussion of various sources
and effects of wave form distortion and how to reduce them in servo-hydraulic systems.

1 Introduction

Distortion analysis is a complex issue when using multiple degree-of-freedom, closed-loop
electrohydraulic servo systems. There are many potential sources of distortion, and many
of them highly interdependent on each other and on various system parameters. In most
cases, it is difficult to assign specific values to these sources of distortion let alone their
potential effect on test results.

The best approach to system design and specification is eliminate and reduce these sources
of distortion and to size the system so that the performance envelope lies outside areas of
high distortion. Compromises must often be made when considering distortion, overall
system performance, and cost.

The following sections describe measurement, sources. and types of distortion. In the
final section, a typical perfonnance envelope for a medium to large seismic system will be
presented. The areas affected by each type of distortion will be shown.

This report provides a better understanding of the complex topic of dislonion and enables
the reader to make better decisions regarding operating and sizing issues.

2 Distortion Measurement

2.J Distortion analysis

There an: many types of distortion and distortion measurement methods. In seismic
simulation systems, one of the principal areas of concern is the frequency response of the
system. For high fidelity it is important that the system response has the same frequency
content as the program signal. With other types of systems, parameters such as phase lag,
system roll off, peak values, energy content, resolution. etc., may be deemed to be more
important system parameters.
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The most common method of distortion measurement is to measure the total hannonic
distortion (1'lID) of the acceleration signal. With this method a representative group of
pure fundamental frequencies (which span the frequency envelope of the system) is tested.
one frequency at a time usually at two different programming levels. For each frequency
tested the various hannonic components excited in the system are measured with respect to
the magnitude of the fundamental program signal. Figure 1. The ratio of these components
to the fundamental frequency is the total hannonic distortion as defined by Equation 1.

When a digitJ.1 computer/analyzer is used, a fast Fourier transform can be done on the
response signal. Only the significant components are counted. typically the fITst three to
ten.

Typical values for a seismic system will be approllimately 20% at 1/3 oil column frequency
and dropping off to 5% at oil column higher. Depending on system mechanical
resonance·s. this percentage will increase again at higher frequencies.

2.2 Transducers

When measuring distortion attention should be paid to the type of rransducers used, their
operating characteristics, mounting locations and the parameter they will measure. For
example the arcing motions of actuators. bellcranks. and linkages on some systems can
introduce distortion which may not be apparent from the transducer readout.

The useful frequency range, rransverse sensitivity. and the alignment of the accelerometers
and mounting fixtures are important. Improper use and mounting of accelerometers can
contrihute significantly to distortion either directly or by contributing to control instabilities
This becomes more evident at higher frequencies.

On large seismic tables the locatlon of the accelerometers is very important. It is important
to mount accelerometers where they can measure the desired control parameter bur at the
same time do not pickup local structural resonance's or table deflections that would make
control more difficult. Since tables cannot be perfectly rigid. it is imponant tt' realize that
there will be differences and phase lags between local accelerations throughout the table.

3 Hydraulic Considerations

3.1 Servova/ve Characteristics

The most imponant hydraulic component in terms of distortion and overall system
performance is the servovalve. Figure 2. This section gives a brief overview of servovalve
operation characteristics for an inertially loaded system such as a seismic system. For a
more detailed analysis see Clark's paper (Clark 1983).

The servovalve is a variable orifice which, in conjunction with the external load (via the
actuator piston area) and supply pressure determines the amount of oil flow through the
servovalve. If there is no external load then full pressure is available across the SN and
maximum flow will be developed (open loop velocity). If the actuator piston is
constrained, then there will be no flow and the pressure drop across the servovalve will be
zero allowing for full pressure to be developed across the piston.
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Figure 3 shows a range of servovalve spool openings plotted as a function of force (piston
area X pressure) and velocity (flowl piston area). The ellipse represents the plot of a
simple sinusoidal inertial load (maximum force 90° out of phase with maximum velocity).
Any number of ellipses are permissible provided they lie within the spool opening for this
model. The ellipse shown is the worst case sizing condition which occurs at the
intersection of the acceleration and velocity limits.

Some imponant points to notice are that the servovalve limits the performance only in the
first and third quadrants, and that this limitation occurs just past the peak force point in the
cycle. Any hydraulic constraints will affect this pan of the operating cycle farst.

There is a severe non-linearity in the spool opening as the system passes through peak
force. During the same interval of the cycle the spool must move much faster during A
than during B. This point is often referred to as the 'turnaround' point The discontinuity
at this point can be very large and is often referred 10 as 'pressure switching'. Operation in
this region will cause the acceleration waveform 10 be flattened and to have a 'cusp' shape.

Field experience has shown that to minimize this servovalve non-linearity, and to allow for
some design margin for the control system, the 'load' ellipse should be within the 80%
spool openings and the peak force is limited to 95% of the available maximum. These
margins are based on experience and are frequency dependent; at lower frequencies they
can be decreased.

On system performance envelopes, this ellipse represents the inlersection of the velocity
limit and the acceleration limit. This is the most diffIcult point to attain and determines the
sizing of most of the system components.

At frequencies higher than the oil column the same 'pressure switching' phenomena can
occur at the intersection of the compressibility flow limit and acceleration limit. At these
higher frequencies the distortion is dominated by mechanical resonant frequencies and
'pressure switching' is nol as noticable.

3.2 Servovalve Spool Lap

Much effort by researchers has been spent analyzing the effect of spool lap and metering
edge shapes on signal fidelity and cavitation (Royle 1958).

A small amount of valve overlap is desired in standard grade servovalves. The principal
reasons are to minimize internal leakage within the valve and to reduce the need for tight
tolerances. The problem with this type of valve is that there is a dead band where a slight
motion of the spool results in little change in flow. This will result in a slight indent in the
acceleration curve and cause distortion.

This problem has been eliminated in single servovalve applications by the careful grinding
of the spool valves using the actual measured flow characteristics of the valve to set the
amount of grinding.

Studies on the potential benefits of servovalve under lap show that there is no benefit and
that a definite increase in distortion exists at low frequencies and high load conditions due
to the increased internal leakage.
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33 Oil Column

A systems' oil column is an important system parameter and will directly affect distortion
and upper frequency perfonnance. Distortion arises from the natural resonance of
specimen/table mass on the oil column spring of the actuators. Typically, on most inertially
loaded systems the natural frequency of the oil column is well within the operating range ('f
the system.

Operation at the oil column frequency may result in problems with gain but the distmtion
effects may be minimal. However, operation at frequencies of approximately 1/3 of the oil
column will result in frequency components that can excite the oil column frequ/',ney and
cause significant distortion. These frequency components are mainly due to rhe non
linearity of the servovalves.

Figure 4 shows a wave form with a third hannonic component.

In general, if the oil column frequency is fairly constant, this type of distortion can be
minimized by careful tuning, use of valve linearization circuits or .:omputer compensation.

The problem arises when the oil column frequency changes d·..e to changes in the effective
mass of the specimen. This will occur if the specimen mas~ or the location of the specimen
on the table changes. The oil column frequency might thrn be moved into an area where
there is slightly greater gain resulting in increased distortion. Fortunately in most cases the
variance of typical test specimens is not that great.

This type of distortion primarily occurs at specific frequencies and tends to be greater at
larger program values, although it can occur at lower values. It is one of the dominant
distortion components.

3.4 Servo valve linearization

Servovalves are inherently non-linear devices where the flow output is proportional to the
square root of the pressure drop across them. Servovalve linearization is a method using
analog electronics to increase the scrvovalve signal at higher levels to help linearize the flow
characteristics of the SN. This has been shown (using analog computer simulation
studies) to be of great benefit in regard to distortion.

Recent field experience has verified these simulation studies and resulted in a distortion
reduction of one half at system frequencies at 113 oil column and under high load conditions.

This type of compensation technique is useful when iterative computer compensation
techniques are inappropriate.

3.5 Flow limits

This type of distortion occurs whenever there is any type of flow limit. In an extreme case,
where there is an absolute flow limit and the acceleration loads are relatively small, the
displacement wave form will 'triangulate', with the slope of the wave form equal to the
velocity limit, see Figure 5. Aow limits can arise from several sources; pump.
servovalves, or accumulators.
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How limits cause increased distortion predominantly at the velocity limits of the
perfonnancc curve. The solution is to size the system conservatively and to be aware of
any system parameters which may limit peak flow or the available pressure drop across the
selVovalve at peak velocities.

3.6 Force limits

A system can become force limited in two ways. There may be insufficient force due to
compressibility flow limits, or excessive load demands due to system or specimen resonant
frequencies (See 5.4).

At higher frequencies, the compressibility flow requirements (flow required to compress
the trapped oil volume within the actuator) becomes significant Compressibility flow is
proportional to frequency and the stroke capacity of the actuator. This flow requirement in
combination with the selVovalve roll off limits the force capacity of actuators at frequencies
at the high end of the perfonnance envelope.

This compressibility flow limit in itself will not cause distortion but will limit the systems
capability to react to perturbations such as those due to cross coupling from other axes.
The solution is to use higher response sclVovalves or multiple valves to get the required
upper frequency performance.

3.7 Hydraulic piping

The ideal supply for a servovalve system would be an infmite volume. constant pressure
source with zero intemal impedance using a fluid which is incompressible, had zero
viscosity but good lubricity properties. infmite heat capacity (no cooling required),
homogenous (perfectly clean), and low density (some mass is required for a SN to work).

In reality, this fluid is not available. However with careful sizing of components and good
system design, the more imponant limitations can be met. The main issues (in regard to
distortion) are pressure loss in the piping distribution, inenial pressure spikes, cross talk
through the hydraulic system, oil cleanliness and dissolved gases.

How losses are minimized by conselVative sizing of the hydraulic lines and appropriate use
of accumulators. Separate pilot supplies are used to limit the fluctuations to the
selVovalves.

Inertial pressure spikes occur at high operating frequencies due to the inertia of the fluid
itself and the incRaSed compressibility flow requirements. These spikes can cause noise
and cross-talk problems resulting in increased distortion. Appropriate line sizes and the use
of close-coupled accumulators can largely eliminate these problems.

Spool friction is due primarily to silting. a phenomena where particles within the oil tend to
accumulate in front of the spool edge resulting in a large value of static friction. This leads
to resolution problems and increased distortion at low programming levels. Oean oil and
the use of dither will alleviate this.
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Dissolved gases can have an effect at tetum and drain line operating pressures. Servovalve
'rumble' and other hydraulic noise an: caused by dissolved gases coming out of solution
downstream from the metering orifices within the servovalve. This will set a lower limit
for background noise level.

4 Mechanical Considerations

4.1 Friction

Friction can arise from a number of sources within a testing system. The actuators contain
a number of friction sources: seals on the actuator, rod bearings and swivels. In addition,
the table may contain a number of sources (depending on the design and layout). Slide
bearings, static supports and mechanical linkages are a few potential table friction sources.

Frictional loads are not large and typically account for a few percentage points of maximum
system capability. The problem occurs during turnaround whete thete is a teversal in the
direction of motion. The oil ptessure must oVetCOOle this static friction before motion can
begin. This causes a discontinuity in the motion. In addition, due to the compliance within
the load path, a certain amount of energy is stored within the load train. Once the system
starts moving, any difference between the static and dynamic friction values tesults in a
proportion of this energy being released instantaneously. This tends to excite any
mechanical resonant frequencies until the energy has been dissipated as may be seen in
Figure 6.

At peak force (acceleration) operating values. the noise or distortion from friction is small.
However the magnitude of this disturbance is constant so that as the program signal level i:.
reduced it becomes an objectionable component At low programming levels it can tesult in
acceleration spikes much greater than the program signal.

Due to the high frequency content and short time duration of each pulse, friction has little
effect on the TIID value. But its effect nevertheless can be large on the wave form shape.

In general. this type of distortion is a percentage of maximum system capability so that it is
critical that the system is not oversized if good low level perfonnance is required. An
example of where this is frequently a problem is in the vertical axis of seismic systems.
Often the vertical actuators an: sized by the overturning moment (0fM) requirement. The
actual vertical axis requirements may be much less but the actuators used will be sized
greater due to the OTM. This will result in greater friction (as compared to a system where
smaller vertical actuators were supplied).

Friction from the rod bearings may be significant enough to justify the use of hydrostatic
bearings in some cases. The use of these bearings adds system cost, complexity and pump
requirements. Hydrostatic bearings require longer actuators which in some cases can make
foundation design more difficult/expensive. They can also adversely affect the lateral
natural frequency of the actuator due to the increased mass and length of this type of
actuator.
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42 Mechanical resonanJ frequencies

Within any mechanical system there are numerous resonant frequencies which might be
excited. A good design philosophy with seismic systems is to keep these resonant
frequencies well beyond (20 3 times) the maximum operating frequency. There is less
chance that they will become excited and frequently, the system gain is low enough at these
higher frequencies that they will not be picked up and be amplified. (These resonant
frequencies usually occur in modes where the system could not conttol them even if it had
the power to do so.) In practic~ there are always some components of these resonant
frequencies at the upper operatin~ frequencies of the system. Figure 7. shows a signal
with higher frequency component due to a mechanical resonance.

T'e main table modes which can cause problems are the 'warp' and 'oil canning' modes.
Careful design is required to keep these modes as high as possible. The specimen
configuration and mounting can aggravate these modes especially the oil can. A change in
the mounting method can extend the frequency testing range.

Local structural panel frequencies from within the table are another source of potential
disturbance. The panel frequency resonant frequencies are quite high (relative to the
operating range) and are more of an acoustic nuisance. Occasionally they can interact with
the servovalves and add significant high frequency components to the feedback signal.

4.3 Foundation interface

A significant source of distortion can arise from the foundation and the actuator attachment
to the foundation. Attention to the foundation design is required to avoid vibration ~odes

of the foundation which will affect system operation.

At higher frequencies. the compliance at the actuator attachment can prevent the actuator
from inputting full force capabilities into the table. This will creat~ a force limit at higher
frequencies limiting the response of the actuators.

With floating (isolated) foundations an appreciable relative foundation movement is
possible typically peaking at about I Hz. To measure true displacement relative to the
'fixed ground' additional transducers must be mounted between the fixed and floating
foundations are required. In practice with the use of large foundation/specimen mass ratios
and adequate suspension system damping, the small increase in accuracy does not justify
the cost and complexity.

4.4 Backlash

Backlash is similar to friction in that in itself it does not cause serious distonion problems.
It does however provide a mechanism by which a force or energy impulse can set off other
resonant frequencies in the system. The two main sources of backlash are bolted
connections within the load train and the actuator swivels. Proper design and maintenance
of these mechanical components are required for system fidelity.
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5 Miscellaneous

5.1 Electrical noise

Noise within circuit boards has been greatly reduced in recent years with improved
components. The long transducer cables used on seismic systems do offer an opportunity
for noise pickup in the feedback loop. Through careful grounding design this can be
attenuated to low levels.

Line noise in the operating environment and from within the consoles can be a major
problem. Line noise typically is in the operating range of most seismic systems making it
difficult to remove or filter.

Careful attention must be paid to grounds used both for the console and pumping system.
A separate instroment ground is a necessity.

5.2 Cross coupling

Cross coupling occurs whenever actuators in one axis must react loads due to motions in
another axis. The most obvious is the Over Turning Moment (rOM) loads imposed on the
vertical actuators due to horizontal motion. The moment arises since the horizontal
actuators do not act through the center of mass of the table/specimen.

The transducers on the table must sense these unwanted motions in order for the actuators
to respond. The relative program signals in these axes may be quite low so that any
components from another axis can appear to be quite significant.

Control methods using feed forward compensation can help to attenuate this cross talk from
other axes. Computer compensation using iterative methods can help greatly assuming the
dynamic properties of the specimen table do not change too much during a test.

This is one of the more difficult areas of distortion control and new control techniques are
being explored.

5.3 Static weight

If no means are provided for an external static support, then the vertical actuators will be
required to provide this component. Depending on the capabilities of the system this can be a
significant percentage of vertical actuator capability. This static force provides a greater
pressure gain in one direction and there will be an asymmetry which will show up as distortion.

This distortion source will occur when there are high demands on pressure (i.e. large
velocity, maximum force or high -requency operating conditions). With the proper use of
static supports, this type of distortion is largely eliminated.

5.4 Specimen compliance

One of the more difficult types of distortions to control is that due to specimen compliance.
This compliance can come from the method used to mount the specimen to the table or from
within the specimen itself. The specimen's dynamic properties may be; non-linear, they
may change with load history, and have complex damping properties.
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These characteristics cause a nwnber of issues. For eltarnple. a lot of the tuning of the
system is based on the assumption of a fixed coupled mass. since this determines what the
oil colwnn frequencies will be. With a complex specimen these frequencies may be load
and time dependent making optimum tuning difficult.

A resonant specimen with low damping can easily overload the capacity of a system. As a
simple eltample. a cantilever beam with no internal damping when excited in bending at its
natural frequency requires an infinite moment to restrain it and yet the actual acceleration at
the base is minimal.

6 Typical Performance Envelope

Figure 8 shows a typical performance plot of a medium to large seismic system. The
predominant sources of distonion are listed along with the approximate regions where they
occur. It is very difficult to assign specific values to the various sources. An effon has
been made to rank the severity of the various sources.

The most significant are; friction sources which mainly affect low acceleration
perfonnance. oil column resonant frequencies which tend to cause problems in the mid
range. servovalve limits which result in distonion problems at the intersection of the
velocity and force limits. and mechanical resonant frequencies which occurs at the higher
end of the frequency range of the system.

7 Conclusion

Sources of wave fonn infidelity while perfonning el(perimental tests with servo-hydnulic
systems have been identified and some methods of reducing distonion errors have been
presented. This paper serves as a benchmark for future study and research in minimizing
el(perimental errors with servo-hydraulic systems.
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SPECIAL LOADING SYSTEMS FOR EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH

Stephen A. Mahin
Department of Civil Engineering

Earthquake Engineering Research Center
University of California at Berkeley

INTRODUcnON

The ease with which experimental research may be perfonned has improved
markedly in recent years with the increased availability of electro-hydraulic actuator
systems to impose forces and displacements, the greater reliability and accuracy of
instrumentation. and the development of high speed. low cost data acquisitions systems.
In most instances, experiments used to assess the quasi-static inelastic cyclic behavior of
structures and structural components remain relatively simple. However, complications
can arise due to the magnitude of the required loads and the need to test three dimensional
test specimens. In other cases, quasi-static loading is not sufficient and loading histories
more representative of the response of the specimen to actual earthquake ground motions
are required.

In this paper, several recent examples of special testing arrangements used at
Berkeley will be described. The fIrst of these relate to simple tests of large single degree
of-systems requiring the cyclic application of large lateral loads. Other tests requiring
refined three dimensional control of the forces and displacements applied to a multiple
degree of freedom specimen is then discussed. Extension of such on-line computer
control techniques to the realistic simulation of dynamic aspects of seismic structural
response are then briefly described.

CYCLIC PLANAR LOADING OF LARGE STRUCTIJRAL SYSTEMS

In most cases. planar tests of structural components and systems can be carried
out in a simple manner. The specimen and actuator can be attached to a suitable reaction
floor or frame, and the actuator can be used to impose the appropriate load or
displacement history. However, in some cases the load required becomes so large that
the size of the required reaction frame and actuators become exr.essive. While it is
possible to build larger reaction and loading facilities. structural test demands can become
correspondingly larger as well.

A special case requiring the test of a large and strong structure arose following the
1989 Lorna Prieta earthquake. It was desirable to lest a portion of the 1-880 Cypress
viaduct that partially collapsed in Oakland. This two level reinforced concrete structure
utilized multi-celled box girders to support the upper and lower level roadways, and a two
level. single span beam-column framework to support the box girders and to provide
lateral resistance in the transverse direction. Tests were desired to ass'~ss the precise
causes of the observed collapse of the upper level of the structure and to detennine the
efficacy of various retrofit schemes suggested for other double deck viaducts damaged in
the San Francisco bay area.

Some of the methods considered for loading the viaduct are schematically
illustrated in Fig. 1. These included the attachment of post-tensioning tendons to the deck
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levels and using posl-tensioning jacks to apply the lateral loads. Because cyclic loading
was desired, tendons would have to be installed on both sides of the viaduct. Problems
associated with this scheme related to the need for piles or other types of foundation to
transmit the tendon force to the ground, and the need to anchor the tendons relatively far
from the structure in order to minimize the vertical component of the tendon force on the
structure. The congested urban setting of this structure precluded this simple approach.

Another approach considered the construction of a reaction frame as shown in the
center portion of Fig. 1. This would allow the use of double acting electro-hydraulic
actuators. However. the tests were estimated to require upwards of 4 million pounds of
lateral force. The design of the foundations for the reaction frame in this case became
very difficult. In particular. uplift forces were very large because of the desire to
minimize the width of the frame. Because of the poor soil at the site. the reaction frame
scheme was considered prohibitively expensive.

The strategy actually used in the tests is shown on the right hand side of Fig. I.
Because the failure occurred in the upper level. it was not viewed as essential to apply
additional loads to the lower level. Similarly, it was not necessary to assess the
contribution of the soil-foundation system to the lateral response. As a result it was
possible to devise a self-equilibrating steel reaction frame within the structure. Large
steel collars were attached around the base of the lower columns. Diagonal steel braces
extended upwards from these collars (through holes punched in the lower deck) and
joined just below the upper deck at a reaction block. Pairs of single acting (compression)
oil jacks were installed on both sides of the reaction block. These transmitted force to
loading blocks that were post-tensioned to the upper deck of the viaduct. Braces and oil
jacks were installed on each side of a frame to preserve symmetry of loading of a frame.
Three transverse frames were included in the test specimen, resulting in six diagonal
braced bents and a total of twelve hydraulic jacks.

Actuators--..

.,.--- Piles C>

Fig. I Alternative Methods Considered for Field Testing of Viaduct

Simple oil jacks were utilized instead of double acting actuators in this case
because of the time (and expense) required to special order the large number of relatively
high capacity actuators required to develop the loads anticipated in this test. The oil jacks
were easily available from local prestressing supply companies.

The oil jack arrangement could produce the cyclic loading required. For
specimen motion to the left. the left jack would be extended (with the right jack
retracted). For motion to the right. the jack on the right was extended. Relatively simph:.
manually operated hydraulic equipment was effectively employed to carry out the tesL'.
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In another similar situation. a retrofit strategy for a building was to be evaluated.
The existing structure contained a composite concrete/structural steel shear wall. A
structural steel frame was provided to help carry gravity loads and seismic overturning
forces. and the concrete infill and encasement was utilized to resist shear. Retrofit of the
structure included thickening the concrete walls. filling in openings in the existing walls.
adding shear transfer studs to the existing steel framing to enhance shear transfer between
the steel frame and new concrete, and the addition of partial transverse confinement.
Because of the complex stress transfer mechanism between the steel frame and the
concrete and between the new and old concrete, it was desired to employ as large a scale
as possible. Similarly, it was desirable to include as many bays and stories in the model
as possible to minimil.e boundary condition effects where the specimen were attached to
actuators and the reaction floor. It was. of course. not possible to test a model of the
entire 15 story building. Thus. a portic" of the structure was selected incorporating as
many of the salient features as possible.

Several alternatives for specimen configuration and loading were considered.
Ideally. a model would be constructed and attached with double acting actuators to an
existing strong floor and reaction wall. This approach is shown in the left hand
illustration of Fig. 2. The minimum one-third scale considered acceptable for these tests
resulted in a large lateral load resistance. This load (in excess of 3,000 kips) could be
developed by available laboratory actuators; however. the overturning moment
developed resulted in excessively complex and expensive details for attaching the
specimen to the reaction floor.

Load
Transfer
Girders

Fig. 2 Alternative Loading Arrangements Considered for Composite Wall Test..

Another option considered was to utilize a large capacity (4,000 kips) universal
testing machine to load the specimen. In this case, the problem of resisting wall
overturnmg moments could be resolved by doubling the size (height) of the specimen. In
this case the wall would be tested as a simply supported beam. with its midspan
representing the base of the wall in the prototype. While this option solved most of the
problems encountered with the previous approach. it resulted in a specimen with twice
the size without any apparent gain in useful infonnation. In addition, for cyclic loading,
it would be necessary to remove the specimen from the testing machine and invert it.
Because instrumentation wo•..Id have to be repetitively removed and re-installed each
time the wall was nipped, the time required for testing made this option impracticable ..

The option eventually employed for this test was adapted from the testing used
for the Cypress viaduct (Fig. I). A self-equilibrating frame was attached directly to the
test specimen. The specimen selected was three bays wide and two stories tall, and
constructed at one-third scale. Large composite steel and reinforced concrete load
transfer girders were attached monolithicall) [n the top and bottom of the test panels.
Pairs of steel diagonal braces were attached to the lower transfer girder on each face of
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the test specimen. Pairs of single acting oil jacks were attached to the reaction block at
the top of the braces. These jacks transferred load to the specimen by means of a
reaction block attached to the upper distribution beam. Operation of this tcst under cyclic
loading was similar to that described previously for the Cypress viaduct.

CYCLIC LOAD TEST IN MULTIPLE DEGREE OF FREEDOM SPECIMENS

In multiple degree of freedom systems. additional complexity is introduced
because of the need to determine the distribution of forces or displacements applied at
each actuator. As a means of simplifying this problem. it is common to make the
imposed loads or displacements a function of parameters measured at other locations
during the test; thus. an invariant relative distribution of displacements or forces is often
applied.. In the case of inelastic response. it is usually preferable to control the force
distribution. as localized damage to the structure could substantially alter the structure's
deforme<! shape (e.g .• the formation of weak stories). This test procedure can be
implemented easily with conventional electro-hydraulic actuators by identifying one
actuator as the master and setting the command signal for the other (slave) actuators to be
a fraction of the force measured in the master actuator. Because of the possible instability
of a structure tested into the inelastic range using force control only. most tests of this
type would specify the displacement at the master actuator. Th~ force in the master
actuator would still be used to control the forces in the remaining actuators even though
the master actuator is under displacement control. This arrangen,ent is shown
schematically in Fig. 3.

SpecunCD

,_--_ Command Displacement
Measured
Force

I

P
' Fraction of

i Measured
Force

I

Dlsplaumcnl

Fig. 3 Typical Planar Test of Multi-degree of Freedom System

When specimens are loaded in two or three dimensions. other complications arise.
For example. consider the simple floor diaphragm in Fig. 4. Three actuators are attached
to control the in-plane transverse, longitudinal and rotational motion of the diaphragm. If
only longitudinal motion is required. elongation of only the longitudinal actuator will not
produce the desired result. This i~ because of the arching action of the typically short
length actuators. The in-plane rotation of the transverse actuators due to longitudinal
actuator motion causes transverse motion of the specimen as shown in Fig. 4. along with
transverse forces in the specimen. In addition. the displacement and forces measured in
the longitudinal actuator will differ from those developed in the specimen in the
undistorted longitudinal direction. These undesirable effects must be corrected for by
lengthening of the transverse actuators.
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Fig. 4 Interaction of Actuator Displacements in Three Dimensional Tests

Under displacement control, the command displacement of an actuator in the
above test setup should thus depend on the command displacement of the other actuators.
The geometric corrections will depend on the test setup. and are usually straight foreword
to derive. However, they have in general a nonlinear fonn which is difficult to
implement by simple analog manipulation of the control signals.

This nonlinearity does not introduce any special complication when the specimen
will be subjected to predetennined displacement histories. Appropriate geometric
manipulation of the displacement command signals can be made by digital computet
(e.g., using a simple spreadsheet program) prior to the test.

Force readings in actuator load cells, must be processed similarly following a test
to correct for the rotation of the actuators relative to the initial coordinate system of the
specimen (see Fig. 5). The measured (or commanded) displacements are used (along
with infonnation on the actuator and structural configuration) to compute the forces along
the structure's principal axes. At large displacements (and/or short actuator lengths) an
actuator can induce significant forces along both of the principal axes of the specimen (Px
and Py in the figure) and correction of the measured load cell force becomes essential.

l..oadCeli Py

Fig. 5 Differences Between Forces Measured by Load Cell and
Those Applied Along Specimen's Principal Axes

An example of such a test is that shown in Fig. 6. The prototype bridge structure
supports an elevated roadway and an extended beam is required to contribute to the
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transverse load resisting system through bending. shear and axial load. ]n the
longitudinal direction of the roadway. the beam is also required to develop torsion when
contributing to the ]ateralload resisting system. Testing of thIS outrigger was carried out
considering horizontal motions of the deck in the transverse and longitudinal directions.
The simplified test specimen used is shown in Fig. 6. A "clover]eaf' displacement
pattern was specified at the tip of the column in the test specimen which resulL~ in
simultaneous displacements in both principal directions. The ideal displacements were
modified prior to the test to obtain command displacements corrected for geometric
effects. A computer based function generator is used to send the corrected command
signals (as voltages) to conventional analog servo-controllers.

An interesting feature of this test is that. in the transverse direction. the axial load
in the column depends on initial gravity loads but varies due to ovenurning moment
effects as a function of the transverse load applied. Simple considerations of statics were
used to detennine the appropriate axial load as a fixed fraction of the applied transverse
lateral load (plus the initial gravity loading). This was implemented in the test" using
simple analog summing amplifiers and analog circuitry.

p
Prototype Structure Test Specimen

------------------I I
I I

I

~ ~y
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Fig. 6 Bi-directional testing of an Outrigger Bent Cap

This situation becomes more complex. if mixed force and displacement modes of
actuator control are used. While the displacements in master actuators can still he pre
computed based on the desired specimen displacements at these locations, the corrections
for the forces must be perfonned on-line during the test so that they can be used to
specify the forces to he imposed at other levels. The transfonnation functions relating
forces measurea in the load cell and along the specimen's principal axes can be derived
prior to the test. but they will change throughout the test as the displacement" vary. More
significantly. the displacements at the degrees of freedom under force control will not be
known prior to the test, so measured displacements must be used during the test to
detennine the appropriate transfonnations between the desired force in a particu1:lr
direction and the force measured in the load cell.

For reasonably small displacements and simple test configurations. it may he
possible to utilize analog techniques to modify the loads to be applied to actuators in
three dimensional tests. ]n other cases, the required transfonnations may be come
sufficiently complex. and the displacements sufficiently large that digital procedures arc
necessary (or preferred). Relative]y simple and low cost micro-computer based. control
processors are available for single and multiple axis control. This may be implemented in
such a manner that the digital controller makes the various transformations and carries
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outlhe appropriare electronic control functions for the servo-control system. It can also
be implemented in a more conventional analog control situation. In this case. the micro
processor repearedly reads the displacements and forces at the actuators. makes the
appropriate transformations and sends lhe command displacements or forces to
conventional analog controllers.

PROOF TEST OF A DOUBLE LEVEL VIADUCT

An example of a test in which such digital control is used is shown if Fig. 7. In
this case the lateral load resistance of a double deck viaduct was to be investigated.
Earthquake-like motion in each principal plan direction was imposed quasi-statically
using hydraulic actuators attached to rigid reaction frames post-tensioned to the
laboratory strong floor. The columns in the prototype structure were assumed in design
to be pinned at the base of the lower column and at lhe tip of the upper column.
Considerations of asymmetry under lateral loading were used to isolate the test specimen
from the remainder of the structure along the midspan of the deck in each direction.
Roller suppons were desired at these locations; they were implemented using venical pin
ended steel struts because of the significant uplift forces that could be developed.

A total of 10 hydraulic actuators were employed in the test. Lateral loads were
applied to the top of the upper column and to the lower deck. Gravity loads were
simulated in this one-third scale model using a combination of concrete and lead weights
as well as vertically oriented hydraulic actuators. Because the finite length of the vertical
support struts resulted in small vertical motions of the suppon points under lateral
displacements, a specially designed vertical actuator was provided under the column to
maintain the axial load in the column at a proper level. This actuator also compensated
for inelastic elongation of the plastic hinge region in the lower column, and overtun,ing
moment effects due to transverse loading. A post-tensioning rod also exrended up
through the center of the column and was loaded with a hydraulic actualor at ill; lOp in
order to maintain the column axial load at the proper level.

Because of the desire to simulate realistically the distribution of momenT and
shear in the transverse bent cap. two vertical actuators were used to load the bent cap al
the interior webs of the box girder used for the bridge deck, In addition. to replicate the
positive moment at the midspan of the bent cap due to dead load. a stee1 outrigger was
cantilevered from the edge of the specimen and a constant venical upward force was
applied during the test.

At the lower deck level two actuators were used to impose specified
displacements in the transverse direction and to limit torsion. A single displacement
controlled actuator was used in the longitudinal direction at the deck level.

Two actuators were connected in a horizontal plane to the top of the column. The
forces in these actuators were controlled rather than displacement as done at the lower
level. If displacements were controlled at both levels. changes in deflected shape (that
might occur as a result of concentrated yielding in one of the columns) could not be
detected. In this case, the force in the upper level actuators was based on an assumed
triangular mode shape. the ideal mass di'itribution at the two levels. and the column
heights. For the test specimen, the force at the top level was 1.25 times the force applied
at the lower level in the same direction. This actual force in the actuators were computed
on-line during the test.
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Because the actuators at Lhe upper level were rotated with respect to the principal
axes of the structure. a geometric correction was also applied. Since the top of the
column displaces during the test. the geometric correction depended on the displaced
configuration of the specimen at each step in the test. Furthermore. the forces mea~ured

in the load cells of the actuators attached to the lower deck were not oriented in the
principal direction of the deck once the structure was subjected to large bi-directional
motions. Thus, these forces were also corrected prior to being used to determine the
lateral forces to be imposed at the top of the columns. The horizontal components of the
forces imposed by the initially vertical actuators were also computed and used in the
derivation of the forces to be applied at the upper level.

A dedicated high speed PC·based microprocessor was used to make these
coordinate transformations and to control the specimen during the test. The
microprocessor required continual input of the measured deck level actuator loads. the
measured column top and deck level displacements. The control process was repealed
approximately 7000 times per second. The microprocessor provided the actuator control
apparatus with analog output signals for controlling the force at the top of the column.

A wide variety of loading histories were considered for the test. These included
simple diagonal load paths, cloverleaf patterns and other ~quences that would help
identify the mechanical characteristics of the structure. The loading history selected is
shown in Fig. 8.

Each step of loading was divided into three phases. In the first phase. the
structure was subjected to a simple displacement cycle in the transverse direction
(longitudinal displacement at the lower deck is restrained during this excursion) followed
by a simple cyclic excursion in the longitudinal direction. The second phase involved
two cycles of hi-dircctional loading in a square pattern; one clockwise and one counter
clockwise. The maximum amplitude of the bi-directional excursion was the same a~ that
for the uni-directional excursions; i.e.. the projected displacement in the transverse
direction was reduced to about 70<7" of that imposed during the unidirectional excursions.
The third phase repeated the first phase so that deterioration of mechanical properties
may be easily detected.

1.0

1.0

Pattern AI.C 1 Pattern Al. C2 Pattern BI Pallcrn B2

Fig. g Displacement History for Proof Test Specimen

The displacement history shown relates only to the lower level. The forces
applied to the top of the column corr"<iponded to those associated with the triangular
mode shape and the forces required ~~ the lower level to develop the spcl"ificd
displacements. Because of the complexity of bi-directional rcsponse, the upper column
moved bi-directionally even under uni-dircctional displacements at the lower level.
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PSEUDO-DYNAMIC TESTING

These on-line computer control tests can be extended to include hybrid analysis.
The most common form of this form of testing in earthquake engineering is the so-called
pseudo-dynamic test. In most current applications, the actuators are under displacement
control. The control computer, in addition to making the various required geometric and
other corrections, uses data obtained regarding the restoring force characteristics of the
specimen at a particular instant in time to solve the governing equations of motion for a
numerically specified ground motion. In this manner the dynamic response of the
specimen can be simulated quasi-statically using conventional electro-hydraulic loading
systems. Dynamic effects are simulated by the governing differential equations of
motion in the computer, and the nonlinear restoring forces are determined 'continuously'
from the specimen during the test.

Detailed discussion of these procedures, and their advantages and limitations, are
beyond the scope of this paper. More complete description of these procedures may be
found citations listed in Refs. I and 2.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A wide variety of loading procedures are available for assessing the cyclic
inela.,tic behavior of structures. Usual concerns relate to instrumentation. data acquisition
and load/stroke capacity. In some test" special loading systems arc required to develop
and react the large forces required. In other ca<;cs, accurate mea'iurcment and control of
structural response requires a variety of geometric and other corrections. Modem
microprocessors make the execution of such tests simple, and allow for even more
complex hybrid experimental analysis procedures, such as the pseudo-dynamic test
method.
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AM IQOIVALIXT 800r METHOD or INTERrACE
MOMINT 81MULATION IN 8UB8TRUCTURE P8D TEST

ABSTRACT
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INTRODUCTION

Th. pl.,do dynamic (PSD) telt Ilill I,bltr'ct,re technique.
il called I,bltr,ct,r. PSD telt herein. In det.il, the whale
Itr'et,re il di.lded into two plrtl, ole the plrt in which PSD
telt il performed and the other the plrt in which ani, nimericil
operatioa il performed, .1 Ihown in rlg.1. Generall" tie telt
part i. the welk plrt which will ,ield il Id.llce Inder .e.ere
earthqllke Ind it. cilrlcterl:~ic. of re.toring force i••er,
compliclted, while tie rllt helGlgl to the nmerie" operatiol
p.rt. Thll method aot oal, eln lol.e tie halie problem of
Itudued PSD telt, bit Iho be eheeper, upee i.ll, for large
lell. IDd/or more compllclted Itr.et,re 1,lteml. JIlt like
.,bltrcttr'e cllc,l.tioa, howe.er, at tie interf.ee betweea
I,b.tr,ct,r••nd mlia Itr'ct're, thlt ii, betweea nlmerical
operltioa plrt lad PSD telt part, tie momeat equilihriam Ind
rotltioa eomp.tibilit, milt he Iitilfied, which il briefl, cilled
iaterflce mament lim,l.tioa ia t.il piper. Th. iatereaee momeat
lim,latiol il cllarl, Ilc.I.ar, for the Itr'ct,r. couplill of

1. L.et.D.,t.• f Sar.c'.r. I.rl •••rl.~ H,rbi. Arclla.c'.r.1 , •• CI,il E.,I••• rl.,
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rotatorl lid ifaDlhtionl lahrfaee degreel of freedom, it'l aho
aeeellarl for the Itrlctlre of relatl,ely Ilmple Ihear tlpe modell,
beealle the added allal forcel called by the o,ertlrning momeat
traalferred from the Ipper part affect the characteriltiel of
relttrllg foreel of eolamal aad w.ll. diretl,. The iaterfaee
moment limulation II eall for Itbltrtcttre ealetlation bit ,ery
difficllt for IIbltnctire PSD tut, lid beeomu a hI problem to
be lol'ed in thil fieli

The ideal of lubltrletlre PSD telt hal beea eliltiag liace the
It.adared PSD method wal de,eloped ia 1910' 1 0 aut there ha,e beea
few elample. of model telt becalle of the difficultiel of the
iaterface momeat limllatioa. Tbere are lome methodl to limtlate
the iaterface momeat, btt the, are too diffieult to rulhe. II
tbll paper, II eqliuleat SOO, method 11 dneloped lid .. rifled by
nmer leal te It.

SlDOWlY AND COMMENT or THE EXISTING METHODS

Ia all the eliltiag methodl,more thaa oae aetuatorl will be
aeeded to limulate the iaterface momeat al Ihowa ia rig. 2. The
formuall ia the figurel caa Ihow the priaeeple of the methodl. ia
wh ich G 11 Iru Bl' Fl, n are forcII app lied bl actntofl, M 11
o,erturaing momeat traalferred from the u,per part, V il lateral
reltorial force of the telt part, aad N il added alial force
Cllled b, M.

Method (a) il the malt Itraightforward oae aad alIa the malt
diffiuh ODe to be realhed ia a real tilt. At prellnt time there
are lome luceelful elampll of PSD telt of Itructural modell with
one or two-degree-of-freedom, but tkree-de,ree-of-freedom ia
method (a). In additioa, tke urtieal or lIiai Itifhen il .. ry
great. If hill load 11 appl led by coatroll la, dhpheemeat, tile
integratloa time iatenal will be too Imall. If tie load h
applled by controlliag foru, the facilitiu lid hutnmeatl could
be damaged by lar,e dilplaeemeat dte to Itructtre deterioratioa.
Methd (b) 11 of two-de,ree-of-freedom lid tie lIial load
appl ied direehl, b, actlatou 11 noided. Hownu, the more
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realhth loadh,method of actuator 1 h ltill ou controled bl
force, and tke 'ertical load Gha'e to be applied bl Ipecicl
Jacka or gra,it, load. UeHod (c) aud h a colUln II of two
de,ree-of-freedom too. Achator 1 appllea load wkick cu be
eitber telliol or comprelaioa,lo the characteraltic of reltoril'
force of th. wkole Itrlctlre caa lot be reflected correctll b, the
characteraltic of a all,le columD.

EQUIVALENT BOOr METHOD

Oluall, the leilmic relponle of a Itructare il ro,erled bl
firlt mode,lo that manT probleml ia earthq.ake el,iDeeriar ka,e
ben IOhed Ilmpll dependh, aD the firlt mode, for ellmple. il th
bottom-Ihear-force-metkod to determlae horizoDtal earthquake
actioa, h the erulYaleat 800F PSD method for MOOF 1,Iteml, etc. If
th. diltribltioD of ma,.itude of horiloDtal earthquake force along
th. height of a.al,led Itructure ia gi,e., the magaitude and
pOiltioa of rellltut ca. be determhed, ud the lateral force cu
be applied at the relultaat pOlitioa .which caa Dot oDI, .ol,e the
problem mentioned abou, but alao limpllfl the problem great I,. Ia
fact the ma,.itude of horizoatal earthquake actioa at each floor
chu,.. ltachatinlll. 10 tkat the mag.itude aDd pOIHloa of
relaltaat II lacertala.Blt if tke Itrlct.re bei.g a.al,.ed i.
looked upoa a. oae that it. ,ibratioa of leillDic re.po••e i.
,oflued bl fir.t mode, He problem Cll be aolted approzimatell,.
The corre.poadiDg method I. cilled erai'aleat BOOr method ia thi.
paper. The followhg h a detailed iatrodactioa.

rirlt, to determlae the rualtaat pOI it loa of korho.tal
earthquake Ictloa. AI a dllc, •• loa of balic method, oal, the
el'ltic Itate of •• trlct.re II coaceraed.The height H from the
iDterface to the relaltaat po.itioa il
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tr,B, till fa) rluB.
i-1 i-1

R- -
tr, till fa) rlu
i-1 i-1

whre, III II tie mill of iH floor, WI tie flut freqleae, of tke

Itrachu,l u th flui 1I0d. nctar, aad B I H. hirU rroll

lIter rice io itk floor.
'orlliia (l) II nlid for free ,lbuHol of He firlt 1I0de.

ror forced ,lbuHol, If tke Itnctare ,Ibrataiea II lourIled bl
flrlt 1I0d., forllall(1) will b. I••pprozimlte ezpreilioa. If tie
period of eztera.l force il eql.l or .earl, eql.1 to tke firlt
per lod of ike Itntar., tlaere will be • beUer apprnim.tiol. ror
leilmic relpolle, If tke predomill.t period of elrtkqalke w.,e II
eql.1 or ae.rl, eqlal to tile flrlt period of tke Itrlctare, tlaere
will be • rood .pprallmatlaa.

8ecol~ to .dd part Awltla •• I,Ia' of R 01 tla. telt p.ri.Tlaer •
• re tiree pOlllble lIetkodl to blild tkll p.rt.Tlae flrlt ole I. tu
balld model Iccordlal to tke·lame plrt of protot,pe.Tie lecoad ODe
il to bilid I 10ldla, frame ,wllc. II mlck ckeeper.Tlae tiird ODe
II to comblu tke two lIethodl menHoud Ibou, tht ii, partl,
1I0dei aid ,Irtl, fraae.

T.ir'to Ippl, I.ter.l force .t t•• r.lllt ••t pOlitioa. Tie
l.terll force II Ipplied b, cOltrolliar '.e l.ter.1 dllplacemeat
z(t) t•• t II .t tile le'el of tile laterf.ce. Tlae reillt.lt force
r(t) will 11. 'ie rlltorll' foru of th tilt part. lid He
ouriuaia, mOllent at tke literfaee )I (t) II

(2)

NUDRI CAL TE8T

Til' fe.llbillt, of till Iqll'lllat 800r me'.od ••1 beea
,.rifild b1 lamericil t •• t of • two-.tor, ••••r ',pe Iteel frame.
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Tke calctlatioD Ikeleton of tke frame il .kowD iD Fi,. 4, IDd tke
Datlral ,Irameter. of tke frame Ire Ikown iD Tab.1.

Tke ceDtrel differeDce metkod(CDM) i. lied, IDd the
calctlltioa Itartl a. follw.:

iD whick 1(0) CID be obtlined from tke bl.ic d,namic formlll:

i (0) _m- 1 (f (0) -ci (0) -h (0) (4)

wkere I, i, I, f Ire ncto,. of dilplacemeat, nlocit"
accelentioD lid horilolltal dhturbiDg force rupecthel,. tt h
time iIlternl of iIltegut iOll, M, K, C are mitt iIeI of mill,
IUffae.. IDd dampiDg reapectiul,. Ghing illithl nhu of 1(0)
lId z(-tt), He calclllation of CDM can be Itared.

For time-hiltor, CllcllltioD of the two-degree-of-freedom
1,ltem. the formall of oYertlrniDg moment It the le'el of
iDflezioD poiDta of the colamlll of the firat Itor, il

M(t) -m1 (1 1 (t) +i. (t)) x O. 265+
m. (I. (t) +i. (t)) X 0.975

wkere, i. (t) h Ie hmic grGlDd Icee lent loD, lad tke footaotu 1
lad 2 Ire tke liglll of firlt floor lad lecoad floor relpecti,el,.

For Ilumericil cllculltioa of the eqai,.lellt SnoF of
lab.tructure PSD method, Ilppolial thlt the firat ator, ia the
tilt part lad. tke secord ltor, h tke IlImierlcal operatloll part,
the formull of o,ertaraillg mOMeat It tke le'el of illflexloll poiatl
of tke flrlt Itor, i.

)1( t) -, (t) X O. 720 (6)

It Ikolld be elplaiaed thlt in thil elample the formula i•
.. lid oal, at the Inel of iDflnloD ,oiDh, Dot at the Inel of
tke interface betweeD firlt Itor, aDd lecoDd Itor" becalle the
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purpole of the erample II to ,erify the fealibility of the
equ,ilant SDO'. If the formula il ri,en at other le,el of
inflerion pointl the reilitl of the limalltioa IhOlid be the lame.

The iDplt earthqllie waYe il IL Ceatro. Calif. 1940.6.18 NS,
Ind the predominlnt period of the wa" il 0.246 lecond. The
ullih of the nmerieal telt are Ihown iD 'ig.6. It CII be lUll
clelrly that if the predominlnt period of the wa,e II equil to the
firlt period of the Itructtre, the equi,alent SDOr method can gi,e
I ,ood approximate limulation.

CONCLUSIONS

The method de,eloped in thil piper named equi,alent SOO'
method il I limple Ind effecti,e olle. Th, relultl of the numericil
telt Ihow that If the predominant period of inplt leilmic wa,e il
equal or nllrly equal to the fhlt per iod of the Itructure, the
method cln gi,e I good Ipprorimlte moment limulltion.
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CYCLIC LOADING HISTORIES FOR SEISMIC
EXPERIMENTATION ON COMPONENTS OF STRUCTURES

Helmut Krawinkler
Department of Civil Engineering

Stanford University
Stanford, CA 94305

INTRODUCTION

Much experimental work on structural components and subassemblies has been done in
recent years in laboratories of universities, government, and industry, directed towards
achieving a bener understanding of the response of structures to seismic excitations. Most
commonly, these experiments are performed with quasi-static cyclic load application. In
these experiments the selection of loading histories and pre~entation of test results have
always been central issues, since no general guidelines exist and decisions are made usually
in a subjective manner. This has raised many questions in interpretation of experimental
results and has made a consistent assessment of seismic perfonnance of components of
steel structures a difficult task.

This paper suggests guidelines for the selection of loading histories that can be employed in
most quasi-static experiments whose purpose it is to assess the seismic perfonnance of
components and subassemblies as parts of structures that may be subjected to eanhquake
ground motions of different severities. This implies that strength and stitfness
characteristics and their history dependent variation (e.g., t;yclic hardening, softening,
deterioration, etc.) are of primary interest. In panicular, the following questions are
addressed:

• How many cycles, what defonnation amplitudes, and what sequence of cycles
should be employed to evaluate seismic perfonnance?

• How can the results of one experiment under a predetennined loading history be
generalized so that conclusions can be drawn on the response of the same
component under different loading histories?

Central to the issue of loading history and perfonnance evaluation is the recognition that
damage in a component is cumulative and the level of damage depends not only on the
maximum defonnation but also on the history of deformations (or loads) the component
undergoes before and after the occurrence of the maximum defonnation. Thus, cumulative
damage concepts have to be utilized to assess perfonnance, and loading histories in
experiments must account for the history dependence of seismic performance.

CUMULATIVE DAMAGE ISSUES

The purpose of experiments is to evaluate seismic perfonnance of components as parts of
structures. Adequate perfonnance implies that a component fulfills a set of specified
performance requirements. These requirements may be based on strength and stiffness
characteristics, deformation capacity. energy dissipation characteristics. or any combination
thereof. For a component this implies that its role within a structure needs to be identified
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and its capacities (strength, deformation, and energy dissipation capacities) as well as the
demands imposed by earthquakes need to be quantified. The emphasis here is on
perfonnance in severe earthquakes in which deterioration and safety against failure become
overriding considerations, and adequate performance implies that the capacities exceed the
imposed demands with an adequate margin of safety.

An experiment can provide only information on capacities, but due consideration can be
given to demand issues by utilizing loading (defonnation) histories that account for general
demand characteristics. In seismic problems capacity and demand cannot be separated
since one may strongly depend on the other. Therefore, single capacity parameters, such
as maximum defonnation or maximum ductility ratio, will provide inadequate descriptions
of capacity unless aU other important demand and capacity parameters are considered in the
loading history applied to the test specimens and in the test evaluatioo.

Because of the randonmess of the seismic demands and the dependence of the capacities on
the demands, a single test or even a series of tests may not provide all the information
needed for seismic performance assessment. Thus, the choice of testing programs and
loading histories should be guided by the objective to maximize infonnation :md minimize
complexities that wlil complicate test evaluation. The following summary on important
issues of capacity and demand is intended to provide the background which forms the basis
for selecting the testing programs and loading histories suggested in this paper..

Seismic Capacities

Basic seismic capacity parameters for a component are strength, stiffness, inelastic
defonnation capacity, and cumulative capacity parameters such as energy dissipation
capacity. All these parameters are expected to deteriorate as the number of damaging cycle~

and the amplitude of cycling increases. The type of deterioration depends on the failure
mode of the component. Figure 1 illustrates typical examples of deterioration for two
distinctly different failure modes; slow deterioration (of strength and/or stiffness), typical
of local buckling modes in steel sttuctures, Fig. 1(a); and rapid deterioration of strength,
typical of fracture modes of failure, Fig. l(b).
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(a) Slow Deterioration (b) Rapid Deterioration

Fig. I. Different Modes of Deterioration and Failure
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Each mode of deterioration and failure has its own characteristics that may affect the choice
of testing program and loading history. For instance, a failure mode exhibiting the rapid
strength deterioration illustrated in Fig. l(b) is usually caused by local imperfections that
lead to material fracture. The characteristics of these imperfections may have considerable
scatter and, therefore, the level at which deterioration occurs is uncertain. Thus, little
confidence can be placed in the results from a single test, particularly since a clear margin
of safety must be established for a failure mode with rapid strength deterioration.

Generic loading histories, which are to be applied to different specimens with different
failure modes, represent a compromise that is based on important performance
characteristics that are common to all specimens tested. The testing programs and loading
histories recommended lflter are based on a general cumulative damage concept of the
following characteristics:

1. Every excursion in the inelastic range causes damage in a component Damage
implies that macro- or micro-structural changes occur, which causes visible or
invisible deterioration of strength and stiffness properties and brings the
component closer to failure.

2. The component has a memory, i.e., the damage from inelastic excursions is
cumulative.

3. Large excursions cause much larger damage than small excursions.

4. The relative amount of damage caused by an excursion depends on the plastic
deformation range of the excursion, L1~, the mean deformation of the excursion
(a measure of symmetry with respect to the undeformed configuration), and the
sequence in which large and small excursions are applied to the component
(sequence effects).

5. For a given deformation amplitude the damage is largest for a symmetric
excursion since this results in the largest possible plastic deformation range.

6. The importance of sequence effects has not yet been established through
research, and the sequence of large versus small excursions in a component of a
structure subjected to a severe earthquake does not follow any consistent
pattern. Thus, sequence effects cannot be considered in the recommended
loading histories.

7. As a consequence, the number of inelastic excursions, N, and their plastic
deformation ranges (or, for symmetric excursions, their deformation
amplitudes), as well as the sum of the plastic deformation ranges, become the
primary capacity parameters for loading histories.

Krawinkler et al. (1983) present an extensive discussion of the issues raised here and many
others of interest in seismic testing and performance evaluation of structural steel
components.

Seismic Demands

The demands imposed by a severe earthquake on a structural component depend on the
configuration of the component within a structure, the strength and elastic as well a::
inelastic dynamic characteristics of the structure, ar,d the seismic input to which the
structure may be subjected. For generic components none of these variables is well defined
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or narrowly bracketed. For frame structures the best mediator between component demand
and seismic input appears to bt' the interstory drift in sttuctures, since this parameter can
usually be related to the component deformation, and the demand on this parameter can be
assessed from simplified dynamic models. Although there is no definite relationship
between interstory drift in multistory sttuctures and the deformation demand in single
degree of freedom (SOOF) systems, the latter is often used to estimate the former.

In the context of developing loading histories with due consideration to seismic demand,
general conclusions can be drawn from studies on SooF systems. This discussion is
based on a statistical study reported by Nassar and Krawinkler (1991) on bilinear and
stiffnes~ degrading SooF systems subjected to a set of IS Western U.S. earthquake
ground motions. The shape of the average elastic response spectrum of these records
closely resembles the shape of the ATe 3-06 ground motion spectrum for Aa =Ay (Applied
Technology Council (1978». This study provides, amongst others, statistical infonnation
on demand parameters for inelastic systems with ductilities of 2 to 8. This infonnation.
which in part is summarized next. forms the basis for the recommendations on loading
histories given later. In the interpretation of the quantitative information presented here it
must be considered that the 15 records used in this study (a) are from earthquakes whose
magnitude varies from 5.7 to 7.7. (b) have strong motion durations that vary significantly.
and (c) represent ground motions at stiff soil sites (soil type 5/).

Number of Inelastic E%cursions, N. This parameter increases with a decrease in
period T of the system; the rate of incr&ase being very high for short period systems
(exception: T = 0.1 sec.). The dependence of the mean value of Non T and the ductility
ratio IJ is illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Dependence of Mean Number of Inelastic Excursions on Natural Period and
Ductility Ratio (Bilinear SooF Systems with 10% Strain Hardening)

Individual Plastic De/ormGtion Ranges, .18pi. The magnitudes of the plastic
defonnation ranges of the inelastic excursions can be represented by a lognonnal
distribution. Large plastic deformation ranges are rare events. and small ones are very
frequent. The median of the plastic deformation ranges in an earthquake is usually less
than 15% of the maximum (Hadidi-Tamjed, 1987).
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Sum 0/NormLJlized Plastic De/ormation Ranges, ~/cSy. This parameter is used here as
the basic cumulative damage parameter. For bilinear systems it is equal to the dissipated
hysteretic energy normalized by FA Similar to N, this parameter depends suongly on the
period T and the ductility ratio J.L 1lie dependence of the mean value of this parameter on T
and IJ is illustrated in Fig. 3.
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This brief summary shows the significant dependence of the demand parameters on the
natural period of the Sb'Ucture of which the component is part. For generic test specimens
the need exists to base these parameters on short period Sb'Uctures, with the understanding
that their values may be very conservative for long period Sb'Uetures. It is to be recognized
that cyclic demands for Sb'Uctures depend on a great number of variables, and a unique
loading history will always be a compr\lmise, but one that should be conservative for most
practical cases. It also needs to be considered that the values shown in Figs. 2 and 3 may
be low for earthquakes of large magnitudes (because of longer durations) and high for
earthquakes in regions of lower seismicity.

The information summarized here can be utilized to develop loading histories that represem
demand characteristics in "single specimen testing programs". In many cases such a testing
program may be inadequate, since it does not pennit an explicit assessment of cumulative
damage. For the latter purpose a more comprehensive testing program is needed
("cumulative damage testing program") that permits the determination of structural
perfonnance parameters, which, together with a cumulative damage model, can be utilized
to evaluate performance under arbitrary seismic excitations. Such a testing program will
depend on the damage model that represents the failure mode under study. Presented next
are two cumulative damage models that have been used in different studies to represent
damage accumulation in steel and reinforced concrete components.

Cumulative Damage Model

Many models for cumulative damage assessment of components subjected to seismic
excitations have been proposed in the literature. Most of them use either the plastic
deformation range or the dissipated hysteretic energy per excursion (or cycle) as the basic
demand parameter. The simplest model of this type is one that is based on the two
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hypotheses of a Manson-Coffin relationship and Miner's rule (Krawinkler et a1. (1983».
The ftrSt hypothesis postulates that for constant amplitude cycling the number of excursions
to failure, Nf' and the plastic deformation range, ~, (total deformation range minus elastic
defonnations) are related by the following equation:

(1)

In this equation C and c are structural perfonnance parameters that have to be determined
experimentally. The equation implies that on a log-log plot the relationship between Nt
and M p is linear.

The second hypothesis is Miner's rule of linear damage accumulation. which postulates that
the damage per excursion is IINf' and that the damage from excursions with different
plastic deformation ranges, M pj' can be combined linearly. Thus, the total damage Dis
given by the equation

N

D =CL (.10p j)C

;=1 (2)

If this hypothesis were accurate, a total damage of D = 1.0 would constitute failure.
Because of the known shortcomings of Miner's rule (neglect of mean deformation and
sequence effects) and the scatter in the structural performance parameters C ar.d c, the limit
value of damage that constitutes failure cannot be expected to be exactly l.0. Krawinkler et
a1. (1983) provide an extensive discussion of all the issues associated with this damage
model.

Pilot tests (Krawinkler et al. (1983» have shown that this model gives good predictions for
various failure modes (local buckling, crack propagation and fracture at weldments) in steel
structures, and that the exponent c is a rather stable parameter whereas the coefficient C
exhibits considerable scatter. Provided that sufficient experimental data on the two
structural performance parameters can be obtained experimentally, it becomes a matter of
analysis to predict performance under various levels of ground motions which will impose
different demands (N and Mpi)

In reinforced concrete a widely used damage model is that proposed by Park and Ang
(1985). In this model damage is expressed as follows

D = Om + ---..!!-f dE
cSu Qy cSu (3)

in which D = damage index (D > 1 indicates excessive damage or collapse)
cSm = maximum defonnation under earthquake
8u = ultimate deformation capacity under static loading
QI = calculated yield strength
aJ!.' = incremental hysteretic energy
(j = parameter accounting for cyclic loading effect

This model also contains structural performance parameters (8", fJ) that need to be
determined experimentally.
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TESTING PROGRAMS AND LOADING HISTORIES

The choice of testing program and associated loading history depend on the purpose of the
experiment (research or seismic verification) and the type of anticipated failure mode (i.e.,
rapid 01' slow saength deterioration).

Single Specimen Testing Program • Multiple Step Test

This is the recommended testing program if only one specimen is available, the monotonic
load-defonnation response can be predicted with good confidence, the rate of strength
deterioration is slow, and analytical cumulative damage modeling is not part of the
investigation. This testing program should not be used if the rate of strength deterioration
is rapid (see Fig. l(b» and the level at which this deterioration occurs may exhibit
considerable scatter.

Since sequence effects cannot be evaluated in a single test, the suggested loading history
consists of a series of stepwise increasing deformation cycles (Multiple Step Test) as
illustrated in Fig. 4. In this history the cycles should be symmetric in peak defonnations
unless the strength is very different in the two ~tions.The history is divided into steps
and the peak deformation of each step j is given as eJ' a predetermined value of the
"deformation" control parameter. The only exception IS the fIrSt step, which should be
performed in the "elastic" range and may be controlled by load rather than defonnation.
The number of "elastic" cycles should be large enough to obtain stable and reliable values
of stiffness properties. It may be advisable to perform two steps of '\':lastic" cycles, at
about O.ScSy and O.7ScSy, particularly for reinforced concrete components.
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Fig. 4 Loading History for Multiple Step Test

At and beyond yielding, several cycles should be performed during each step. The step
increment ~ may depend on the anticipated defonnation demand, but for components
whose ductility ratio is close to the story drift ductility ratio an increment of ~ = cSy is
teeommended. It may be advisable to perform small amplitude cycles after each or some of
the steps in order to evaluate stiffness degradation.
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In the loading history for such a test the primary parameters are the number of inelastic
excursions, N. the magnitude of the plastic deformation range of each inelastic excursion,
.1e5pi ' the sum of the plastic deformation ranges, L1~i' and the maximum ductility ratio that
wIll be experienced in the eanhquake for which perfonnance is to be evaluated. In order to
render a test useful for generic specimens, the last parameter must remain a variable to be
addressed in performance evaluation, and the other three parameters should be detennined
so that the loading history represents the seismic demand for the full range of practical
ductility ratios.

Based on these requirements and the discussion in the previous section, the following
arguments are used here to establish a loading history:

1. It is assumed that the seismic demand for the interstory drift in complex
structures can be represented by the response of bilinear SOOF systems.

2. The loading history should represent a "reasonable and generally
conservative" demand on N, .1e5pi' and L10pi for the full range of practical
story drift ductility ratios. Since both Nand I:.10pi depend strongly on the
period of the structure of which the component is part, the demands need to
be established for short period structures for which the demands are high.
SDOF systems with periods of 0.2 and 0.5 seconds were selected to
benchmark these demands.

3. "Reasonable and generally conservative" implies that the total number of
inelastic excursions, N, should be represented in average, and that the
cumulative plastic deformation range, ItJ0pi, should be represented
conservatively. Consideration should also be given to the fact that small
inelastic excursions are much more frequent than large ones.

The loading history shown in Fig. 4 comes close to fulfilling these requirements as is
illustrated in Table I. This table shows, for three selected periods T and different ductility
ratios JI, representative values of predicted SDOF seismic demands (mean values and mean
plus standard deviation 0 of Nand I:.1opi/Sy deduced from the data given in Nassar and
Krawinkler (1991». Also shown are the corresponding values obtained from the loading
history presented in Fig. 4, with the increment in peak deformation, .1, being equal to the
story yield displacement 0Y' The third part of the table illustrates how conservative the
loading history is for components in long period structures.

Table 1 shows that for all periods and all ductility ratios the experimentally executed
ItJe5pi/Sy is greater than the predicted mean + 0, whereas the experimentally executed
number of inelastic excursions in the period range from 0.2 to 0.5 seconds is smaller than
the predicted mean. The reason for this disparity is that in earthquakes short period
structures experience a large number of small inelastic excursions and a small number of
large inelastic excursions, whereas in the recommended loading history the magnitudes of
inelastic excursions are distributed more uniformly. The argument for replacing in
experiments the many small excursions by a few larger excursions is that the total number
of cycles that have to be performed in an experiment is reduced but the cumulative damage
effect, represented by L1~pill>v, is still simulated conservatively. It is left to the judgment
of the experimentalist to mooify the loading history and simulate the expected number of
inelastic excursions more accurately. It should be considered that the predicted values are
from U.S. West Coast eanhquakes with magnitudes between 5.7 and 7.7 and for stiff site
soil conditions. For larger earthquakes with longer strong motion duration and soft soil
sites the number of inelastic excursions as well as the cumulative plastic deformation ranges
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may be considerably larger. On the other hand. for smaller magnitude earthquakes in
regions of lower seismicity the opposite may be true. Thus. modifications to the
recommended loading history may be in order if much larger or smaller seismic demands
are anticipated.

Table 1. Predicted and Experimentally Executed Demands

2 12 19 6 4 7 11
0.2 4 28 42 16 28 41 57

6 36 55 24 54 76 127

2 8 12 6 3 5 11
0.5 4 19 30 16 23 36 57

6 24 35 24 41 64 127

2 4 7 6 3 4 11
2.0 4 7 10 16 13 20 57

6 9 12 24 25 36 127

More than one cyclic test is needed if performance evaluation cannot be based with
confidence on the results of a single test. This is the case for specimens that exhibit the
behavior shown in Fig. 1(b). The illUS! ated response comes from a beam specimen in
which failure was caused by crack pr ,pagation and fracture at a beam flange weld
(Krawinkler et al. (1983». Allhough c.ack propagation occurred relatively early in the
cyclic history. it did not lead to a noticeable deterioration until unstable crack growth
occurred and the weld fractured suddenly, leading to a rapid deterioration in strength.
Crack initiation and crack growth at weldments are phenomena that are greatly affected by
workmanship and their characteristics may exhibit considerable scaner. For instance. in the
test series from which Fig. l(b) was obtained. three identical specimens cycled at the same
deflection amplitude failed after 8, 14, and 15 cycles. respectively. and two other identical
specimens cycled at a smaller deflection amplitude failed after 46 and 92 cycles,
respectively. IT only a single test had been performed. the performance evaluation would
have led to misleading results. In such a case, several identical multiple step tests need to
be performed or a cumulative damage testing program needs to be carried out.

Cumulative Damage Testing Program

A special testing program is needed if a cumulative damage model is to be developed for the
purpose of assessing seismic performance of the component under arbitrary loading
histories. A cumulative damage model may be utilized to evaluate the cumulative effect of
inelastic cycles (or excursions) on a limit state of acceptable behavior. This limit state may
be associated with excessive strength deterioration or other measures of damage tolerance.
A cumulative damage model is based on a damage hypothesis and may include several
structural performance parameters. The validity of the hypothesis and the values of the
performance parameters have to determined experimentally. This requires a multi-specimen
testing program whose details depend on the type of damage model and failure mode to be
investigated.
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If the cumulative damage model given by Eq. (2) is appropriate, at least three constant
amplitude tests on identical test specimens are needed in order to obtain values for the
performance parameters C and c and to verify that the relationship given by Eq. (1)
represents reality with sufficient accuracy. For each test a new specimen must be used
since each specimen is to be tested to failure. The deformation amplitudes for the three
tests should be selected so that they cover the range of interest for performance asse~:;ment.

Additional constant amplitude tests need to be perfonned if strength deterioration is caused
by a failure mode whose characteristics may exhibit considerable scatter. In order to
evaluate the scatter, tests with previously used defonnation amplitudes should be repeated.

If the cumulative damage model given by Eq. (3) is appropriate, a monotonic test is needed
to determine Ou, and several more experiments are needed to evaluate fJ as well as the load
deformation characteristics on which dE depends.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Performance in general may be concerned with several limit states, ranging from
serviceability to safety against failure. Although test results will provide information on all
limit states, the recommendations made in this paper are put forth specifically for
performance assessment at the limit state of failure.

Failure may be defined as the inability of the component to resist an imposed s~ismic

demand without excessive deterioration in strength. This necessitated the definition of the
strength associated with failure, Qmin' which must be assigned to the experiment. It is
convenient to express this residual strength as a fraction a of either the measured or the
predicted yield strength. The predicted yield strength appears to be more appropriate since
it is used in design and in the analytical studies on which the predicted seismic demands are
based. The fraction a is a matter of judgment and may depend on the rate of strength
deterioration close to failure. Once Qmin is defined, the experiment(s) will provide all
information relevant to performance evaluation.

If a cumulative damage testing program is employed, performance can be predicted directly
from the damage model and analytical predictions of seismic demands. In a single
specimen testing program the intent of the multiple step test is to incorporate the most
imponant cyciic demand characteristics of N and Lj~p.i' regardless of the maximum
deformation or ductility demand imposed by an eanhquake. Thus, during performance
assessment only one additional primary demand parameter remains to be considered.
Conventionally, this additional demand parameter is the maximum ductility ratio, which
needs to predicted from analytical studies on the structure of which the component is pan.

Presuming that the component ductility demand can be evaluated with due consideration
given to the uncertainty in seismic input, performance assessment can be based on the
evaluation of capacity/demand ratiot of ductility and other important performance
parameters. The capacities to be used for this purpose are quantities associated with Qmin
and the corresponding t5"..aA; obtained from the experiment. The primary capacity/demand
ratio is likely that for ductility, but other ratios, such as those for cumulative hysteretic
energy dissipation and cumulative plastic deformation ranges, should also prove useful for
performance evaluation.

Adequate performance implies that a margin of safety needs to be provided against failure.
Thus, the required capacity/demand ratios should be larger than 1.0. How much larger
depends on the degree to which input uncenainties are considered in the determination of
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ductility demands and on the mode of failure of the test specimen. If the mode of failure is
associated with rapid strength deterioration, the required capacity/demand ratios should be
larger than for modes of failure with gradual strength deterioration.
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ASEISMIC TEST OF BUILDING STRUCTURE

ZhuBoloo.

ProfCllOl' ofCivil EnJiDccriaI

fooaji University

ABSTRACT

A pmeral dilcuuioo about aseismic test is presented in this paper. It il involved the

aseismic Italic tat and alCismic d)'llamic telt, laboratory tat aDd field test. Besides, the

aseismic behaviour ud aseismic capacity are also dilCUllCd in thil paper.

INTRODUcnON

It is welllmown that, IlIinI the alCimic: tat results to estimate the aseismic behaviour or

aseismic capacity is very useful. So, muy seismic countries pay their attention to the devel

opment of aseismic telt method. On the other band, bow to use the aseismic test results to

correctly evaluate the aseismic bebaviour or ueiamic capacity arouses the interest of every

tesearcher in area of aseismic desip ofbuiJdin.struetures.

ne kinds oCaseismic test methods can be summarized tI folJows:

It should be noted that. oot any aseismic tat in laboratory can reappear one actual

earthquake. But, in companson with the static test, the d)'llamic tnt is better; in compari.

IOn with cyclic: loadiD.. the nonc:yclic loadiDl c:orrcspondinl to lCismic: responses is more

dOle to the practice; besides, in comparilOn with the telts in laboratory, the field dynamic:

telt is mote clo. to the earthquake.

Except the problem of test method, in the area of how to use the test results, the aailmic

behaviour and ueismic capacity should be diltinpisbcd.
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ASEISMIC SfATIC TEST AND ASEISMIC DYNAMIC TEST

It is well known that the dilTereaee between static and dynamic testl i. the .train rate

cfTects, test duration aDd the possibility to chanle test propam.

I. Strain Rate ElTc:c:t

Cyclic loadin.

Fil. 1 shows the bysteresisloops of masonry walls subjected to the static and dynamic load

mi. The shear strenlth of masonry wan increases with thc decrease ofloadinl period. Sucb

phenomenon is similar to concrete and steel, IS shown in FiB. 2 and Fil. 3. Accordin. to the

earthquake response of buildinl structure. the strain rate of member has a vanou. value

within O.QI- 0.025 / sec. It means that during earthquake the dynamic strcnstb of the ordi·

nary material maybe increase 10- 15% in comparison with the static strcnltb of that.

Noncyclic laadin.

The static noncyclic loadinl may be realized by two ways: one is the telt specimen loaded

by a predicted lo.dinl pattem, the otber is pseudo-dynamic telt. Since the pseudo dynamic

test is an aetuator-computer on Iinc system, the stilTness variation of members can be re

flected in thc calculated process. Therefore, the latter is bettler than the former. But. in

companson with thc shaking table noncyclic dynamic test. the static noncyclic test can not

providc foUowin, two distinsuishin, features: strain rate e1Tc:c:t and failure pattcm. It

should be mentioned that thc failure panem of test specimen or test model buiJdiDl de

pends on thc test method: static or dynamic, thc latter caD provide &Q;clcntio:1. ShakiD,

table test ha. verif"ted that this problem is particularly evident in mlSOD:}' telt, .. shown in

Fil.4.

2. Test Duration

Except the preparinl period, ihe test duration of static test is lonler thaD that of dynamic.

The duration of static test needs se~ral hours. but that of dynamic test only needs few sec
onds.

3. Possibility to Chan. Test Propam

In static test accordinl to the loadilll path or loadinl patterll, the specimen can be Cllperi

mcated one sta. after another, ud the apcrimellc cu be temporarily stopped at Illy SlalC
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to inspect the cracks ud defOnDatiOD. Sometimes. the origiDal test proanm m,.y be

chaapd 012 the base or experimcutal dcvelopmcuL But in dynamic test, the above-lDcu

tioned advlUJtap is very few.

LABORATORY TEST AND FIELD TFSI'

ID laboratory the static expenmcuu and shakiDI table tests includinl cyclic and Doncyclic

Ioadinl can performed, but in the test field only the nODcyclic dynamic test c:ao be dODe.

1. Laboratory Experiment

The important advaDtalC of laboratory experiment is that under the same condition, a

II'Oup of specimCDs usml same method can be tested. It is very useft' I iD practice.

Static test

For the desilD purpose, the researcbcn can experiment a series of specimens to determine

the available stJ'CDath and reasoDable constructional measures by means of static test. For

example, Fia. 5 sbowl the shear strength of masoDry walls (wbere: R,-shear strenJth of

masonry. R1-sbear strength ofmortar joint, lJo-oormal pressure), and Fig. 6 shows the re

IatioDship between number of cycle and degradation of restoring force.

On the other hand, it is well bown that the restorina force model is very important for

Donlinear structural analysis of ean.hquake resPODse. So, based on the results of a series

testl, the rcstorinl force model of member or structure can be determined. For instance,

Fil.7 shows the restorinl fon:e model of reinforced concrete flexural member with axial

load, and Fi•.8 shows the masonry wan subjected to the reversed sbear force.

OwiDI to the ract that the restOriD, force model involves the yieldinl strength and

deformation, the ultimate strength and deformatioD, the initial stiffncu and the ItifTncu

dearadatiOD, etc., the above mentioned factors are the key facton of the aseismic behavior

otmembcrs.

Sh~kiDI table test

On the shakiBl table the modclsttueture or members CaD be tested. ID spite of the fact that

the model bw1clin. tested on the shakinl table is Dot equal to the teal buildiDl excited by

the natural earthquake, the dama. characteristics and crack pattem arc clolC to the actual

phcuomena.
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With the anvitational field problem, the aseismic capacity of prototype Itructure CaD be

approximately estimated by that of model buildin, ~eated on the shama table accordiDa to

limilitudc relationship.

2. Field Test

In JCDcral, the aseismic field tests involve two maiD kinds: one i. the leilia, strue:ture tested

ill field by artifitial earthquake, the other i. the tcstinlstruture built at multiple earthquake

area .aitin, for the actual earthquake.

Artificial eartbquake

ReCCDtly, the artiilCial earthquakes occurred from two wayl: one i. the explosion

earthquake, tbe other is by usin, special device exploded accordina to lOme pre.'!ictiDa time

lerics. Fil.9 shows the explosive Icnerated around motion in China, and Fi•. lO sbows the

lime history ofaround motion occurred by special explosion device iD China.

Natural earthquake

University of Tokyo constructeo a natural earthquake tealin. field in the Chiba. lapan. A

leries ortal'lc-scale model buildinp accordinl to differeDt test purposes arc built at teatinl

ficld .aitina for the earthquake. Owin, to the fact tb.t in the ficld dilTerent maJDitude

earthquake frequently occureel. the control center of teatina field has obtained a lot of in

Cormation ofearthquake responlCl ortarp-scale model buildinp.

ASEISMIC DEHAVIOUR AND ASEISMIC CAPACITY

The aseismic tcst results are alway. used to determine the aseismic behaviour or aseismic

capacity. It should be mentioned that both of them have lOme common content, and have

lOme different objectives.

1. Common Content

The conowina Cactors oC the member of tuildina structure should be dilCUSlCd for the

lK:smic behaviour and aseismic capacity:

<a) 5trcnJth: crack and ultimate strenllb, dcaradation of ItreDJl!l;

(b) Deformation: ductile I\nd ductility factor, deformation and dcformability;

(c) EnerJY: etlCf'IY absorptioD and CDCrlY disaipatioD;
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(d) Stiffness: initialltiffncu, unloadiD:I ltilTncu, repeated 10RdiDi stiffness, equivalent

ItilTneSlaDd ltiIruc:u desndation;

(e) Hysteresilloopl: pattern aDd area ofloopl, hysteretic dampinl, skeleton curve;

(1) Failure mechanism.

2. Diffcrent 0 bjectivcs

ThouJb both the aseism;c behaviour and aseismic capacity have some common research

content, from the viewpoint of the solution of the problem, they have some different objec·

tives.

Aseismic behaviour

lD order to compare the basic parameters between two different members or between two

differeat constructional measures of one member, the aseismic behaviour of member should

be studied. AI shown in Fi•.6, in order to compare the aseismic constructional measures,

the strength, stiffness, degradation, hysteresis loops, deformation, failure mechanism, etc.,

all of which need to be studied. But, it should be pointed out that, for aseismic behaviour it

is unnecessary to solve the problem that up to what lcvel of earthquakc the structure can

relit.

Aseismic cal=acity

In ordcr to solve thc problem that what level ofearthquakc can be resisted by the structure,

the aseismic capacity should be studied, and in connection with this problem, the strength,

stiJl"ncSl, ctc. ofstructurc should bc concerned.

In Jcncral, thc aseismic capacity of structure may bc determined by many ways(Fil.ll).
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The Elperimental Metbod of Reinforced Concrete Silos

Zhu Bolol, Shi leilil'
(Tollgj i Ull iflU liy. ShaDg" i. Ch ill)

Ab.tnct

Thi. paper di.cu •••• the .imilarit, relatiol.hip determination,
lIod.l duigl lid coutructioll, tut lIethod lid tlperi...t procedure etc.
with the .Iampl. of Buallgdao Klectricit1 PI.llt. The .Iperim.nt r••ult
b1 thi. m.thod i. ,uite .ati.f,ing.

1. Preface

A•• kild of 1I0dern .huehre, .il...urfer le.. fro. earthquake,
••p.ciall, from ilt.ll.e .arthqu.k•. But their failure during .arthqulk.
h.. belll oll..rfld. Durill' the earthquake of March., 1177 ill Romllia.
the npportilll .truchrll, top alore1 .truehr.. of • i loa, wer.
dutro,.d, the root of a•• ll top buitdill cracked, IDd lUll coilipud.

Sillu 19&Oa, 10m. d11lamie r....reh.. 01 .i 10. hu. blln done
abrold. But their r.a.arch dir.ction. lillit to d1namical effecti,. mall
of .tora,•. Ther. Ir. f.w r•••arch.. oa the I.i.llie reaponaea and
failure of .ilo•. lith the 1I0r. aid 1I0r. 'It.a.i,. application of lilol,
the .Ip.rim.at r•••arch 01 the •• i.llie r•• i.tlilt p.rforllalc•• of .ilo.
become••ore lid .or. imp.r.ti,.. Thia paper di.cu.aea the limulated
.eiamie .hakil' tlbl••Ip.rillelt method of reinforced concrete ailo
with the elampl. of B.lgdao Electrieit, Plant.

2. lIod.1 D.. ila

According to the .ctual aituatioa of .hakin, table of Stlte
Llborator, for Di.a.t.r Reduction ill Ci,il Kaliae.rinl In Tongji
Ulli,.r.it, ••d the h.ight of .tructur. l.bor.tory. the .ize .cal, ratio
betweell protot,p. aid IIld,1 If Bangdal El.ctricit1 Plant .ilo i. tak'il
.. 10: 1.

Th. r••ult of pr.,io,a .t.tica r••••rch 01 .ilo .ho.a that the
friction b.t•••8 c1lila,r wall aId .torl" ha. Ir,.t ,ff,et 01 ,tofal'
lIat,ri.l pr •••ur.a. III ord.r to .illullt. actual friction .ituation
bethr. llieroconcreh it .. leet,d II lIod.1 aioug•• ilo'. material, IIld
.te.l let i. u••d to .imulate the bara il the eylild.r wall of
prototn'. Tile IIldel .ton,. lI.hrial is .till coal. Therefore, the
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deDlit, IClle flctor of Itorlge mater ill mUlt be 1. Beclule
Ira,ity Iccelerlte IClle flctor mUlt be 1 iD IDy elperimeDt OD the earth,
lilo model mUlt be Ictull model. Other limillrit, requirmeDts Ire
lilted iD tlble 1.

Th.re Ir. Itill lome probleml iD the mlterill l.lectioD for thil
medel mlde Itr ict1, accordilll to the prototJPe. Grade 300 CODcrete il
uled II protot,pe miter ill. Accordillg to limillrit, repuirmellt,
microcoDcrete for model CID oilly be grade 30. ThuI, luch low-grlded
CODcrete will CIUle grelt ilicoll,eDielice ia the model cOD.tructioD IDd
iUhlhtioD iD IIperimnt. Therefore, the Ihlll.gth. of microcoDcreh
should be appropriltely eahlDced. The grlde of microcoDcrete iD this
piper i. 60. It will Ilightl, iDcrel.e the teD.ile ItreDlth of IpecimeD
. AccordiDg to the .imilarity requirmeDt, the Iteel ItreDgth of the model
should be 1/10 that of prototype. It i. difficult to obtliD luch
Illter ial. The Idopt iOIl of Illoyed miter iaI , IUch II aluminm, lead etc.
will iDcrel.e the co.t of model IDd i. uDpratical iD the pre.eat fUDd
cOlldi tiOD. Therefore, No. 12 .teel I1It il Ulld to .imuhh the bl,. ir
the cyliDder Will of prototype. Thi. will hlY. littl, effect OD the
teillile Itrength of model silo, but hl,e some effect OD the deyelopmellt
of crick. Model mlterial property telted from elperimeDt is Ihowed as
followl:

lD.Microcolicrete
Strellgth: 4.201lP1 for Model A, 4. SOIlPI for Model B.
Elutic modulus: 4.74 X 108JfPa

lID. Steel
Yield Itrength: III 4 63511Pa

III 6 36411Pa
1Il8 33611Pa

Elastic modulus: 1. 9&X lOeMPI
@. COil

DeDsit,: 902kg!ma for model A, 874kg!m- for model B
"oilture: 81 for model A, 111 for model B
Fr ictioll IIlgIe: 37.3°
Fr ict iOD factor (011 mierocoDcreh wall): 0.6

Two mode h. Dilled model A IIld model B, Ire Ulid iD the piper.
Model A is the actull model of secoad- phlle cOil lilo of BUlllgdao.
Model B il the impro,emeDt of model A. It elimillite. iDller cylillder
Itructure. It I Iupportillg at,ucture cOllaists of oute, cylinder .111 aDd
iDDe' columDs. The hopper is directl, IUpporhd OD the outer cyliDder
.all IDd ita top buildillg is elimiDated. Th. profile tf model A Illd
model B are Iho.ed ill Fig. 1 IIld Fig. 2. Photo. 1 ia the coutructioD
IceDe of model a Photo. 2 il the appe.'.llc, of model A aDd a

3. ~~a t Method



3.1 Illtrumelt Selectiol
1. Sluon
Lik. oth.r IhakiDg tlbl. 'Ip.rim.atl, I.alorl uled ia thl mod.1

lilo IIp.rimeat allo iDclude Itrail IIUII, dilpllcement Ilule and
Iccellratiol Ilule. Additiolall" it il 011 o( the objectl o( thil
nper imeat to m.llure Itoral' mater ill pre lIur n. Therefore, th il
elperiment allo requirel prellu,e 1lllorl.

2. Dati Samplill S,l'em
Storale material pre.lure il requirld to mea,ure in thil

uperimeDt. It tabl II long II 3 hOUri to fill coal iato the lilo. In
lueh I lonl time, t.lt error il una,oidlble beelul. of the inltrument
adr ift renl ted (rom temperahre aa.d other faehu. Therefore, the good
per(ormaaci Amerieaa MrS 460 Data Samplilg S,ltem o( Simulatld Slilmie
Shakinl Table il ned in IImph data.

3.2 Mealuremlnt Poiat Arrangem.nt
The Iymmetrieit, ia taken ad,altlge to reduce mealurement pointl.
1. Strlin M.alurement
Strain miliuremelt iDCludl1 c,linder .all Itrain, ,upporting

Itruetur. Itrain lid opeaiagl atraia. Model B alao iacludls the joint
Itraia o( c,linder .all aad hopper.

aD. Cylinder lall Strlin
Straia gaugn Ire arraaged oa VI. 40, VI. 80 lid V 2.60 to meuure

,ertical Ind circullr ItrelS distribution in the cylind.r .111. Both
iaaer lad outer Itrlia gauge are uled to Iccount (or the pOI.ible
moment in the c,lilder .111. Beea'ie thl ianer lide of the lilo will be
i.plct.d b, the COil and caul' .train glug, to b, IUlc,ptibly damaged.
II another .1', .e aruage Ituin gluge oa the 360D1D long CIl4 bar, Ind
burry the blr in the iDDer lide microeoncrete of the cylinder wall.
Inler .ide .trlin i. mellured b1 the boad betweea the bar Ind
microconerete.

~. S,pportilg Structure Strlil
VertiCil .trlin IIUlel are Irranged 01 \10.06 to Itudy the e(feet

o( luperltructure oa (ouadatiol.
~. Openingl Strlia
The atre •• cODcentration at the opeainll i. the welt .r.1 of the

Itruchre. Therefore, Itraia gaugll are arranged at the openingl.
2. Stor.ge M.terial Prelsur.1
Sil pr'll,r. bOI.1 are arrlDged oa .ach model. They .re numbered

P-l, P-2, P-3, P-4, P-6, P-8, II Ihowed in Fig. 3. P- 1- P- 4 mellure the
pre.lurel on cylilder Will. P- 6, P- 8 mealure tbe pre••urel 01 the
ilcliaed lide of the hopper.

3. Dilplacement aDd Acceleration
The .rran,e.ent of dilplace.eat .e.lorl aad Icceleration .enlor.

il Ihowed ia Fig.4.B.ca,.e .eil.ic w.,. il ilputed iD two directionl
relpecti,el, durial dYlamic elperiment, di.place.eat leDlora D-1,D-2.D
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-3J D-4 Ind IccII.rltion .In.or. A-l,A-a Irl Irrlnled ia I dir,ction
.he. .ei.mic .1" i. iaputed in I directio., Ind thl' Irl Irraalld in
Y dirlctio••h,. 'Ii.mie .a'e I. iapuied in Y directioa.

4. Ilperimeat Procedure

1. Lift thl mod,1 oa the .hakia. table, ...ho.,d i. Fi •. 6, aad
ialtall Jea.or. lad cable•.

3. T,.t thl ei ••n,ibrltion charactlri.tic of empt, .ilo i. both I
dir.ctioa aad Y directio•.

3. Adrift i •• t: Th. timl to fill cOil ia th. elplrimlnt il 10

lonl thlt th. ialtrumlat Idrift re.ult.d from th. tlmplrlturl chlal'
i. ualfoidable. It i. IIClllarJ to conduct IdrUt h.t, record the
r,lltioa cur,. blt.lla .I••or .i,all Ind t,.perltarl, aad find ia'ilid
BlDlOrl.

t. Build .caffold for fill ia. coal.
6. Coal fillia. Ilplrimlat: CarrJ th. cOil to th, IlperimeDt hall

b, trolleJ, lid lift it to the .caffold, thea it II fi ll.d into the
.ilo. Sample dltl e,er, t.ent, miaute., aad rlcord the tlmp.rlture aad
the amouat of filled cOil.

6. Coal rIo.in. nperimlli: Di.hrb with irOD bar ia the mouth of
hopper to cau.e the cOil to flo. for 30-&0 ••coad. contiauou.ly, Ind
.ample dltl. Coal flo.i., IIperimeat cOl1lili. of cui flowinl ia e.. t
hopp.r, coal flo.ia, ia .e.t hOPPlr lad cOil flo.ial ia both hopper •
• imulhnoul,.

7. Tut th. li ••uibratioa chlrahri.tic of fall ,ilo ia I
directioa. .

8. T•• t th. full .ilo .hla iap'ied .iih .ei.mie .1" in I
directioa : ~ I. Ind 0.23'.1'1 ••qalatlill.

9. Te.i tbe ei'la,ibrliioa eblrlei.ri.tic of full .ilo ia Y
direct ioa.

10. T•• t the fall .ilo .~A" iap'i.d with •• i.mic wl,e ia Y
direct ioa: O. 11, O. U" 0.461, O. II, 1. 48" 1. 81 lad 2. 01 .a"
..,unhlh.

6. Ilplrimeat le.,lt
Ilperi••at rl.alt i.diclde. ihlt .toral' .at.rill pre••ure.

di.tributioa aad.r •• i•• ie wa,e i. llrl' It 'pp.r lad low.r lad little
It .iddle pltt.ra. Ther. i. approlimlt.I, lia.ar r.lltio. b,t••,n the
incre.ent of .iorll' .aterial pr, ••,r,. I.d table aeeelerltio.. There
i. noalinelr re11tioa b,t.,ea ih, deer,.,at of .torl.' mlt,rial
pre ••ur,. lad tlbl. Icc,lerltio.. Ihea .ilo .adarl' •• i.mic WI'I,
dilaogll mlcrocrlck occur. fir.t It the .111- hopper Joint. lith the
iacre..e of tlble Icceleratioa, crub ocnr It the door opea ial, • 8'
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shape beam, lirth, window openinl of the silo. These position are the
••ak liDks of the structure. AccordiDI to similar it, r.l,tioD, .heD
th. protot,P' silo suff.r. from 7 d'lr•••arthqulke, cracks .ill occur
at th. root and hopper, and part of bars feild. But there is no dlDler
of colla,lt.

8. CODC lu. iOD

Limit.d b, th. atrorale m"'rial, reiDforc'd eODeret. ailo mod.l
muat be aetuII model. The simulated seismic ahakiDI table elperimeDt of
elabora'el, deailDed microcoDerete .ilo model has altisraetor, reault.

aefereDet

m. C. Pa"l, I. Alut, lid A. PUlea, • A Seismic Duiln or
Cereal Silos in lomallia', Eilhth World Conferellce OD Earthquake
EDlineer iDI V. lI, Sun Franc ilco, 1984.

(2). Zhu BoioDI, • Structure S.ilmic aniatlnct Elperimen' "
Sehmie Publ ishinl Hoult, 1989.

Table 1

Parallleter Value

Lencth 0.1

Ti. 0.3182

Frlquency 3.182

Displaee-ftt 0.1

Acceleration \.0

GraVity Acceleration 1.0

Density 1.0

Strain 1.0

Stress 0.1

Elastic Nodulus 0.1

Pressure 0.1
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EFFECTS OF SCALE AND LOADING RATE WITH TESTS OF
CONCRETE AND MASONRY BUILDING STRUCTURES

Daniel P. Abrams
Newmark Civil Engineering Laboratory

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Urbana, IL 61801

ABSTRACf

Static and dynamic response of reduced-scale and full-scale test structures are correlated to
discern effects attributable to scale and loading rate. Three case studies are presented where
large-scale building systems were represented using reduced-scale models that were sub
jected to dynamic excitation using a shaking table. The test structures were (a) ten-stury rein
forced concrete frame-wall systems, (b) three-story reinforced masonry building systems, and
(c) unreinforced masonry infills in reinforced concrete frames. In addition to dynamic tests,
static testing ofeither critical components, or of the complete structural system, has been done
to examine differences attributable to the modeling method, or to the loading procedure.

INTRODUCfION

A paradox has plagued experimental earthquake engineering research since its inception. Ac
tual buildings are massive structural systems that are excited dynamically during earthquakes.
Ifdynamic response of these s)"stems is to be examined in a laboratory setting, test structures
must be reduced in size. Ifextrapolation of research results to structural engineering practice
is to be made, the use of reduced-scale models may be questioned by code writing officials.
Therefore, large-scale specimens must be tested as well, but at static rates, because hydraulic
flow and payload capacities of present shaking tables are not suited for large-scale building
systems. Whereas the question of scale is absolved by testing a large-scale structure. other
questions emerge with respect to the extrapolation of static test results for estimating dynamic
response. Until shaking tables emerge in our laboratories that are large enough to test full
scale building systems. these questions will continue to be asked, and the paradox will be past
on to the next generation of experimental researchers.

Three separate laboratory testing programs are described that include shaking table tests of
reduced-scale structures, and large-scale static tests. The presentation serves to acquaint for
eign researchers with state-of-the-art testing practices used in the United States for earth
quake engineering research. A second objective is to provide some insight to possible differ
ences in seismic response attributable to specimen size or loading rate.

Reduced-scale models are generally excited dynamically on shaking tables to provide re
sponse data for examination. This category of testing is depicted as element a of the matrix
shown in Fig. 1. Large-scale test structures are usually tested statically (element c of matrix).
It is ofobvious interest to understand relations between response of reduced-scale specimens
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Fig. 1 General Relationships Between Scale and Loading Rate

and full-scale buildings (a to d correlation). and between static behavior of large-scale speci
mens and dynamic response of actual systems excited by earthquakes (c to d correlation). Un
fortunately since data on dynamic response of full-scale structures is usually not available to
make direct correlations with laboratory specimens. to understand these relations requirl"s
an alternate approach. Ifa twin reduced-scale specimen is subjected to similar response histo
ries as its sibling on the shaking table (element b of matrix). then direct correlations attribut
able to scale (b to c correlation). and loading rate (a to b correlation) can be made. Through
assimilation of these two correlations. it may be surmised how to extrapolate test data from
reduced-scale dynamic tests. or large-scale static tests. to estimate dynamic response ofactual
building systems. Whereas this approach does not provide a direct correlation. it is the best
that can be used until capacities ofearthquake simulators are increased to the extent that dy
namic response of full-scale systems can be measured. The three case studies ~iven in this
paper help to illustrate this testing philosophy.

TESTS OF TEN-STORY RC FRAME-WALL SYSTEMS

In the first case study. a series of ten-story reinforced concrete structures at approximately
one-twelfth scale were excited to failure on the Illinois shaking table (Fig. 2). Information on
these tests can be found in References 1and 4. Replicas of beam-column joints. and base-story
columns were constructed at a large scale. and were tested l'tatically to define hysteresis rela
tions (Refs. 8 and 9). In addition. replicas of the same components were constructed at the
same reduced-scale as the ten-story test structures and again tested statically (Refs. 2 and
3).

Hypothetical differences in dynamic response for large and small structures have been com
pared by modeling hysteresis relations for both reduced and full-scale components in a non
linear dynamic analysis (Refs. 5 and 6). Because hysteresis relations are based only on static
experiments. this hypothetical correlation is of the typeb to c. A sample of the research results
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the Illinois shaking table (element a). In addition, a twin one-quaner scale system was tested
statically (element b) with an identical sequence of deflections as its shaking table sibling.

The large-scale test structure is shown in Fig. 4. Lateral forces were applied at the top of the
second-story to simulate inertial forces that would vary along the height of a three-story build
ing in an inverted triangular pattern. A twin pair of500 kN servohydraulic actuators were used.
Since story shears would be zero above the second story for this specimen, there was no need
to construct a third story. Because lateral deflections at the second-level were appreciable
relative to the stroke lengths of the actuators, displacement control could be used for the pair
of actuators without having significant differences ir. the forces for the two actuators.

Results from testing the large-scale specimen are summarized in Ref. 7. lest data provided
benchmark information for calibration of code values for allowable shear and compressive
stresses. In addition, test results suggested modes of failure to be included in future computa
tional models. Nonlinear behavior of the system was governed by inelastic deformations of
the central piers in shear. The system continued to resist lateral force after diagonal cracks
were observed in the central piers suggesting that story shear could be redistributed to exterior
piers with no loss of strength. Though the system and the loading was symmetrical, behavior
of local pier elements was found to be asymmetrical as a result of alternating axial forces.

The one-quarter scale structure is shown in Fig. S. Concrete blocks were exactly one-quarter
the size of full-scale 8-inch block and were fabricated using the same casting process as used
in actual manufacturing. Reduced-scale reinforcement consisted of annealed wire. Mortar
and grout materials were essentially the same as full-scale materials w:th the exception that
large-size fine aggregates were removed. Because the stress-strain properties of the wire
could be made to simulate typical Grade 60 reinforcement, and the grout was closely modeled,
both the tensile and compressive properties of the materials could be replicated. The demand
for exact simulation of bonding between the masonry units and mortar joints was not of a great
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that a reinforced masonry structure could dissipate energy through hysteresis in much the
same way as does a reinforced concrete structure. Nonlinear. dynamic drifts could be esti
mated using the same models as proposed for reinforced concrete systems. A capacity design
approach proved to be acceptable for reinforced masonry systems. Measured response sug
gested that a single-degree-()f-freedom nonlinear spring model could be used to estimate non
linear response histories, and that an equivalent linear model could be used to estimate re
sponse maxima. In summary. modeling at one-quarter scale proved to be a suitable method
for investigating overall response of reinforced masonry systems. Detailed descriptions of re
search results from the shaking table studies can be found in Refs. 12 and 13.

Direct correlations between the reduced-scale dynamic tests and the large-scale static test
(a to c type correlation) cannot be made because there are two variables to consider: the scale
and the loading rate. However. an attempt has been made to do this in Ref. 10. It was found
that nonlinear response of a masonry building system is sensitive to the ways that it is con
structed and tested. Dynamic testing resulted in a lateral force distribution which was much
different than the inverted triangular distribution that was represented with the single concen
trated static force. Lateral strength ofthe fully grouted. one-quarter scale specimen was lim
ited by shear strength of the exterior piers. A weak sliding shear plane was developed at the
top of the piers which resulted in nearly all of the story shear being attracted to a single exterior
pier. The partially grouted full-scale specimen did not behave in this manner since the central
piers proved to be the most vulnerable elements.

A twin of the one-quarter scale test structure was tested statically follOWing the shaking table
experiment. Cycles of lateral displacements at the third level were applied with a servohydraul
ic actuator in the exact same sequence as was observed from the dynamic test. Lateral forces
at the first and second levels were governed so that an inverted triangular loading distribution
would be maintained throughout the testing. The top-level actuator was controlled using an
analog ramp function. The sequence of peaks in the top-level deflection history were pre-de
fined with an array of data points that were input to a personal computer. Lateral deflections
at the top level relative to the test floor were continuously monitored and compared with the
current target peak for a particular cycle. When the target deflection was reached. a five-volt
signal was sent from the computer to the function generator which at that instant reversed
the ramp function for the top-level actuator.

Sample plots that contrast the base moment-deflection relations for the shaking table speci
men and its statically tested twin are presented in Fig. 6 (this is a type a to b correlation of
Fig. 1). The time increments shown in the figure are expressed in terms of the duration of
dynamic testing. Difference~ in lateral stiffness and strength were appreciable for the two test
specimens. In the last and most severe test run. flexural strengths for the static specimen were
79% of strengths for the dynamic specimen. The lowest average stiffness taken from peak to
peak of the largest cycle for the static specimen was 55% of that for the dynamic specimen.
It was apparent that the rate of strain can have an appreciable effect on crack propagation.
Observed damage for the dynamic specimen was much less than for that for the static speci
men despite the fact that the dynamic specimen resisted more force. From these observations.
it was concluded that static testing in a laboratory provides a more demanding environment
than an actual seismic event. Thus. large-scale static testing should be a conservative ap
proach. A summary of correlations between the static and dynamic specimens can be found
in Ref. 11.
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TESTS OF UNREINFORCED MASONRY INFILL-FRAME SYSTEMS

The third case study is a present research project that is being done at the University of Illinois
and the US Army Construction Engineering Laboratory (CERL). Large-scale reinforced con·
crete frames with masonry infil1s are being subjected to a series of in-plane static force rever
sals before static out-of-plane pressures are applied. The tests are being done to improve
methods for evaluating out-of-plane strength of cracked masonry infills. and may be catego
rized as type c specimens in Fig. 1. At CERL, one-half scale replicas of the large-scale speci
mens are being subjected to simulated earthquake motions on a shaking table. These tests
can be categorized as type a specimens in Fig. 1.

Fig. 7 Large-Scale Masonry Infill'Thst Specimen

A typical large-scale infill specimen is shown in Fig. 7. In-plane lateral forces are applied
using a pair of servohydraulic actuators. One actuator is controlled in accordance with a series
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of programmed displacements while the other actuator is controlled such that its force will
be identical with the first actuator. By using this method, displacement control can be utilized
making it possible for post-peak behavior to be examined in a controlled manner while torsion
of the two lateral forces is kept to zero.

Out-of-plane pressures are applied with an air bag. The bag is expanded between a masonry
infill panel, and a concrete reaction slab. Air is supplied to the bag at a constant flow rate
making the test a volume-controlled one. Air pressure is measured with an electronic gage
that is checked against a simple manometer that relates pressure to the height of a water col
umn. In addition, the total lateral force is measured with load cel1s so that the true contact
area between the bag and the infill can be deduced.
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Fig.8 Measured Out-of-Plane Behavior of Large-Scale Masonry Infills

A summary of out-of-plane behavior is shown in Fig. 8 where transverse pressure is plotted
versus lateral deflection (expressed as a percentage of the height). Each curve in the figure
is for a different infill specimen. Parameters of the study are the type of masonry (clay brick
for specimens 1, 2B, 3B and 6B, and concrete block for specimens 4B and 5B), the infill height
to thickness ratio (34 for specimens 1. 2B. and 3B. 17 for specimens 4B and 6B, and 11 for
specimen 5B), and the mortar type (1Ype N portland cement-lime mortar for specimens 1, 2B,
48. and 5B, and lime mortar for specimens 38 and 68). In addition some specimens (2C, 3C
and 6C) are being repaired after testing with a cement-plaster coating.

The large-scale tests done to date have shown that the out-of-plane strength of an unrein
forced masonry infill can be quite high evt;n when cracked with in-plane loads. This is a result
of the substantial arching action that develops for panels with a low hit ratio. An analytical
model is being developed that accounts for inelastic behavior of a two-way plate that is sub
jected to arching actioll. Yield line analyses commonly used for reinforced concrete slabs care
being adapted to include arching effects.

The half-scale specimen (Fig. 9) consists of two parallel concrete frames with masonry infills
that are joined by a concrete slab. Half-scale clay masonry units are fabricated using the same
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process as used for actual bricks. Mortar joints are scaled down to one-halfof full-scale joints.
Actual deformed rebars are used for the longitudinal reinforcement in the frame. Maximum
aggregate size for the frame concrete is limited to 3/8 inch, or one-half that of conventional
full-scale concrete mixes.

Test specimens are aligned on the shaking table so that the principal plane of the masonry
infiUs are parallel with the input motion. After exciting specimens so that the masonry cracks
under in-plane shear, they are rotated ninety degrees so that the masonry infills are subjected
to transverse pressures resulting from their own inertial forces. For the in-plane testing. addi
tional masses are placed on the top slab so that inertial forces will be large enough to crack
infi11s with in-plane shears. These additional masses are removed for the out-of-plane testing.
The amplitude of the base motion is scaled for the out-of-plane tests so that the inertial result
ing from the mass of the masonry will be sufficient to result in significant damage.

Fig. 9 Half-Scale Masonry Infill Test Specimen

Dynamic testing of the first infill specimen has recently taken place. Since test data i,:; still being
reduced. correlations with the large-scale specimens cannot be made at this time. Although
a dynamically tested specimen should be stiffer and stronger than one tested statically. it is
anticipated that the influence of repeated and reversed load reversals may result in a compen
sating deterioration of stiffness and strength. Preliminary correlations of crack patterns for
specimens of each size have revealed similar extents of cracking suggesting that this tendency
may be true.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

Three case studies have provided a general overview of various approaches to experimental
earthquake engineering research. Shaking table experiments of ten-story reinforced COlicrete
frame-wall systems, three-story reinforced masonry wall systems, and one-story masonry in
fill-<oncrete frame systems have each demonstrated the advantages of dynamic testmg. Lar
ge-scale static tests of reinforced concrete components, a two-story reinforced masonry build
ing. and one-story infiU-frame systems have provided data on the seismic behavior of actual
structures which is needed for extrapolation of dynamic test data from the reduced-scale
structures.

If there is one primary commonalty between the three case studies it is that tests of reduced
scale structures on shaking tables, or large-scale specimens tested statically will always be in
conclusive. At best, three of the four elements of the matrix shown in Fig. 1 will be filled.
Dynamic response of large-scale systems must always be surmised on the basis of the experi
ments done on either reduced-scale or statically tested specimens. Gaps will always exist be
tween tests of reduced-scale and large-scale specimens because of material and loading differ
ences making correlations difficult to make between them.

The central conclusion from this presentation is that large-scale dy:·.imic experiments are
needed. If a large shaking table were available for dynamic tests of full-scale one or two-story
structures, then it may be possible for earthquake engineering research to advance to a new
generation.
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STUDY ON SIMILITUDE RELATIONSHIPS OF
REINFORCED CONCRETE COLUMNS BASED ON SHAKING TABLE TESTS

Lu Xllin 1 and

ABSTRACT

2Llao Guangming

According to dynamic similitude requirements and properties of
reinforced concrete structures, five sets of reinforced concrete columns
were tested on shaking table to find out the simill tude relationships
between models and prototypes in the case of some similitude requirements
are not satisfied.

INTRODUCT ION

In the research of seismic resistance of engineering structures, it
is nece~sary to carry out shaking table tests in order to investigate the
dynamic behavior of structures under strong earthquake. Since the
capacity and size of shaking table are limited, it is very common to do
lIodel test on shakln2 table instead of prototype test. Therefore the
similitude relationships between model and prototype become a key problem
in this kind of test. and more and mor~ scholars pay attention to the
research on dynamic similitude requirements of reinforced concrete
structures. For many years the research work was limited to the
theoretical analysis, and little work was done by means of shaking table
tests. The work In this paper is mainly based on shaking table tests of
reinforced concrete columns and system id~ntification, then the similitude
relationships and the formula were obtained to predict the response of
prototype by using the model test results.

SHAKING TABLE TESTS

Five sets of 18 reinforced concrete columns were tested on shaking
table to investigate the behavior of reinforced concrete with different
scale f~ctors when some of the similitude requirements are not met.
Test Design

The cross sectio!1 of basic columns, wh1.ch 1.s on the 1/2 scale of
prototype. is 200 ~ by 300 mm with the height of 1800 mm, and the cross
section of model columns is 100 mm by 150 mm with the height of 900 mm and
50 IIID\ by 75 lI\JII with the height of 450 IMI respectively. The specimens are
shown in Fig. 1 .

The aggregates and the reinforcements were equally scaled during the
manufacture of the specimens. and the additional load was applied to the
specimens to s1.lIulai.e the vertical load wi th different scale factors in
order to study the effect of gravity load on the dynamic behavior. The
similitude relationships are listed in table 1.

1. Assoc. Professor, Institute of Eng. Struct .• TongJi Univ., P. R. China
2. Engineer. Institut~ of Eng. Design, Chengdu Branch, Academia Sinica
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Table 1 Similitude Relationships
•scal1ng parameters slll1l1tude requirelllents

strain S 1c

stress S S =5
f1' f1' E

modulus of elasticity 5 S • SE E f1'

poisson's ratio S 1
f.I

mass density 5 S .. S / S
P P f1' L

length S 5
L L

displacement 5 :; .. 5
x x L

rotatlon S~ 1

area 5 5 = 5 2
A A L

concentrated force 5 S .. 5 5 2
p p E L

line load S S = S SLw w t1'

uniformly distributed force S 5 = S
q q t1'

moment S 5 .. S S 3.. II t1' L

mass 5 5 ,. 5 5 3

• • P L

stiffness 5 S ,. S S
k k E L

damping S S • 5 / S
c c • l

time or period S 5 = ( S / S )0.5
l l • k

velocity 5 S .. 5 / S
v v x l

acceleration ~ S = 5 / 5 2

• • x l

• The scaling parameters refer to the rat~o of units between

prototype and model for a physicai quantity, i. e. 5 • L / L
L p •

where L , L are the length of prototype and model respectively).
p •

According to the properties of the specimens and similitude
requirements, the compressed EL-centro (N-5, 1940) earth~uake record was
used as input acceleration of the shaking table with sampling data of 1000
points. The peak value of the input acceleration was gradually increased
to study the behavior of reinforced concrete in the different deformation
stages. The acceleration and displacement of the specimens were surveyed
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during excitations, and the strains of reinforcements and the surface
strains of concrete were measured as well. All the data were recorded and
stored in PDP 11/34 computer for further analysis.

Test Results

All the specimens underwent four stages from elasticity to failure
during the whole tests.

Elastic stage When the peak value of input acceleration was very

low. the deformation of the specimens was very small, and the spec imens
did not crack at all. The peak values of input and response are listed in
table 2, and the time history of acceleration response is shown in Fig. 2.

Table 2 The test results in elastic stage

specimen concrete vertical input response
No. strength (Hpa) load (kN) accel. (g) accel. (g)

Z2-1 33.7 100 0.1367 0.2793

Z2-2 37.5 136 0.1095 0.1707

Z4-1 36.2 39.86 0.1719 0.3906

Z4-2 31.2 39.86 0.1663 0.2762

Z8-1 20.0 3.40 0.3031 1. 0130

Cracking stage When the input acceleration was increased, the

horizontal cracks appeared in the bottom of the columns, and the
deformation of the specimens was still small, and the crack width was also
very small. The test results in this stage are listed in table 3, and the
displacement time history is shown in Fig. 3.

Table 3 The test results in cracking stage

specimen No. input accel. (g) response acce 1. (g)

Z2-1 0.2305 0.4883

Z2-2 0.2112 0.4047

24-1 0.3223 0.5899

Z4-2 0.3450 0.5859

ZS-1 0.5230 1.7487

Reinforcement yielding stage When the input was increased, the

cracks in the bottoms of the columns penetrated through the cross section,
a portion of concrete was crushed, and the reinforcements of the columns
were yiO!lded. As a result the deformation of the specimens became very
large. The test results in this stage are listed in table 4, and the time
history of acceleration response is shown in Fig. 4.
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Table 4 The test results In yielding stage

specimen No. input accel. (g) reponse accel. (g)

Z2-1 0.4414 0.7637

Z2-2 0.4028 0.6237

24-1 0.7810 1. 0000

24-2 0.7470 0.9174

28-1 1.0609 2.2727

specimens were swung severely; and the
crushed; and the test finally stopped.
listed in table 5, and the acceleration

Failure stage When the peak value of input was over 19, the

concrete in the cracking zone was
The test results in this stage are
response is shown In Fig. 5.

Table 5 The test results in failure stage

specimen No. input accel. (g) response acce I . (gl

22-1 1.2110 1.6290

22-2 0.8036 0.9561

24-1 1.5800 0.8200

24-2 1.3320 0.8744

28-1 2.1434 2.7715

SIMILITUDE RELATIONSHIPS

For earthquake simulation of the structures, the dynamic similitude
relationships mainly include the vibration frequencies of model and
prototype, the failure .echanism of model and prototype, the restoring
force characteristic~ of model and prototype, and the resistance capacity
of model and prototype. Therefore in this research emphasis is put on the
dynamic behavior of model and prototype to study their similitude
relationships.

Frequency similarity between model and prototype

According to similitude relationships the frequency of prototype can
be expressed as

f-Sf (1)
p r •

when the boundary condition of the model is the same as that of prototype.
But sometimes, the model condl tion is different from that of prototype.
Therefore the similitude parameter of frequency must be modified as
follows:

S • 13 S
f f f ,d

13 = 5 / S ) 0.5
f t,t !l,d

where S modified similitude parameter of frequency;
r

5 ---- designed similitude parameter of frequency;r,d
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~r ------ coefficient concerning the stiffness difference caused by

the model's boundary condition; when the condition is
identical, f3 = 1; when the model stiffness is larger

r
than it should be, fj < 1; when the model stiffness is

r
smaller than it should be, fj > 1;

r
tested similitude parameter of stiffness;St,t

S ---- designed similitude parameter of stiffness.
k,d

With expressions ( 1 ) to ( 3 ), the similitude parameter of
frequency is modified. The t~sted results and modified results are listed
in table 6.

Table 6 frequency similitude parameters of model and prototype

similitude parameters errors { Yo )

specimen notices
No. designed tested modified No modi. modified

S S S c5 c5
r,d r,t r n

22-1 0.366 0.436 0.448 16.055 2.752 22-1128-1

22-2 0.855 0.894 0.855 4.362 4.362 22-2124-2

0.893 0.864 0.893 3.356 3.356 22-1/24-1
24-1

0.763 0.816 0.763 6.495 6.495 22-2/24-1

24-2 1.000 0.946 1.000 5.708 5.708 22-1/24-2

0.313 0.412 0.383 24.029 7.038 22-2/28-1

28-1 0.410 0.504 0.502 18.651 0.396 24-1/28-1

0.366 0.461 0.448 20.607 2.820 24-2/28-1

From table 6, it can be seen that the modified Sf matches the tested
Sr,t very well. With the modified Sr, we can obtain the prototype's
frequency which can be used either for dynamic analysis or for seismic
design of the prototype.

Failure mechanism similarity b~tween mod-l and prototype

The shaking table tests of five-set reinfcrced concrete columns show
that the crack pattern and failure mechanism of the models are quite
similar with that of prototype: all the reinforced concrete columns
cracked from the bottom of the columns; and when the reinforcement yielded
the cClM~rete at the crai,;lCed section crushed; and finally the specimens
lost ·.n31I· stability because of the large deformation in the plastic
hine.... Therefore 1t is !,ossible to predict the fallure behavior of
protr,tipe with model testlrlg.

Restoring force characteristics similarity between model and prototype

By means of system identification to the test data, it can be seen
that the restoring force models of prototype and model are quite similar:
before reinforcements yield the bilinear restoring force model can be used
to predict the seismic response; after reinforcements yield the trilinear
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model with descending branch can be used to calculate the dynamic
response. The restoring force model 1s shown 1n F1g.6 and the comparison
of tested and predicted acceleration time history is shown in Fig.7.

Acceleration response similarity between model and prototype

Acceleration 1s an important factor in the seismic design of
structures, therefore it 1s cOllllllon to use the acceleration response to
evaluate the seismic resistant capacity of structures. From the
above-mentioned five-set model tests the following formula for predicting
the acceleration response of prototype can be obtained

Ap • fJ1 fJ2 fJ J fJ. A.,t (4)

where fJ is the coefficient concerning the material strength of specimens
1

and the stiffness of specimens as well as the depth of co.pression zone of
the column section.

where Rand R are the material
p •

fJ1 • 1 - ( 1 - fJR I fJk ) E.

where fJR • R I R ; fJ • K / K
p • k P •

i ,. I, 2, 3, 4 (5)

strength of prototype and model, respect1vely; K and K are the stiffness
P •

of prototype and model, respectively; E. Is the depth coefficient of

compression zone of the column section, E .. I, 0.77, 0.4, 0.05 for the
•

four deformation stages according to the above-mentioned tests.

fJ
2

., 1 / fJ
1

Q 1s coeff1cient concerning the size effect of concrete.
"'2

(6 )

d
•0.56 + 0.697 V S / h h0.423 +

• L • •

maximum lateral d1mension of model column;

fJ ..
I

where

0.56 + 0.697

d
•

d
•

+ h
• (7)

h
•

V
•

S
L

height of model column;

volume of model column;

scaling parameter of length;

fJ • S S2 / S (8)
3 E L •

f3 • 1 - c5 (9)• •
where 61 is the input error of the shaking table in percentage which can
be obtained in each test run i.

A ----- tested acceleration response of the model .
• ,t.

\lith expressions (4) to (9), we have calculated the acceleration
responses of prototype on the basis of model testing. The results are as
follows:

Predicting the response of Z2-1 and 22-2 with model Z8-1
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In thIs case, all the coefficients are for 22-1 Ys. 28-1: 13 = {
I

0.5566, 0.6586, 0.8226, 0.9772 }; 13 = 0.939, ~ = 0.544; 13 = 1 - ~ ; for
2 3 • 1

22-2 Ys. 28-1; ~l s { 0.56, 0.6612, 0.824, 0.978 }; ~2 ,. 0.939; ~3 = 0.4;

~,. 1 - 8. The final results are listed In table 7 In whIch A Is
• 1 p,l

the tested response of the prototype, A the predIcted response of the
p

prototype, and! the error between tested and predIcted responses.
o

Table 7 Predicted response of 22-1 and 22-2 wIth model 28-1

Stages I II III

SpecImens 22-1IZE~~-21Z8-1 22-1/28-1 22-2/28-1 22-1/28-1 22-21Z8-1

Input A.,l 0.3031 0.3031 0.5230 0.5230 1.0609 1.0609

(g) al 0.2060 0.1060 0.2340 -0.009 0.3070 0.0530

A.,l 1.0130 1.0130 1.7487 1.7487 2.2727 2.2727

Resp. Ap,t 0.2793 0.1707 0.4883 0.4047 0.7637 0.6237

(g) Ap 0.2304 0.1902 0.4505 0.4300 0.6685 0.6657

60 0.1700 0.1100 0.0770 0.0620 0.1200 0.0670

PredIcting the r~~ponse of 24-1 and 24-2 with model 28-1

In thIs case, <ill the coefficients are for 24-1 Ys. 28-1: ~ = {
1

0.58, 0.6766, 0.8320, 0.9790 }; ~2= 0.9807,; ~3= 0.3491; ~.= 1 - <5
1

;

and for 24-2 Ys. 28-1' ~1= { 0.511, 0.6235, 0.8044, 0.9756 }; ~2 = 0.9807;

Q ,. 0.3491' Q = 1 - a, The final results are lIsted in table 8.
"'3 ' "'. I

Table 8 Predicted response of 24-1 and 24-2 with model 28-1

Stages I II III

SpecImens 24-1IZS-1,l4-21Z8-1 24-11Z8-1 24-2/28-1 24-1/28-1 24-2/28-1

Input A.,l 0.3031 0.3031 0.5230 0.5230 1.0609 1.0609-
(g) al -0.3&0 -0.360 -0.430 -0.470 -0.520 -0.500

A.,l 1. 0130 1. 0130 1. 7487 1.7487 2.2727 2.2727

Resp. Ap,l 0.3906 0.2762 0.5899 0.5859 1. 0000 0.9174

(g) Ap 0.2776
, J

0.2410 0.5791 0.5486 0.9838 0.9388

60 0.290(J I 0.1300 0.0180 0.0640 0.0160 0.0230

Predicting the response or 22-1 and 22-2 with model 24-1

In thIs case, all the coefficIents are for 2?-1 Ys. 24-1: ~ = {
1

0.9512,0.9624, 0.9f'05. 0.9976 }; 13 = 0.9781; 13 = 1.5944; 13 = 1 - <5 ;
2 3 • I

and for 22-2 Ys. 24-1: ~ = { 1.0254, 1.0195, 1.0102, 1.0013}; ~ = 0.9781;
I 2

~ ,. 1.17235; ~ = 1 - a. The fInal results are listed In table 9.
3 4 1
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Predicting the response of 22-1 and 22-2 with model 24-2

In this situation, all the coefficients are for 22-1 vs.

Table 9 Predicted response of 22-1 and 22-2 with model 24-1

Stages I I I III

Specimens 22-1/24-1 22-2/24-1 22-1/24-1 22-2/24-1 22-1/24-1 22-2/24-1

Input A.,t 0.1719 O. 1719 0.3223 0.3223 0.7810 0.7810

(g) ~t 0.1890 -0.046 0.1640 -0.062 0.0280 0.1390

A.,t 0.3906 0.3906 0.5899 0.5899 1.0000 1.0000

Resp. Ap,t 0.4883 0.4047 0.7637 0.6237 1.6290 0.9561

(g) Ap 0.4742 0.4189 0.7401 0.6387 1.5121 0.8697

80 0.0290 0.0350 0.0310 0.0240 0.0720 0.0900

24-2: ~ = {
1

1.05411, 1.04166, 1.02164, 1.0027 }; ~ = 0.9811; ~ = 1.5944; ~ = 1 - ~ ;
2 3 4 I

and for 22-2 vs. 24-2; ~= {1.13634, 1.10498,1.05454.1.0068}; (3=
1 2

0.9781; ~ = 1. 17235; ~ = 1 - a . The final resul~s are listed in table 10.
3 4 I

Table 10 Predicted response of 22-1 and 22-2 with model 24-2

Stages I I I III

Specimens 22-1/24-2 22-2/24-2 22-1/24-2 22-2/24-2 22-1124-2 22-2/24-2

Input A.,t 0.1663 0.1663 0.3450 0.3450 0.7470 0.7470

(g) at 0.1500 -0.077 0.2460 0.0040 -0.016 0.0897

A.,t 0.2762- 0.2162 0.5859 0.5859 0.9174 0.9174

Resp. Ap,t 0.4883 0.4047 0.1637 0.6237 1.6290 0.9561

(g) Ap 0.3859 0.3876 0.7176 0.6448 1.4850 1.0098

ao 0.2090 0.0420 0.0600 0.0340 0.0880 0.0560

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the test results and similitude analysis as well as
calculation, the following conclusions can be drawn for the dynamic model
testing.

(l) The dynami<.: similitude relationships of prototype and model are
influenced by material strength, model design and fabrication accuracy,
boundary condition of model, loading techniques as well as the mass ratio
of prototype and model. If these factors are effectively controlled. the
model test on shaking table can be used to predict the response of
prototype with acceptable accuracy.

(2) The crack and failure patterns of model and prototype are quite
similar; and the dynamic restoring force characteristics of model and
prototype is also similar.

(3) The vibration frequency has good similitude relationships in
model and prototype. With expressions (1) to (3), the frequency of
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prototype can be obtained.

(4) The acceleration response of prototype can be predicted w1th
expressions (4) to (9) although some of the similitude requirements were
ignored in the modeling. The test results show that the predicted
response and tested response matched in the acceptable accuracy.
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PRELIMINARY STUDY ON DISTORTION AND MODIFICATION
METIIOD FOR MODEL TESTING OF DYNAMIC

ULTIMATE STRENGTH

Zheng Wei-

ABSTRACT

Buecl on the concept ofldeal Model and Real Model derIDed in this paper, the magni

tude of distortion and gerenal modification method for model testing is prcscnted. Particu

larly for example, the distortion of gravity in the masonry building model testing of

dynmaic ultimate strength and its magnitude is analysed and modification method is ap·

plied to modify the results of two multiple-story masoDry buildinl models, tested on the

shakinl table, in order to estimate the aseismic capacity of the prototype bulidings.

INTRODUCTION

Model testinl is a practical method for realiDn. and predicting the response of proto.

type struct\U'C that is subjected to complicated loads. However, the extent to which the

model represents the prototype depends on the extent to which the parameters of model

comply with the resemble relationships. Although the resemble relationships educed from

the Buckingharm theory (.) . (J) are very clear, some difficuhes wiU be found in making

and testing the model that complies with all resemble relationships. Hence there are always

distortions in the model testing, all that can be done is to control the distortion on the low

est level, estimate adequately the distortion and modify it.

In this paper, resemble relationships arc not discussed in details, only distortion and

modification method in model testing is concerned with.

IDEAL MODEL, REAL MODEL AND MAGNITUDE OF DISTORTIONS

In fact, the parameters, used to describe the structure, can be divided into two groups.

One group is composed of the known parameters, such as geometry size, strength of

materials, loads and so no, which can be derIDed as Characteristic Parameters. written in

• M .EDg and structural engineer, Research Department, Beijing Institute of Architectu

ral Design and Research, Beijing, P.R.C.
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{Pel or Pc for the prototype, and in {Mel or Me for the model;

Another lI'oup il compolCd of the unknown parameten, luch as critical ItrcDlth of

atructure, displace, peak value of dynamic acceleration and 10 no, which can be defined al

ResponlC Parameten, written in {Prl or p. for the prototype, and {M,l or M. for the mod

el.

The purpose of structure testiDa is to obtain the Response Parameten of Itructure 1Ub

je-:ted to the effect of the Characteriltic Parameten of Itructure. When it il difficult to test

the prototype Itructure, we can translate the Characteristic Parametcn of the prototype

atructure, {Pel, into the Characteristic Parameten of the model structure, {Mel, Throuah

testina the model structure, we can obtain the Response Parameten of the modelstrueture,

{M.}, then the Responsc Parameters of the modelltructure, {Mr}, can be translated into

the Responsc Parameters of prototype structure, {p.l, which we expect.

Tbe {)roccdure above can be simply expresscd as follows.
{Mc}'-[S.JIU'{P'>, (I)

{M,l1- {F(M.>} I (2)

{P.lI-[S.]~1 , {M.}j (3)

Here, [SJIai or[S,]"j is the translation matrix, which is determinded by the rescmble re-

lationships and consists of the scalina parameters; F(MJ is the rule which both prototype

and model Ihould follow. It shows that the Responsc Parameters of the structure is the

function of the Characteristic Parameters. This funtion can be explicit or implicit.

Restricted by real conditions, there is scan::ely the model tbat complies with all resem

ble relationships. For the sake of discrimination, the concept of Ideal Model and Real

Modeal is proposed as follows.

The model which complies with all resemble reiationshipi can be defmed as Ideal

Model, in which Characteristic Parameters arc written iD {Mel, and Responsc Parameter

written in {M.l;

The model which complies with several, not all, resemble relationships can be defined

u Real Model, in which Characteristic Parameters are written in {M:l, and Response

Parameters written in {M~l.

In Distortions of the model, tbere arc the differences between the parameters of the

Real Model and the parameters of the Ideal Model. IT taking {A Mel = {M:l-{Mel, then

the magnitude of DistortioDs can be represeDted by {A Mel, and the parameter, {A

Mel M:}, can be used to evaluate the precision of the Real Model.

MODIFICATION METHOD FOR THE REAL MODEL TESTING

Usually the tested model is the Real Model, which Characteristic Parameters is

{M:} = {M.l+{AMel, including tbe Distortion, {AMe}. Through teatinl the Real Model,
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the RespoDsc Parameters of the Real Model CaD be obtaiDed al follow a;
{M'} - {F(M +~M )}

r • •

Apparently, {M;} is not the RespoDsc Parameters of the Ideal Model, which should be

{M r } - {F(M.,)}, the iDfluence of the Distortion il included in {M}. FiB.I shOWI the rela

tioDshipl amonsldeal Prototype, Ideal Model, Real Prototype and Real Model. So if we

translate the Responsc Parameten of the Real model into that of prototype, what we can

obtain ilnot correct Resopnsc Parameters of Ideal Prototype, as we have expected, but the

Resopnsc Parameters of Real Prototype, which includes the influence of the Distortion.

Fia.1 The relationships among Ideal Prototype, Ideal Model. Real Prototype

and Real Model.

In order to obtain the Responsc Parameter of the Ideal Prototype on the base of test·

ina of the Real Model, the followiDI modification method is proposcd;

The RcspoDsc Parameters of the Real Model can be expresscd as;
{M'} - {F(M + ~M )} (4)

r • •

The RcslJonsc Parameters of the Ideal Model can be expresscd as;
{M

r
} - {F(M.)} (5)

If the difTucnt, {~Me}. is eliminated from Formu.4, the Responsc Parameters of the

Ideal Model, {M r}, can be obtained. So Formu.S can be changed as follows;
{M } - {F(M )} - {F([M +~M J+ [-~M ])} - {F{[M']+[- b.M ])}

, ~ " , t t

- {F(M')} + [~F(M' / ~M' J. {- b.M }
, ~, r

-{F(M')}-[~F(M' /~M'J' {b.M }
r t r r
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Here (.F(M' /.M ) it • Jacobi M"ais, which meaDS the chaDlca of Responsc.. ..
Parameters caused by the unit chanica of the Characteritic Parametcn. H {F(MJ} is the

Cllplicit function, it is easy to obtain this Jacobi Matxis; H {FCMJ} is not the explicit func

tion, the Jacobi Matxis can be obtained throulh a !Crica of testinl by chanpnllOme Cbar

.:teristic Parameten in lOme range.

In order to eluminate the concept and modification method above, the Distortion of

gravity and its mooification in the masonry building model tcated on the shaking table will

be discussed.

DISTRORTION OF GRAVITY IN THE MODEL TESTED ON THE SHAKING

TABLE

In the model testing on the shaking table, the scaling parsmeter of the dynamic

acceleration is as follows;
C

Cu--_.- Ul
C,C,

Here, C. is the sealing parameter of leometry size, for Imallseale model, C1> I; C.. is

the scaling parameter of stress, for the model of non-liner ultimate strength, in order to

maintain the strict resembel relationships between model and prototype at any stage, the

property of materials between model and prototype should comply with the resemble rela

tionships shown in Fig.2. For the mansory building model, it is difficult to find the

substitutive materials for the model, which can comply with the resemble relationships

shown in Fig.2. Usually the model materials is taken as the same as the prototype materials,

so C."" I; C, is the scaling parameter of density, it is difficult to raisc the density of the

model, substitutive method is to add additional mass blocks into the model, but its amounts

is limited, usually C,> I / C•.

Fig.2 The resemble relationship of the properity of materials between model

and prototype.
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Restricted by abovc conditions, for thc masonry building modcl of dynmaic testing,

c.< 1.
On thc other hand, for thc model of d~nmaic testing, the scaling paramctcr of gravity

Kccleration. C.. should be thc same as the scaling parametcr of dynmaic accelcration, C,

that is C.... C., 10 that thc ratio of gravity to dynamic force can keep the same between

moocland prototypc.

Hcncc, the gravity acceleration of thc Idcal Modcl, &., should be that

g.= .. /C.= .. /CII=g/C.>I, herc .. is the gravity acceleration of prototype, and

~"'g;

Howcver, the tested modcl usually is in the same gravity accelcration as prototype, so

thc tested model is a Rcal Modcl, in which gravity acceleration is that &,. = gp = g. There is

gravity distortion in the model of dynamic testing. The magnitude of the distortion is that

6J. ... &"-&."g-g 1 C II =(I-II C.J· g, or 6g.. 1~ == 6g. 1 g= I-I 1 Cu'

MODIFICATION OF TIlE GRAVITY DISTORTION IN THE MASONRY

BUILDING MODEL TESTED ON THE SHAKING TABLE

B~ausc the peak value of input acceleration at which the critical cracks occur in the

masonry buildings, which is written in Ape for prototypc and writtcn in AIDe for model, is

an acceptable index of the aseismic capacity of the masonry buildings, the modification of

the influence oCthe distortion of gravity acceleration on the value of A~. in the Real Model

should be madc in order to prcdict correctly the aseismic capacity of prototype building.

Thc modification procedurc is as follows;

First, two assumptions are adoptcd;

l)Thc value of Ape or A_ is directly proportional to the crack-rcsistent strength of

thc masonry building;

2)The crack-resistent strength of the masonry building is indexed out by thc strcngth

that resists main tcnsile stress in the masonry walls.

According to chincse national aseismic building code(TJ-78), the strength of main ten-

0" ';::o~:j::..~:0<1.1 ofth. maso.", huildi.a i, th. fOnD WiD" (1)

Thc strength of main tcnsile strcss ofthc Real Modcl of the masonry building is the fol-

"'wi:~ -R J1 + " (8)
• I R I

Here tTl and tT~ is respectivcly the vcrtical stress in thc Idcal Model and thc vertical

stress in the Real Modcl; R1 is the shear strength of mortar.
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Takin, AtI.- tI~-tl.,Atl. is the mapitude of the elistOniOD of the verticalstrest ill the

Real Model. BecaUIC the distortion of the vertical sueu ia caulClCl by the distonion oC the

Jravity acceleration, aDd the vertical sueu is directly proportioDal to the Jl'avity

Kccleration, the Collowill, relationship can be obtained;
Atl. A. A. ' ,
-,- - - 0' All, - =!LtI. - (1-1 I CII)lI.
tI. 6 ,

Iftakinl 0'
R - F(tI ) - R 1+ --

• • , R,

Ff' I ~.
R - F(lI ) - R 1 + -

, • , R,

theD
, , ~F(tI:) , ~F(tI:)

R. - F(lI.) - F(lI, - All.) - F{tI.) + -~-,-( - AtI.) - R. + --,-( - AtI.)
tI. H,

So
, ~F(lI:) 1

AR, - F(lI.)-F{CJ,)- --.-ACJ. --;p;;ACJ.
~CJ. tI

2 1+-'
R,

1 Ff' ' 41.- . R, 1+R" x(I-I/CII)CJ.-(I-I/CII) , R
2(R, +tI.), 2(R, + tI.) •

Accordinl to the assumptioD, Formu.6 aDd Formu.7, the distortiOD of the peak value

oCinput acceleration, A, caD be obtained al f~l1oWl;

, AR tI,
6.A - A -.-' - (l - I I CII) . A

•• - R, 2(R I + lI,) -

The approllimate peak value of input acceleratioD. A, at which the critical cracks oc:c:ur

in the Ideal Model ofmasony building, caD be obtained as followl;
A -A' -AA.. ... ...
Accordill, to the rcsembel relatioDlhips, the peak value of iDPUt acceleration, A, at

which the critical cracb oc:c:ur ill the prototype malODry buileliDg is obtained al followl;
A - CIIA - CII(A' -AA ).. ... ... .',

CJ, ' .
Taking 1- - (I - 1I CII) , then A •• - A _ - AA•• - (I + l)A_

2(R ,+ tI,).
So A po - CIIA •• - Cu(1 + AM ••
Takill, the two multi-story masoDry buildiD, models, tested by author OD the shakin,

table in Tonlii University (4) , this method il applied to predict the aseismic capacity of
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prototype buildiDI.

The balic I'Cscmble and the scaliDl parameter of the two model arc shown in Table 1;

Table I

category
scalia.

parameter I'ClCmble thc valuc of the value of

relationship Ideal Model Real Modeld

G G 4.00 ".00

C. C. 0.25 0.769

C. C. 1.00 1.834

Cal C. 1.00 l.S49

C. C./C..C. 1.00 0.596

The basic Characteristic Parameters and experimentall'Csults of testing on the shaking

table arc SbOWD in Table 2;

Table 2
category

Modcl Rj

,
A~r

C.
tI.

{kg/cm~ {kgl cm3} <J)

I 0.596 0.602 1.620 0.336

IT 0.596 0.602 0.667 0.420

The modification procedure and modified results are shown in Table 3;

Table 3

category
Prototype

A~"C.A:" Ape = (HA)C.A:"C. 1

0.596 0.247 0.2001 0.250g

0.596 0.178 0.2501 0.294g n
Noce; A;'-tbc peak Yaluc o(iIlput acceleration at which critical crack occur iD the prototype build·

iq, Dot lakin. distortion iIlto accounts.

From the analysis above for the masonry building model tested on the shaking table

with the distortion of ,ravity acceleration, the conclusion can be made tbat if the influence

of distortiOD of aravity is Dot taken into accounts, the aseismic capacity of prototype

educed from the experimental results of the Real Model is lower and on the sare side.
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DYNAMIC MODEL TFSr SruDIFS OF PD..E SUPPORTED PIERS

INCLUDING EFFECTS OF BANK DEFORMATION

Wu Zaiguangl
, Han Guocheng2and Zhang Dongfeng}

( DaHan University of Technology)

ABSTRACf

Presented in this paper are the results of dynamic model tests of pile supported
piers which are perfonned on the large scale shaking table. The main obj:cts of test
studies are inquire into failure feature and mechanism of the piers under different
defonnation of the bank slopes. Additionally, dynamic characteristics under
microvibration are also measured for Borne piers.

INTRODUCTION

During the Tangshan earthquake of 1976, some pile supported piers located in
Tian;n area suffered damage to varies extent. An earthquake damage survey shows
that seismic induced bank deformation is one of significant factors which bring
about failures of the piers. Since the aseismic research of pile supported pier in·
volves the dynamic interactions of water, soil, pile structures and retaining wall, it
is a very complicated subj:cl. Up to the present, a few of research works have been
done. Gao, M. [I] conducted a series of dynamic model tests of piled piers and
mainly studied the dynamic characteristics under microvibration. Gao, G.Y. [2] al
so performed similar discusses by means of the tests of prototype piers. At the same
lime, other researchers [3] presented the aseismic analysis for piled piers. But
summarily speaking, the studies were conccntrated on linear elastic vibartion of the
piers. The further research for failure of the piers under strong earthquake is ur
gently required. In this paper, we regard the model piers as the ohj.lct of studies,
systematically investigate the effects of permanent deformation of the bank slope

t. Doctor, Dalian University of Technology, Dalian. P. R. China
2. Professor, Dalian University ofTechnology. Dalian, P. R. China
3. Master, DaHan University of Technology. Dalian, P. R. China
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under macrovibration on faUure of the piers. and give the relevant conclusions and
propositions.

MODEL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

The model telts are done by mean of the seismic-simulation shaking table
which has size of 3 • 3 m • load carryinl capacity of 10 ton, and maximum hori·
zontal exciting acceleration of 1000 gal. The model piers are construction in a steel
container (" • I • 1 m ), which is rigidly fixed upon the shaking table and
mounted a plexiglass plate only on one lateral vertical face.

The model simulates a typical bcam-slab wide-platform type pier at Tianjn
port. Based on load carrying capacity of the shaking table, the geometrical propor
tion of model is taken as 1/ 30. Each model pier contains 3 bents, and each benls
has 2 fork piles and 12 vertical piles which is concrete squre ones with the
cross-section of 17 • 17 mm. Four kinds of materials are selected to conslruct
homogeneous banle slopes, i.e.• plain concrete, gravel with mean grain diameter of
10 mm • beach sand and silt. The concrete bank is rigid and no bank deformation.
Other three kinds of bank slopcs are constructed bv soil-fill in water and dilTerent
bank deformations will take place under strong vibration. Two types of retaining
walls. linked the platform with the heaped area, are used, i.e., gravity grain concrete
wall and light steel counterforted wall. The profile of model pier is given in Fig. 1.

RESONANCE EXPERIMENTS

In order to get a clear understanding of the influence of dilTerent material
bank slopes on the free vibretion characteristics of piers. we respectively performed
the rClOnance tests for four piers. Piles. platforms, and retaininl walls in these piers
are same. only bank slopes are different. In the experiment, the shaking table excits
the models in the form of micro-amplitude simple harmonic motion. the amplitude
of which is 1S 181 and frequencies chanle from 5 Hz to 4S Hz. The resonance curve
of the model are measured and the dynamic features arc obtained from the curves.
The final results are given in Table 1. in which, f\represents the foundamental fre·
quency of vibration, Plis the enlargement factor and~ lis the damping ratio. From
here, we can summrize following conclusions: I). The free vibration characteristics
of pile supported piers greatly chanle with the stiffness of bank slopes, when bank
stiffness increases. the foundamental frequency of pier rises and the enlargement
factor increscs. 2). The foundamental frequencies of fore platform and rear plat-
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form are equal. which shows that pounding between them don't occures under
microvibration. 3). Besides the concrete bank, for other three deformable banks,
the foundamental frequencies of the piers arc almost equal to ones of the banks.
Obviously, since the most part of piles arc buried in the soils, intense vibration of
the piers i. easily excited at the foundamental frequency of the bank slopes.

DYNAMIC FAILURE EXPERIMENTS

THe objects of the tests arc to investigate the basic feature of dynamic failure
and to comprehend the failure mechanism. In the failure experiments, the simple
harmonic vibration with linear increasing amplitude arc taken as the iuput
motions, the frequencies of which arc retained at the foundamental ones of the pier
and the amplitude of which increase at the rate of 80 gal per minute until the serio
ous failures take place. Through the preparatory tests, the final loading
accelerations of the shaking table arc determined as: silt bank 300 gal, sand bank
3S0 gal, gravel bank 420 gal and concrete bank I SSO gal. In order to understand the
failure cases under different loading periods, the method of the piece wise loading
arc used in the tests.

I. Pier Failure with Concrete Rigid Bank Slope
Obviously, no permanent deformations engender in the bank slope for this

type of pier. The failures of pier prodominantly come from the action of
earthquake inertia force. Fig. 2 gives tbe amplitude curves of response and input
accelerations. From this Fig., it can be seen that in the period of initial loading. as
exciting intensity of shaking table increases, the response amplitudes of the plat
forms increase. but when the amplitude ofinput motion exceeds some value, the reo
sponses gradually decrease alone with the increments of input motion. The maxi·
mum response acceleration of the rear platform is 550 gal when the exciting
acceleration reaches ISS gal. At this moment, the fractures arc observed on the pile
No.7 and 8. the locations of which arc at the fixing point on the bank surface.
Continuously. when exciting intensity increases to 410 gal, the maximum response
acceleration of the fore platform reacbes 720 gal. Then. the fork piles begin to frac
ture at the location near pile caps. As the piles break one by one. the responses of
platform. reduce seriously. Until the amplitude of input motion comes into 1550
lal. the platforms tend to completely collapse, and then the test stops. Based on
above test phenomena. two initial conclusions may be drawn: I). The aseismic ca
pability of the pier with concrete rigid bank is very strong because of no bank
deformations. The whole instability of the pier shouldn't happen until the

earthquake force exerted on the pier achieves considerably strong value. 2). The
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horizontal earthquake inertia force isn't fully supported by fork piles. The fractures
firstly occur at vertical piles of rear platform. and after fork piles of fore platform
breaked, the platformes can also bear a number of inertia forces. These facts show
that vertical piles must undertake horizontal earthquake force.

2. Pier Failure with Gravel Bank Slope
Besides earthquake inertia force, the bank deformation is also a important fac

tor causing the failure of this type pier. Fig. 3 Jives the amplitude curves of reo
sponse and input accelerations. The input acceleration reflects the intensity of
ground motion and the response accelerations embody the action of inertia force.
Here in • it can be iound that when the input amplitude comes into ncar 12S gal, the
maximum response amplitudes of the platfonns appear and are respectively 340 gal
and 420 gal for fore platform and rear platform. Comparison with concrete rigid
bank pier shows that at initial failure, the amplitude of input motion reduce from
ISS gal to 12S gal. the response amplitude of fore platform decrease from 720 gal to
340 gal and rear platform from SSO gal to 420 gal. Obviously. the carrying capacity
of the gravel bank pier reduce seriously than concrete bank pier. not only for the
input motion but also for response inertia force. The reason should be the effect of
bank deformation since piles. platforms, retaining waUs, etc., are fully same for two
types of pien. After initial failure. as the exciting intensity increases, the responses

of platforms decrease gradually. Fig. 4 is the deformed pier profile when the input
acceleration of shaking table reachs 2S0 gal. Fig. S gives the final deformed profile
ncar completely collapse. At present, the input amplitude is 420 gal. Fig. 6 shows
the bank horizontal displacement process alone with increment of input motion
amplitude. By summarized above test results. the following points can be drawn:
1). The initial fractures ofrear platfonn piles arc mainly effccted by the earthquake
inertia force and the most breaking locations arc near. 9 em under bank surface,
while oncs of fore platform piles result from combined actions of bank deformation
and inertia force, the breaking points mostly appear near pile caps. 2). The further
failures of the pier are predominatly influenced by bank deformations, not only for
fore platform but also for rear platform. 3). When there arc the bank deformations
in the pier, although the deformations arc not intensive, it can also make the
aseismic capability of pier reduce seriously. Comparing with the concrete rigid
bank pier. the final carrying capacity of deformabie gravel bank pier decreases
from 1SSO gal to 420 gal.

3. Pier Failure with Sand Bank Slope
The failures of sand bank pier are similar to gravel bank pier but it is more se·

vere duo to larger bank deformations. The input and response acceleration

amplitude curves are drawn in Fig. 1. Figs. 8-9 give the deformed pier profiles
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respectively at shaking table input acceleration 250 gal and 350 gal. At the same
time, the horizontal displacement curve of the bank slope is also shown in Fig. 6. In
fact, at the initial failure, the pier's carrying capacity to ground motion is only
about 80 gal, the maximum response accelerations arc respectively 370 gal and 325
gal for fore and rear platforms. The initial breaking points of rear platform piles
mainly occur about 13 cm under bank !!urfaex., which shows the action of inertia
force. But the initial fractures of fore platform piles mostly appear near pile caps,
which is action result of bank deformation. Continuously loading, the new frac
tures of rear platfonn piles are observed ncar the pile caps and under deeper soil
layers, and also, the old breaking points take place stagger displacements owing to
the actions of inhomogeneous soil pressures. Meanwhile, the fore platform happen
similar failure. Comparison between tow displacement curves in Fig. 6 shows that
the deformation of sand bank is evidently larger than gravel bank, therefor, the
failure extent under same input amplitude is also more severe, which is reflected by
Figs. 8-9. The final aseismic capability of sand bank pier decrease again than grav
el bank pier, from 420 gal to 350 gal.

4. Pier Failure with Silt Bank Slope
Comparison with sand bank pier shows three different points: I). The settle·

ment of bank is larger while the horizontal sliding motion is slightly smaller. 2).
The most breaking points of piles appear near the pile caps, fractures in the soil are
minority. 3). The horizontal and vertical displacements of the bents are larger,
which obviously reflects the weaker effects of friction and support of silt on the
piles. Fig. 10 gives the input and response acceleration amplitude curves. Fig. II is
the final deformed profile of the pier near instablity. It can be found that at the ini·
tial failure the response accelerations of platforms are only 220 gal, the action of
bank deformation is more notable. The final input acceleration carried by the pier
already reduces to 300 gal. The aseismic capability is the lowest in the four types of
piers.

SUMMARIZAnONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The practical earthquake damages of pile supported piers show that its
aseismic capability needs to raise still further. But because of the complicaty of this
problem, it hasn't been satisfyingly solved up to the present, not only from theoret
ical analysis but also from model test. In this experiment, we use loose soil me
diums to construct the bank slopes and build the model pile supported piers.
Through the tests, we preliminarily investigate the pier's dynamic characterislics,
failure mechanism, main influence factors, etc. Some new phenomena are revealed.
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From the resonance experiment, we can found that the dynamic features of
pile supported piers are predominatly conditioned by the dynamic characteristics of
bank slopes. Threrfor, when we determine some pier's dynamic fealures, we musl
firstly understand the bank's dynamic characteristics.

From the failure process and mechanism analysis for above four types of piers.
we can lay that the main reasons causiog dynamic failures of pile supported piers
are combination actions of bank deformation and earthquake inertia force. For the
bank with stonger stitTness and higher density, the failures of pier are
prodominently caused by seismic inertia force, the carrying capacity of pier to
ground mOlion is more intensive. On the contrary, for the bank constructed by son
soils or liquescent sands, the bank deformation is the most factor leading to the se

vere failure of pier, the aseismic capability of pier is lower because considerable
bank deformation wiD occer under the action of weaker earthquake motion. As
comparisons, the input and response acceleration amplitudes for four types of piers
at the initial failure are lummrized in Table 2. At the same time, final input
acceleration amplitudes are alsQ given in Table 2. Clearly, when the bank slopes
change from rigid concrete to deformable loose soil mediums, the carrying capacity
of pier to ground motion reduces by more than one-half at the initial failure, the
actions of inertia force to pier failure greatly decrease, and the carrying capacity at
final instability almost reduces by eighty precent. Therefor, the most eITeci.ive
measure raising aseismic capability of pile supported pier is to decrease bank
deformation under earthquake motion.
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Table 1 Dynamic Characteristics of Model Piers

Bank Fore Platform Rear Plat form Bank 610pe

Forlls f1 (Hz) l3 1 e1
f1 (Hz) til e1 (1 (Hz) Sl

Si It 13 8.S( 0.08) 13 8.811 0.07f 12 3.30

Sand 16 10.66 0.07E 16 ll.OE 0.073 15 4.25

Gravel 17 11.0'l 0.065 17 13.8e 0.063 18 4.21

~oncrete 26 11.m 0.02!l 26 15.6li 0.031

Table 2 Fai lure Acceleration Amplitudes (gal)

Ini t ial Failure Final Failure
Bank

Fore Platform Rear Platform Shakinar rable
Forma

Shakin~ Plat- Shakin~ Plat-
Table (orm rable form

Concrete 410 720 155 550 1550

Gravel 140 340 125 410 420

Sand 75 370 87 325 350

Si It 100 275 87 215 300
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SIMULATED ROLLING LOADS UNDER LABORATORY CONDITIONS

by

Frieur Seible
Professor of Sttuctural Engineering

Depanment of Applied Mechanics and Engineering Sciences
University of California, San Diego

La Jolla, CA 92093-0411

INTRODUCTION

Internal forces and defonnations in highway bridges under moving vehicle loads can be
far greater than those due to the same loads applied statically. The analysis of short and
medium span sttuctures subjected to moving loads is complicated by the uneven riding
surface, large mass of the moving vehicle relative to that of the bridge structure and the
interaction between the motions of the bridge and the vehicle suspension. The impact
of moving loads at various speeds and their interaction with the dynamic characteristics
of bridge structures are only empirically accounted for in the bridge design process.
Investigations of different truck suspension systems and their influence on the
sttuctural response of a bridge are very difficult to perform experimentally and require,
typically, prototype field testing with all associated environmental and ambient noise
problems. On the other hand, large or full-scale testing of bridge structures or
components under controlled laboratory conditions typically substitutes traffic loads by
stationary point loads neglecting dynamic vehicle-sttucture interaction effects.

The objective of the current research program was twofold: (1) to develop a test
method for the simulation of fatigue type loads such as rolling traffic load cycles
experienced in an actual bridge structure, and (2) to calibrate numerical models in
conjunction with experimentally obtained dynamic response data to study the behavior
of bridge structures under rolling loads inclusive of vehicle-structure interaction effects.

The recently completed servo-controlled multi-actuator system at the Charles Lee
Powell Structural Systems Laborlltory at the University of California, San Diego
(UCSO) [I] permits the simulation of rolling traffic type loads through a series of
computer controlled actuators along the length of the bridge structure. In the fonowing,
the development of a test methodology and associated test method for application of
rolling traffic loads under controlled laboratory conditions is described. The developed
test method was extended to include vehicle-structure interaction effects by modifying
the load history input forcing functions based on numerically evaluated interaction data.

As part of an ongoing research project with the California Department of
Transponation, a 11 ft-6 in. wide, 56 ft long section of an existing 25 year old
cast-in-place reinforced concrete T-girder bridge was brought from Fresno, California
to the Charles Lee Powell Structural Systems Laboratory at the University of
California, San Diego for full-scale investigation of different repair and strengthening
measures [2]. The following paper discusses the simulation of lolling loads on the
deck of this bridge section utilizing a time-programmed ~eries of servo-controlled
actuators and parallel and interactive numerical studies of the dynamic response to
moving loads at various speeds.
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EXPERIMENTAt ROLLING LOAD SIMULATION

The overall experimental test setup is shown in Fig. I. The main components are
(I) the full-scale prototype bridge test section, (2) the loading frame tensioned to the
test floor, and (3) the three servo-controlled hydraulic actuators arranged in a series
along the length of the bridge at midspan and the quarter points. For the rolling load
simulations, the full-scale bridge section was tested as a simply supponed structure.
Instrumentation of the bridge specimen consisted of LVDT's for deflection
measurements along the length of the bridge structure and load cells under the simply
supponed diaphragms. The hydraulic actuators featured feedback-controlled load cell
readings and internal LVDT measurements to assess bridge structure and load frame
deformations.

The fundamental dynamic response of the test specimen was detennined from forced
vibration tests at 10.65 Hz [2). Frequency response functions were obtained at discrete
locations in the structure from a random excitation with a 30 pound Acoustic Power
System's seismic. low frequency, long stroke shaker, placed at an off-center location
on the bridge deck. The excitation location and the response stations are seen in Fig. 4.
Table I presents the dynamic response characteristics of the Gepford Overhead bridge
section.

Table 1. Gepford Overhead Bridge Section - Modal Parameters
(Simply Supported)

Mode Frequency Damping C ha racteristic
Hz %

1 10.65 1.59 Bending

2 21.79 1.29 Torsion

3 30.43 1.38 Bending

The load was applied using three 220 kip MTS servo-controlled actuators reacted
against the four-column structural steel load frame. The three actuators were positioned
to load at the south quarter, center and nonh quarter points of the bridge span,
re'lpectively. Each load was in the form of a single point load, applied midway
between the girders representing a wheel load, using an 8 in. by 20 in. elastomeric pad.
To determine the stiffness characteristics of the bridge section, the AASHTQ-83 HS-20
basic maximum wheel load of P20 = 16 kips, without impact allowance, was applied
independently with each of the three actuators and the corresponding deflections at the
quarter points and midspan were recorded. A conditioned symmetric stiffness matrix
system was obtained from the flexibility measurements of the 3 DOF system.

The initial test objective was to simulate rolling loads of constant speed which can be
represented by discrete triangular loading functions in time fo~ the three actuators as
shown schematically in Fig. 2.

A preload of 1.5-2.0 kips was applied on the bridge section with each of the three
actuators, and rolling load was simulated by the application of load with time as shown
in Fig. 3a for a speed of 30 mph. the triangular load input ensures linear variation of
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the center of load action between the south and north quarter span points, and hence
results in constant velocity between the quarter span points. On application of load at
the south quarter point, there is a loss of load at the other loading locations (Fig. 3d)
due to the deflection of the bridge section at those points. Hence, an iterative process is
resoned to whereby a correction is applied to negate the loss of load. Figure 3 depicts
the ideal input (a-c), the input without (d-f) and with the correction (g-i) for the loss of
load at the three loading sections. Part of the load deviation is also caused by the
flexible load frame which requires large actuator movements for small load changes. It
is observed that the higher the truck speed, the more difficult it is to attain the triangular
load output. This is the result of physical limitations of the hydraulic actuators to
follow the input time-history for shoner time periods. It can be seen that for the region
between the quarter span points of the bridge structure. a fairly uniform velocity profile
can be obtained ellperimentally. The experimental velocity profile could be improved if
(l) a larger number of actuators along the length of the bridge structure is used, and
(2) a stiff load frame which can eliminate the excess actuator travel is employed. The
vel()';ity is calculated every two-hundreths of a second and a fourth degree polynomial
curve fit provides a good approximation of the measured velocity profile. Figure 4
presents the actual measured velocity profile before and after correction, as well as the
founh degree polynomial curve fit for the simulated 30 mph truck speed shown in
Fig. 3. The measured midspan deflection due to the loading divided by the midspan
static deflection under the load concentrated at midspan yields the dimensionless
normalized midspan deflection. The normalized midspan deflections from the
experimental simulation of a 16 kip wheel load moving at various speeds is shown in
Fig. 6 together with analytical and numerical predictions.

For general interpretation of results. the truck speed can be related to the dynamic
bridge response characteristics. Thus the ratio of the frequency of the bridge structure
to the loading frequency can be expressed as

~ = O\xidgc
~oading

where O>toadin is given by the vehicle speed V divided by the span length L. Thus
truck speeds of 30, 60, 90 and 145 mph, with loading frequencies of 1.1, 2.2, 3.3 and
5.32 Hz, have ~ values of 9.67,4.83, 3.22 and 2, respectively.

ANALYTICAL, NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
RESPONSE COMPARISON

To evaluate the obtained experimental rolling load amplification characteristics, the
experimental results for various truck speed simulations were compared with closed
form analytical response characteristics obtained using Timoshenko's simply supponed
beam under rolling load equations (3) and a numerical 3 DOF model, see Fig. 2, with
experimentally calibrated stiffness and mass characteristics.

The 3 by 3 stiffness matrix was obtained from flexibility measurements on the bridge
section. Using the first two measured fundamental frequencies lnd the condition of
symmetry, m t =m3' the diagonal mass matrix M is obtained by solving the equation

I K - (J)~ M I = 0
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The 3 DOF system was analyzed for the triangular loading (constant velocity) for
various speeds using the computer program CALSD-EDSET [4\. As can be seen in
Fig. 3, the load in the numerical model is at a constant velocity only over that ponion
of the span from the south quaner point to the north quarter point. unlilc.e the constant
velocity along the span length assumed in the Timoshenko closed form solution. In the
numerical 3 OOF model, the ideal velocity profile for the actual experiment was selected
as the forcing function. see Fig. 2. Thus. the numerical model corresponds closely to
the experimental test and is in fact calibrated using the ellperimentaltest setup and can
therefore be directly used in an interactive testing procedure. Figure 5 depicts the
normalized midspan deflection due to a wheel load of 16 kip moving at speeds of 30.
60,90. 145 and 290 mph «(3 =9.61. 4.83.3.22.2 and 1. respectively). Again. similar
to the theoretical solution, the (3 ratio is evident in the nonnalized deflection plot.

Figure 6 compares the theoretical and numerical prediction of normalized midspan
deflections with the experimental simulation of moving loads at 30. 60. 90 and
145 mph «(3 = 9.61, 4.83, 3.22 and 2. respectiv~ly). For each speed it can be
observed that the numerical and ellperimental peak deflections occur at the same span
location for the wheel load. and the discrepancies in the displacement response toward
the quarter span points can be attributed to the deviations in the velocity profile at those
locations. Table 2 summarizes the dynamic magnification factors for the Gepford
Overhead bridge section for a rolling load truck weighing 16 kips moving at speeds of
30, 60, 90 and 145 mph, respectively. Table 2 shows the variation of the dynamic
displacement magnification with the frequency ratio (3 and compares the values
obtained from the experimental simulation to those obtained from theory and numerical
solutions. The close agreement in the magnification factors validates the emplLyed
experimental procedure. Small differences with respect to the theoretical deflectiuns
can be attributed to the assumption of a constant cross section for the entire bridge a.;1d
the complete rolling load path over the entire bridge length.

Table 2. Comparison of Dynamic Displacement Magnification Factors

Freq. Ratio Truck Speed Theoretical Numerical Experimental
II (mph)

9.61 30 1.05 1.03 1.04

4.83 60 1.09 1.03 1.06

3.22 90 1.17 1.15 1.15

2.00 145 1.21 1.21 1.25

VEHICLE STRUCTURE INTERACTION EFFECTS

Timoshenko [3J developed expressions to determine the load applied on roadways due
to vibration produced by the contours of the venical road alignment. The road contour
is assumed to be represented by the equation

17.9



h ( 2KX)y = '2 1 - cos -1-

where .l is the wave length, h is the pennanent defonnation of the deck surface, and
x and y are the hor-wntal and vertical coordinates, as shown in Fig. 7. The
additional load AP on the road due to the vibration assuming the entire bUck weight is
sprung and incorporating vehicle suspension is given by the relation

kh ti (27n 211:t)6P =- T _'2 2 cos - - cos -
't2 - 't 1 11 12

where

v = constant velocity of motion along the horizontal axis x

k = spring stiffness

P = truck sprung weight (WI = p, W2 =O. see Fig. 7)

't1 = 2n..J(P/kg) = natural period of vibration of sprung weight

't2 = (iN) = time necessary to cross the wave length .l

Two cases were simulated using the eltperimental setup described above for a truck
speed of 60 mph. The first case assumed a spring stiffness of 8 kip/in. and the
permanent deflection at the center of the bridge of h:: 0.5 in. The second case
assumed a fictitious stiffness of 0.1 kip/in. and a permanent midspan deflection of
h =20 in. to match fust mode shape of the structure. Figures 8a and b indicate the
additional load applied due to the surface unevenness and bUck suspension for the two
cases stated above. Figure 7 compares the 3 DOF numerical prediction of nonnalized
midspan deflections with the experimental simulation of a truck speed of 60 mph with
and without any vehicle-structure interaction effects for the two cases mentioned above.
Table 3 summarizes the dynamic displacement magnification factors obtained from the
experimental simulation and those obtained using the numerical nxxicl prediction. It is
observed that the close agreement between the magnification factors validates the
employed experimental procedure. The ratio of the frequency of the bridge to the
freq uency of the vehicle is denoted by-P. and the ratio of the frequency of the vehicle
to the loading frequency is defined as p. Hence

and
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It should be noted that in case I, the vehicle-structure interaction actually counteracts
the dynamic magnification effect:-, ..,hile case 2, which was selected to match the
fundamental mode shape of the bridge, shows the expec~ r.;agnification.

Table 3. Comparison of Dynamic Displacement Magnification Factors
Due to Vehicle-Structure Interaction Effects (~ =4.83)

ji Numerical Experimental

00 1.040 1.060

6.32 0.991 1.001

0.71 1.150 1.175

CONCLUSIONS

This paper summarizes the experimental simulation of rolling loads with the time
programmed series of servv·controlled actuators at the UCSO Charles Lee Powell
Structural Systems Laboratory. Forced vibrations tests were performed to obtain the
fundamental frequency of the bridge section. The theory of moving loads on a simply
supported beam developed by Timoshenko was reviewed and numerical studies using
the 3 OOF model described. Close agreement was observed in comparisons of the
results obtained from theory and numerical studies to those obtained from experimental
simulations. Simulation of rolling loads incorporating various truck stiffness and the
unevenness of the road surface and the vehicle-structure interaction is not possible
using the described interactive procedure.
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GENERATED SEQUENTIAL DISPLACEMENT PROCEDURE FOR
SEISMIC TESTING OF STIFF MDOF SYSTEMS

Frieder Seible
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La Jolla, CA 92093-0411

INTRODUCTION

Modern design of structural systems for seismic loading relies heavily on inelastic
defonnations to absorb the seismic energy input by large defonnations at reliable
capacities rather than by large capacities at small defonnation levels. Thus, earthquake
resistant structural systems will experience local distress and need to accommodate
large inelastic defonnation cycles without deterioration of design capacity levels. Since
the structure is expected to perfonn well beyond the proportionality or yield limit state
during it s lifetime. traditional analysis and design models, which relate unfactored or
factored design loads and linear elastically detennined demand to service or ultimate
capacity levels, are no longer appropriate to capture the relevant realistic structural
response. Thus, new anll.lysis and design tools are needed which can (l) realistically
capture the po!tt-yield to ultimate deformation level state response, (2) account for
realistic seismic 1080 11p.!t and (3) determine the location and nature of local and global
failure modes.

A large number of complex nonlinear analysis models and advanced capacity design
models have been developed in the academic research environment but the quality and
usefulness of these models depends to a large extend on their appropriate verification
and calibration. Since the unpredictable and devastating nature of earthquakes allows
gathering of post-yield field data only to a very limited degree the validation of these
models depends largely on experimental laboratory testing. These laboratory tests need
to be per fonned at a large or full-scale in order to capture the correct onset and
development of failure modes at the local and their complex interaction at the global
structural systems level. Since failure mechanisms and their nonlinear behavior are
typically controlled by the structural detailing of joints. connections etc., only very
limited scaling is pennissible in the experimental verification. Thus, experimental
techniques are needed, which can take complete full-scale structural systems under
realistic seismic load input from the undamaged initial state through the yield limit state
and the formation of local mechanisms all the way to the final global collapse mode.
Realistic seismic load input to these full-scale models requires not only the application
of mass proponional loading but also the panicipation of the structure in the load
detennination, both, in terms of stiffness degradation effects on the dynamic response
characteristics and in tenns of higher mode effects.

In an effon to develop new design guidelines for masonry structures in seismic zones,
the TCCMAR [IJ (Technical Coordinating Committee f('r Masonry Research) has
conducted in both the U.S. and Japan extensive experimental and analytical research to
provide a b road data base for design model development. The final verification of the
developed procedures and models is by means of a five-story full-scale reinforced
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concrete masonry building test under simulated seismic load input. A detailed
description of the test procedure developed for the U.S.-TCCMAR five-sf.ory full-scale
research building test is provided in the following. After a brief introduction of the
theoretical basis for simulated seismic on-line testing, the GSD (Generated Sequential
Displacement) test procedure is presented, starting with a general description of the test
methodology and the fonnulation of the test method, followed by the test method
implementation, verification and fine-tuning, and an interpretation of obtained test
results from full-scale multi- story rein forced concrete masonry shear wall systems. It
should be noted, that the primary objective of the described work was not the
development of new pseudo-dynamic testing theories or techniques but rather to the
application and refinement of existing procedures to allow the on-line testing of stiff
multi-degree offreedom systems under seismic load input.

GSD DEVELOPMENT

General Concept

As a direct extension of the pseudo-dynamic on-line technique, the GSD procedure was
developed for the full-scale seismic testing of stiff multi-degree of freedom structures.
Since the method was developed in direct support of models for design guidelines. the
test procedure must allow the test structure to be exposed to seismic input segments
which cause structural response representative of critical design limit states. Thus. a
carefully selected sequence of input segments is developed which will not only provide
the structural response to one particular seismic event but rather a sequence of critical
structural response states including higher mode effects which need to be considered in
the design process.

An example of such a sequential load side definition is provided in Fig. la where the
James Rd 230 component of the 1979 Imperial valley acceleration record was used to
provide input segments of various response characteristics as diagnosed by the
corresponding segment response spectra, see Fig. 1b. Based on the measured
structur.l! stiffness characteristics, an appropriate input segment can now be selected
and scaled to produce the desired critical design limit state.

Displacements generated by these input segments through a numerical time integration
scheme must now be applied to the test structure as mass proportional sequential floor
loads. Thus. the four components of the GSD test method consists of (1) the selected
sequence of recorded or generated seismic ground motion input segments. (2) the
analytical model and the numerical time integration sc heme (typically referred to as the
outer loop of the control system). (3) the computer-controlled inner loop of the on-line
servo-controlled actuator system. and (4) the actuator and loading system itself with
ramp generator and servo-control. Since pseudo dynamic test applications and
developments are reported in detail in [2 to 8), only modifications to the basic concept
are reponed in the following.

Hardware

The hardware components of the loading system consist of the servo controlled
actuators, load distribution beams connected to the actuators and elastomeric bearing
pads which transmit the load to the test specimen. As an example, the test setup.
geometry and dimensions of a three-story shear wall used in the first series of GSD
implementation experiments is shown schematically in Fig. 2. In this setup, the loads
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were transmitted to the structure at each floor slab through load distribution beams and
two elastomeric bearing pads.

This arrangement represents a new approach in testing stiff MDOF systems. By virtue
of reducing the apparent stiffness of the floor slab, this arrangement provides
approximately unifonn load distribution between the two points of load application.
The elastomeric bearing pads have several important functions. First, the pads provide
a mechanical amplification of the structural displacements to be imposed. This
amplification of the displacements allows for-easier control of the actuators at small
structural displacement levels. It is advantageous that higher amplification is obtained
at low load levels when displacements are very small, while the amplification gets
lower as the load increases. Second, the pads also provide limited unconstrained
structural rotations and expansions of the floor system, thus allowing structural
deterioration without compromising the mass proportional loading. Third, the
elastomeric pads protect the structure from actuator instabilities during shake down
tests, and fourth, the coupling between structural DOFs is greatly reduced which almost
eliminates higher order interaction effects during initial load stages.

Software

Because of the use of the elastomeric loading pads, as well as due to the deflections in
the loading system, the actuator displacements will not be equal to the desired structural
displacements. Therefore, this loading system arrangement requires an additional
scheme in controlling the actuators. This procedure is performed in the software level,
i.e., an extra iterative loop to impose the specified displacement to the structure.

The control algorithm developed for the GSD procedure is summarized in Fig. 3. The
essential feature of the algorithm is the use of an "outer" and an "inner" software loop.
The outer loop calculates the structural displacements to be imposed through the
pseudo-dynamic algorithm at each time-step. These target displacements are provided
to the inner loop, which calculates the necessary actuator displacements.

IIARDWARE sorrWARE

INNF.R CONTROL Loor

TEST SPECIMF.N
FLOOR LEVEL

(DOF)

MI\~TF.R I\rTlJl\TOR
III srl.I'('EHF.NT
Alr.oA I TIIM

~N~I.YTICAI.

~(lf::I.INf;.

NIfHE.ICIU~

INT!GR~TION

1\ I.GoRITIIK

OUTI'R CONTROl. I.oor

FIG 3. GSD Control Schemati( per DOF
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The inner loop can be described as follows: The actual structural displacements are
measured, and the difference between the target and actual structural displacements is
multiplied by a scale factor, resulting in an incremental actuator displacement for the
ne,t sub-iteration. This increment is added to the current actuator displacement to
mrive at the next desired actuator displacement, which is subsequently applied through
a ramp generator to the displacement controlled master actuator. The structure is moved
and the new structural and actuator positions are measured. The process is then
repeated, until the floor displacements satisfy certain convergence criteria, such as a
specified displacement error tolerance (for example, 0.001 in.= 0.025 mm). It can be
shown that if the value of the multiplier lies between 0 and 2, the convergence of the
structural displacement to the target displacement is guaranteed. However, the most
suitable value of the multiplier depends on anticipated bearing pad displacement
amplification. The value of the multiplier should be chosen such that reversal of the
direction of the structural displacement increments (i.e., flip flopping) be avoided.

When the desired structural displacements are reached the restoring forces are measured
and are used in the outer loop to calculate the next structural target displacement. The
process is repeated for all required acceleration input segments.

GSD IMPLEMENTATION

Three-Story Wall Tests

The GSD test method was implemented on three-story reinforced masonry shear walls.
Two three-story wall specimen were used, and the schematic test setup is depicted in
Fig. 3. The loading system of the test structure consisted of three pairs of servo
controlled hydraulic actuators, load distribution beams and elastomeric loading pads.
The actuator forces were reacted against the UCSO Structural Systems Laboratory"s
50 ft (15.24 m) reaction strong wall. Two 165-kip (733.9 kN) actuators with ±6.00
inch (152.4 mm) stroke capacity were used to load the structure at each floor level
thro 19h the arrangement shown in the figure. A venical preload of up to 100 kips
(444.8 kN) was applied to each of the elastomeric pads to allow friction based load
transfer.

Loading System Setup. To properly simulate mass proportional floor loading, loads
have to be unifonnly introduced to the test structure not only along the length of the test
building but also over the width. Thus, two actuators were employed per floor level,
which will ultimately also allow the testing of a building under torsional response as
long as the actuators are force coupled an d prev~nt torsional response when the
actuators are displacement slaved. In the three-story shear wall tests, one actuator,
designated as "master", was controlled in displacement command by the software
through a digital interface. The load cell output from the rna ster actuator was then fed
into the load controlled slave actuator as a command signal. Because of the tight analog
coupling, the net effect is that of a single displacement controlled actuator with uniform
loading on both sides of the wall.

Instrumentation. The instrumentation was designed to provide information in two
specific areas: (I) test control and (2) structural response. Test control instrumentation
is depicted in Fig. 3 with load cells, actuator internal and external LVOTs referenced to
a separate instrumentation frame. The structural displacement and restoring force
infonnation required for the pseudo-dynamic algorithm were provided by three LVOTs
measuring floor displa~ements (at the center of floor slabs) relative to an independent
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instrumentation column placed between the specimen and the reaction wall and by six
load cells attached to the hydraulic actuators. The LVDTs measuring the structural
displacements had a range of ±<l.2 in. (i5 mm) range for tests on the stiff. undamaged
structure. Extended range LVDTs were used to accommodate greater floor
displacements after the structure softened. The analog circuitry of the load cells was
also optimized to the anticipated load levels. To further reduce measurement errors. the
average of at least 25 AID readings of each channel was used for the calculations in the
outer control loop.

TEST DESCRIPTION

Numerical Modeling. The pseudo-dynamic algorithms and parameters chosen for the
present test series reflect the issues discussed above. The three-story wall specimens
were idealized as 3·DOF systems. with the masses lumped at the floor levels. The
mass of the floors was adjusted in order to allow a the time integration interval of at
least 0.005 seconds in the conditionally stable algorithms. The initial measured
structural stiffness and the actual test specimen mass resulted in natural frequencies of
17.7,63 I, and 117.5 Hz for the 3-DOF model. Since the EI Centro 1940 NS ground
motion record chosen for the Wall I experiments had its major source of energy below
5 Hz, and to provide for integration time steps of reasonable length, the analytical
model was adjusted with contributory mass equal to 15 times the specimen mass.
resulting in initial (uncracked) natural frequencies of 4.6. 16.3, and 30.3 Hz at an
assumed damping of 5%. As expected. the natural frequencies were found to decrease
as the test sequence proceeded, indicating the damage state of the structure.

Although the Newmark explicit method was first applied with 5% modal viscous
damping, cases without numerical damping were also examined for later stages of the
tests. When the Modified Newmark Explicit algorithm was used. the parameters were
chosen such that larger damping effects be obtained in the higher modes. while still
providing realistic damping in the first mode. For Hitber's alpha method. a standard
set of parameter values (ex =O. P= 0.25 and y =0.5) were used, which leads to the
constant-average-accelerJtion integration without numerical damping.

GSD Te~·t Implementation - Wall Specimen J. The first three-story shear wall
specimen was used to implement the proposed GSD testing procedure. A scale factor
of 0.5 was applied to a time window comprising t =1.0 sec in the 1940 EI Centro NS
component accelcrdtion record.

First, two experiments were perfonned using the Newmark Explicit time integration
scheme with a time step of 0.005 sec, constant 5% modal damping, and structural
displacement error tolerance of 0.001 in. The response obtained in Test 9 is shown in
Fig. 4. Both the displacement and restoring force histories show diverging oscillatory
behavior. representing the uncontrolled growth of spurious higher modes leading to
unrealistic relative story shear force~ ;n the structure, and ultimately to an instability in
the loading system. This phenomena has been observed in other MDOF pseudo
dynamic tests [4]. Following these tests, the time integration algorithm was changed to
the Modified Newmark Explicit scheme, having frequency proponional damping to
suppress the spurious higher modes. Using the pretest measured stiffness. calculated
damped natural frequencies were 3.8, 15.4. and 28.0 Hz. and the integration
parameters were adjusted to give 3.4, 22.8, and 59% damping for the first three modes
respectively. The results of Tests 13 and 15, alonl' '.>.ith a prediction, are shown in
Fig. 5. The noteworthy features of these results are the dominance of first mode
response, controlled higher modes. and the good reproducibility between the two tests.
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The latter feature shows stability of the structural propenies a t least to the end of
Test 13 corresponding to top floor peak displacement of 0.1 in. with the flange in
tension. The results indicate the onset of ;lOnlinearity at about 0.45 seconds. This
coincided with the flrst observed flexural .:Tacking at the base. resulting in period
elongation and anlplitude increase over the linear elastic prediction, as expected.

During these tests elastomeric pad deflections resulted in actuator displacement
ampliflcations of 3 to 5. The structural displacement errors were kept below the
0.001 in. error tolerance. Restoring force oscillations remained. despite the lack of
significant higher .odes displacement participation.

Results of Test 35 on the signiflcantly softened structure are presented in Fig. 6.
Pretest stiffness measurements gave 1.45, 8 .65. and 19.81 Hz for the first three
modes, a signiflcant reduction from the undamaged values for the fIrst two modes. The
acceleration scale factor of 0.5 was retained, as were the integration algorithm. time
step, and error limit. The response now is very nonlinear at all displacement levels.
The top floor displacement reached 2 in. (50.8 mm) corresponding to a drift of 0.64%.
Load oscillations with about the same frequency remain to about 0.8 sec of the
response, but appear with a much lower frequency thereafter. The structural
displacement errors also fall considerably outside of the 0.00 I in. (0.0254 mm) bound
after abcut 1.2 sec, especially for floors 2 and 3. and the deviations. in general. follow
the trends in the structural restoring forces. In imposing the structural displacements,
the errors were allowed to exceed the limits rather than undenake an unreasonably large
number of iterations to force the displacements to converge. To stay within tight
convt:rgence tolerances may be counter productive due to the long time required and the
resulting stress relaxation effects. Significant diagonal cracking and toe crushing
occurred by this time. While the Wall 1 tests showed that the developed GSD method
can simulate seismic loads on stiff MDOF systems, the capture of higher mode effects
and octter control of errors and corresponding load oscillations were investigated in the
Wall 2 test specimen.

GSD Tes( Refinements - Wall Specimen 2. Wall specimen 2, which was the same as
specimen I in dimensions and properties, was used to refine the GSD procedure. The
performed sequence of tests on the three-story masonry wall is sununarized in Table 1.
indicating, in addition to the acceleration window. also integration scheme. scale factor
and change in the three natural response periods for the masonry wall prior to the
associated test

Three analytical models were used in analyzing the outer loop target story
displacements, namely the Newmark Explicit (NE), the ModifIed Newmark Explicit
(MNE) and the implicit Hilber's Alpha (HA) methods. The implicit scheme (HA)
allowed constant damping for all modes without anifIcially suppressing higher mode
effects in multi-story buildings. After testing the first of the two three-story walls with
the MNE method at very slow testing rates, a displacement error correction scheme was
introduced in the outer control loop. In this correction, the difference between the
calculated structural target displacement and the actual measured structural displacement
is multiplied by the initial structural stiffness (measured experimentally at the beginning
of the test segment). yielding a restoring force correction which is added to the
measured restoring force in the subsequent outer loop calculation of the next target
displacement. Since the restoring force errors result in spurious higher mode effects, a
correction to the restoring fores r educes spurious higher mode effects and allows for
smoother structural response. With this restoring force correction. even the NE method
showed stable results and was successfully implemented without any artificial
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Table I. GSD Tests on Three-Story Wall Specimen No. 2

TEST ....1· K<CI. ...... doImpuil T... T_ T... :r-IamnJ Pcnod maumum lop

Iaumber ...... WIIIdow r..... ~,/:;.~ Unllll qlMll T,rr,{T, clupl."anall- (" (ooc) (Me) ..gO (tee) I"'IIlIl>W!(lIIIII)

TEST 19 MNE 2 0-' 6.7(21m 1.0 m, 2'1' 0.23.1l.064.4l.O31 0211/ <) 01>1

1<.5T20 HA 2 0-' lrl" 1.0 en::! 9225 02J.o.061.1l.0J4 OJtn' <)]16

TEST 21 !'o"i 2 0-' 1.0 42&9 42&9 0.23.1l.061.1l.0J4 0.J66I <) 4S2

TEST)! Ml'o"E 2 6.0 6.7(20"1 010 .1156 10616 023.0 070.4l031 l15U .1.9S2

TEST 44 NE 3 Z.5 092 11046 12007 0.29.0.087.0046 1.'1/ .1614

1<.5T •• NE 4 O.ll 1.66 76::: 4Sen 0.30.oO'l4.4l0~ 1004" ·S 401

11'.5T 12 NF 6 00 Oil 1140 6111 0.3I.o.OQI.4l.0ll :0..5011 ·:l.O!O

TEST l6 NE 6 OJ 1.64 90" ,'21 0.4211l.1~.O'IS 31.611/·11.424

TEST 60 NE 7 1-' 0.1l 4790 6317 0.JM1.I39.4l.0'9 3S.4"I·3l.141

TEST 66 ~"E 1 0.9 0.00 140:5 Jll) 0.ll.ll.114.1l.060 102.3011 <).031>

TEST 61 NE 1 ~.9 OJ9 1'70 4C2S 0 .•'.0 110.4l060 OO'.l~/·IOll.13

• MNE: Modafio4 Nnm.... EApIiciI _

HA IWbrr'. Alpha melhod (uupiJat)

NE : Ncwmal1< Eapbal me1hod

numerical damping. thus capturing all possible higher mode effects. Thus, for the
second wall, the restoring force correction was applied to all integration schemes
shown in Table I.

The computer-controlled inner loop was modified two special features to improve
testing speed. First, the actuator displacement amplification factor was applied to the
difference between the target and the measured structural displacements to account for
the elastomeric loading pad amplifications and for opposite direction displacements in
higher mode response. Second. since the command signal and the actuator
displacement relationship may be off-bias and not completely linear, the new
displacement increment for individual actuator movement is added to the previous
command signal rather than to the measured actuator displacement, thus reducing the
flip-flop phenomena in the inner control loop convergence. A significant improvement
in testing speed can be observed, see Tests 60 and 66 in Table I.

Results frorn the three-story full-scale masonry wall tests arc presented in the
following. The pre-yield phase was used to comp are the effect of the different time
integration schemes. e.g., Tests 19. 20 and 21 in Table 1. Response time-histories for
the three tests are depicted in Fig. 7. As can be seen, Test 19, the MNE scheme
(Fig. 7a) results in a farst mode response. since all higher mode effects are numerically
damped out. Some higher mode effects were captured with the HA method (Test 20).
with 5% damping per mode. The higher mode response is visible in Fig. 7b in the
displacement time-history and in the increased restoring forces. Finally. the NE
scheme, without any numerical damping, featured the largest second mode
contributions, as can be seen in Fig. 7c. The displacement error can be tightly
controlled by specified error tolerances (note the three different levels in Fig. 7c),
where the error tolerance was adjusted in three steps.

The above discussed modifications to conventional on-line testing techniques have
allowed the testing of stiff masonry wall systems with GSD using reliable integration
schemes such as NE without introducing artificial numerical damping and resulted in
pseudo- dynamic test rates of one to four thousand times the real seismic event, or in
test durations of typically less than me hour per one second of earthquake time-history,
see Table I.
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ONGOING DEVELOPMENTS

A critical factor for the application of the presented GSO method is the speed of the
procedure. It was obscrVed in the sequence of the tests up to this point. that the speed
of the test depends on the number of sulritcrations needed for the inner loop algorithm
to converge. Therefore, faster convergence in the inner loop iterations should be
considered in order to achieve greater effectiveness of the test procedure. In the earlier
tests, the restoring force time-histories indicated considerable level of higher mode
response, and this probably causes very slow convergence within the inner loop
iterations. The use of the restoring force correction using the initial stiffness matrix
solved some of the problems encountered in the earlier tests. However, the true
correction shoiJld be based on the current tangent stiffness, not the initial stiffness.

Some tbcoretical investigation of the inner loop algorithm reveals the following: the use
of a single multiplier for all the OOFs has the least effect to reduce the displacement
error in the highest mode. Figure 8 shows a conceptual simulation of the behavior of
the structural displacement for a three-OOF structure. The displacement error vector
can be decomposed into 3 mode-shapes (eigenvectors of the stiffness matrix), and these
errors eventually converge to zero if the inner loop iteration is repeated. The y-axis in
Fig. 8 represents the amplitude of each mode in the displacement error divided by the
initial value (for each mode). Since the convergence rate of the third mode (i.e., the
highest mode) is the smallest, the ratio for the highest mode becomes larger compared
wit h lower modes. If the inner loop is terminated at a finite number of steps, the
resulting displacement error is dominated by the highest mode. It is obvious that such
displacement error produces the maximum restoring force error, with the use of the
same level of displacement error tolerance. This effect wiU become more serious as the
number of OOFs increases since the ratio of the smallest eigenvalue and the iargest
eigenvalue of the stiffness matrix becomes larger.

-- 1st rr.ode
._a. ... 2nd :-:lOde

----~. Jrd mode

'.

'.

"'~~; ... _... _.....
a 0 ---~-'O---""::::;=~ZO=-'-'-;';';"::)O.

Sumber or ,leratlon steps

FIG 8. Structual Displacement Convergence

It can be shown that the remedy for this is to use a multiplier which ties the
displacement error vector to the actuator displacement increment vector. That implies a
multiplier in the form of matrix, as opposed to the usc of "scalar" multiplier in the
present tests. However, this will require some information on the relationship between
the actuator displacement increments and structural displacement increments, which can
be described by a transformation matrix. Ifone tries to obtain this matrix (which can be
called displacement amplification matrix), a certain estimation procedure must be
implemented. It is very convenient that the estimation procedure can be applied to the
estimation of tangential stiffness matrix in the same manner, and the result can be used
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to the refined version of the restoring force correction mentioned above. These
developments are currently under investigation.

CONCLUSIONS

A new testing methodology for full-scale reinforced concrete masonry structures
subjected to simulated seismic loads under laboratory conditions was developed, and
the implementation and verification on three-story full-scale reinforced masonry shear
walls was discussed. The new test method allows realistic seismic input simulation and
trace of higher mode effects. even in the initial undamaged state of the structure.
Problems typically associated with the stiff coupling between servo-controUed actuators
in a multi-degree of freedom system were overcome with the introduction of
elastomeric loading pads. which act as displacement amplifiers in the loading system.
Advances in the actuator control loop also allowed testing without numerical damping
in the time integration scheme, thus permitting the tested three-degree of freedom
masonry shear walls to respond with lateral load distribution pattems consistent with
the degree of structural stiffness deterioration.

With selected seismic ground motion input segments, stiff multi-degree of freedom
structures can now be tested under realistic seismic loads to any predetennined critical
design limit state. The Generated Sequential Displacement testing technique will now
be applied in the fllSt U.S. full-scale building test on a five-story reinforced concrete
masonry building.
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ASSESSMENT AND EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH OF EXISTING
WALLS INTENSITY

Lou Yong Lin I

ABSTR.ACT

The question that is usually met in the desian oC evalution and strenathenina of

earthquake capacity Cor existing the buildings whose loads carried by the waUs is how to

know the existinl waUs intensity. Based OD the analysis comparison and experimental re

1e1U'Ch. this paper SUUCltl a method Cor assessing the existing walll intcnsity with simple

tools to actually determine the shearingstrenath.

PREFACE

When Itrenathcninl the buildinls without seismic desisn. inercaseing the existing mid

dle-ttorey and lower-storey bUildinp or findinl the quality of masonry walls construction

which Cail. to meet the designinl demand. we should measure the mOrlar intensity of ex

isting waU•. To check compressive .trength and aeismic intensity of walls, we could lenow

compreuive menath and abearing strcnsth of masonry wal1l. Between two of them, thc

check of aeismicintensity is of control effect. Table I abows the consequences of a certain

residental building's mortar index appraisal and checkinl of vertical-horizontal walls

compreuive and sbeariD,strenath. The seismic intenisty il obviously not enough. Determi

nation oC shearinl streath is the main content oC the waU intensity measurinl.

Besides arade of brick, material and proportioning of masonry mortar, the factors in

ftuenciDl wall. intensity are also connected with the construction method.

SITE MEASUR.ING OF EXISTING WALLS INTENSITY

We often separate a block of brick waU at the worlesite to measure existing waU intensi·

ty IIld to imitate the brick pillar to be pressed on indoor press to determine compressive

strenBth. In the method, the masonry is easily damaled in thc proceSlCS oC separating, mov

iDl and repairing. especiaUy wben the grade ofdetermined wall is too low. This kind of

1. Buildinl lCience research institute of LiaoNing Procince, Office Director, Senior

Enlineer
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Table 1 Wall intensity aucssment of a certain residental bllildin. in Tie Lin. city.

L Niao ina proviDce

Item Storey 1 2 3 4 S 6

Assessment compression 2S# 10# 10# 10# 10# 10#
of

mortar index shearinl 10# 4# 4# 4# 4# 4#

I{ of compressive check 2.38 2.39 2.48 3.26 4.78

Seismic K or horizontal wall 2.37 1.S7 l.S9 1.74 2.05

check I{ or verticall wall LSI 0.97 0.98 1.04 1.23 2.22

Note: t) The compressive check requires I{ "" 2.3 seismic check requires k =2.0

2) Select the worst wall-section to take seismic check and compressive check

3) K of vertical seismic check has been enlarge 1/3

method can only be used in determining the compressive strength of wall, and hardly in

shearing strength. Therefore, the method using resitiometer to determine the mortar inten

sity was put forward. Besides mortar intensity and hardness, the more important factor that

determines the masonry shearing strength is viscosity between mortar and brick. It can/t be

determined by resitiometer. Refering to referencc[2], wc designcd a field-tools used to

measure shearing and tensile strength of existing building. See figure 1. The tools have been

actually used in our institute building and people's procurato rate building.

Select unbearinrwall under window sill as determining part. Remove window sill

board to cxpose masonry brick, and carefully di, out mortar in the surrounding joint of

bricks. Then fasten the clliper (one of the measurinl tools) on the brick.(Fasten dliper hori

zontally to measure T-brick shearinl strength and vertically to measure joint tensile

strength of horizon-brick). Tighten the screw to inerease the pulling force until the joint ru·

ined (To be translationed or pulled out). Measure the maximum pulling force with

lensimeter. Divide the muimum pullinl force by cross-scc:tion of brick to ,et shearing

strength or tensile strength of existing wall. Select two or three positions in cach storcy and

masure fifteen blocks of brick of each position. Take the average as shearin, and tensile

strength of each storey in the building.
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a. apparatus !or vertical loading

I-brick specimen; 2-vertical clamping apparaus;

3-dynomomenter; 4-frame; S-tcnsion nut

b. loading apparatus for horizontal shear

6-horizontal clamp; 7-end hearinS iron plate

Fipre I equipment for determininlltren&th of a in-situ brick waU

Ravinl measured waUl intensity oftwo buildinll, we have found that it can't show the

true shcariDlltrcngth ofcllistinl walls only by observing composition and hardncss of mar·

tar in brick joint. E.g. Our office building was constructed in 1960. The mortar was

mixture-mortar with more cement content. Its hardness was enough. It seemed have

enough intensity. But the results of intensity measurinl proved that the cementation be·

tween mortar and brick was very little. The main reason forit il the bad construction quali

ty without enouah mortar(The area pasted with mortar is only 20- 30~.). The brick might

not be watered before laying and some of them might be constructed in winter. Therefore

there had no coherion between many bricks except that only few bricks had little coherion.
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It's aSICssed to be 10# mortar. The building of local procucatorate is an old building con

structed in 1930s. Although the mortar is lime mortar, which contains very little cement and

is not very hard, the quality of constructing and brick are very good and horizon-vertical

joint mrtar is enough. The coherence between bricks is very tight. The shearing strength has

reached the index of SO# mortar.

EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH ABOUT FIELD MEASURING INTENSITY OF

EXISTING WALLS

To examine whether the field measuring intensity of existing walls are safty or reliable,

we used three kinds of mortar and made mortar and brick test pieces for compressing,

shearing and pulling tests and three pieces of 240mm brick walls. Having cured for a

month, we did compressing, shearing and pulling experiments for mortar and masonry test

pieces. For brick walls, we did T-brick horizon-shearing and vertical-pulling experiment.

The results were shown ID table 2.

Conclusions from table 2:

1. The shearing and tensile strength of masonry test pieces are smaller than that of

mortar test pieces. It indicates that the cohesion between mortar and brick is smaller than

that of mortar itself.

2. The shearing and tensile strength of brick walls arc less tban that of masonry test

pieces. Beside diITerent methods whicb cause partiality of measuring tools and influence of

digging vibration, it also shows that the construction quality of brick walls was lower than

that of test pieces was required to be 100 percent filled, but for brick walls only 80 percent

are enough.

3. The vertical tensile strength of brick walls(similar to joint-curve-tensile strength)

is smaller than the shearing strength.

4. The tooth-joint tensile strength measured from tensile pieces of SO# cement mor

tar masonry is smaller than that of 2S# mixture mortar masonry. Its main reason probably

is the influence of workability of mortar and tbe construction method. It makes the cohe

sion between cement mortar and brick smaller than that of test pieces built with mixture

mortar.
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th fedfT ble 2a companslon 0 measur streng1 0 wall

Type quutitJ of IDcuaund .UCIlSth of
apociIDclII .pocimea. of each !fOup

of T ..t clauillcado. ~ptio.of~clII of.pccimclll
ClCllifOuP 10# 25# 50#

COlDp-';"C .trenlt.b Ra(kll em') 70.7><70.7><70.711UD' culb 9 7.70 15.90 41.30

.Ileariallueaath Raj(kll cm') Z-sllapccl, "Cr1iCaI "'~r 6 1.20 2.29 '.02
mortar plaDC 70.7. 70.71Dm

1eIl1i.. atreal'll Ran. I em')
.....u.pect. actual mcuufCIDeal of 1c1lli0l

9 1.13 2.99 7.60
tnetllft pi...

colDprctlive .IreDltIl RCkII em') 250>< 370. ?SOmm' prU 3 1'.40 20.00 21.10

tile bed of tile brick pier iI 490 >< 370 ><

.....rinllIreD.tIl of h0'P."DIaI
120mlD' • the upper pan iI 370. 370.

I3 0.'7 1.37 2.B6
mUGDr} joinl RjmCkl1 cm ) 120. aad tile middle paret iI the morta

joinl to be m••ured

IeIlIiIc .1re1.tIl of ~lCPjoint muollfJ .pocimca. with 3 0.90 1.S6 1.26Rl(kll em I -sllaped piaDC

--r--
....rin, .lrea.th of b0:i)DIaI horizoatal .b.r IS 0.66 1.35

I
2.0SjolDt Rjm(k.1 em ofoae brick I

1cD.ilc .trcD.th ofhO~11a1 vertical pulliDr-out
I

I O.BOObrick wan IS 0.425 i 0.S6Sjoint Rww(kl/cm of 01' brick
I

Rjcaad Rwe arc calculated I
from R. accordiJl. to 0.965 1.490 2.720

tile n:lalCd .pocificaioa

Rjml Rjc 0.90 0.92 , 1.05

ratio Rjwl Rjc 0.90 0.92 I 0.15

R_/Rwc 0.44 0.31 0.29

THE INFLU:!NCE OF CONSTRUCTION QUALITY TO THE WALL'S

COMPRESSIVE AND SHEARING STRENGTH

The intensity indclt table and calculation formula of various masonry given out by

"'he standard of brick structure design· dcpend on grade of brick and masonry mortar.

These are based on the correct construction operation in keeping with "standard of brick

building construction and ac:c:cptancc·. Thc indclt of brick and masonry bas dilTerent influ

encc on compressive and strength of masonry brick when the construction operation isn't in

keeping with the demands of the standard. For instance, if the mortar is not enough, it will

decrease the compressive and shearing strength of masonry. When mortar has poor

workability and brick is laid without water, the masonry compressive strength will be influ

enced very little, but the JDasonry shearing strength will be influenced very greatly. Because

the mechanism of masonry being compressed to damage is that when the brick compressive
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lateral deformation reach crack value and the mortar index il less than that'of brick, the

compressive crack has little reaction with the adhesion force betwccn mortar and brick.

This was proved by contrast experiment using compressive test pieces of brick masonry

post immerred in oil. It showed that the compressive strength of immerred oil brick test

pieces did not decrease. Certainly the Ihearingltrength of masonry brick is mainly decided

by adhesion between brick facing and bonding facing of mortar.

ASSESING METIiOD OF EXISTING WALLS INTENSITY INDEX

1. For buildingl with few storeys and small area, determine the index of mortar by

the method of observing material of mortar area of brick pasted with mortar, pinching and

breaking the mortar bloclc to estimate the intensity.

0# mortar: Mud or silt. Have no intensity by pinching.

4# mortar: Lime mud or lime fine sand. Have little intensity by pinching.

10# mortar: Lime middle_coarse sand. Contain much lime or little cement. Have in

tensity but can be smashed by pinching.

25# mortar: Cement, lime middle_coarse sand. Have great intensity by pinching. It's

difficult to smash it by pinching. The piece of mortar can't be broken.

SO# mortar: Much cement lime middle_coarse sand. The mortar block can't be

smashed and mortar piece is difficult to break.

Except for these, it also necessary to observe the adhesion area and intensity between

brick and mortar. Sometimes the mortar block intensity is high, but the bad constructing

operation quality made adhesion intensity between mortar and brick decrease. Therefore

the masonry shearing strength should be lowered one grade. For masonry compressive

strength, it should be considered by the area paved with mortar. When the area is large

(reach 70- 80 persent), the grade should not be lowered. When the area is small, the grade

should be lowered one grade.

2. For the buildings that are important with large areas, it is better lo use the tools

shown in Figure t to measure shearing and tensile strength of masonry walls. To

multi_storey buildings, we usually measure shearing strength only. Select lhe lower parts

of windows or middle parts of long 240 waIls as measuring spots. Get the shearing (horizon

measure) or compressive (vertical measure) strength by dividing the maximum damage

force with areas of bricks. In the same time, observe bricks areas stained with mortar and

mortar material component. Measure IS brick blocks in each position and 2- 3 positioos

for one storey. Take the average as masonry shearing and tensile strength ofconstruction in

every storey. when construction of existing is normal (enough brick area stained with mor

tar and adherion), read mortar index form 'Brick construction design standard'

(GBJ3_ 73) Table S in contrary direction at shearing strength to determine masonry

compressive strength. When construction 0" existing wall is innormal (mortar block is too
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hard, mortar lurrarc illarle but adhClioD il Imall), incrcalC masoDry mortar index ODe

Ifade and take it al masonry comprcllive Itrcoath.
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RESEARCH OF VIBRATING PERIOD
CHARACTERISTICS OF RIC STRUCTURE

Wu Shiying LiuZhenchang
Senior Engineer Engineer

The Institute of Earthquake Engineering,
China Academy of Building Research,BEIJING,CHINA

ABSTRACT

What is dealt with here is one of the sub
jects on RIC structure with one degree of
freedom studied on a large scale shake
table. Through surveying and analysing
the structure under whole loading proce
dure, the authors suggested: natural pe
riod is the intrinsic characteristics of a
structure; natural period changes with the
stiffness of the structure which changes
throughout the whole loading procedure;
and in the structure under the action of
cyclic dynamic load, there is an "instan
taneously loaded period "(loaded period
for short)property, which is the most
crucial parameter for the estimation of
the dynamic properties of the structure.
This paper also covers a discussion on
three different kinds of periods.

PREFACE

The natural period is an important parameter of dyna
mic property of structure especially when the structure
is enduring the indirectly caused inertia response force
which is related not only to the properties of the wave
of ground movement but also to the property of structure
itself. The problem of natural period, therefore, cannot
be evaded in the research of the earthquake resistant
countermeasures.

It is obviously unreasonable to suppose the structure
as purely elastic because the material which the struct
ure is made of is not purely elastic. Furthermore, it
is also impossible to determine the elastic response for-
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ce and the corresponding elastic inner force with the el
astic period and then determine the steel area by the
Design Code based on the ultimate equilibrium theory.
Since from the beginning of undertaking the vibrating
force to failure, the R!C structure is not elastic, so it
becomes a prominent problem to estimate the influence of
structure bearing capacity with elastic intrinsic pe
riod.

1. Basic Condition of Experiment

This experiment employed a normal R!C column which is
fastened on a one-wey horizontal vibrating table 3x3 me
ters in size with a lumped-mass weighed 1 ton on the top
of the column to from the clear lumped-mass system. (see
Fig.1 ).

Fig.l

The test column has a rectangular cross section 60x15
cm in size; its concrete strength is R=387 kg!cm 2 ; and it
is reinforced by six grade I steel bars (10 mm diameter)
with the yield strength R=3610 kg!cm 2 (see Fig.3); grade
I steel (6 mm diameter) is also used as hooks.

q.~ D"tlecto••ter

4.S- Acc"l.ro.eter

I~ Ga.e
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Fig.3

The arrangement of testing instruments is shown in
Fig.2. Fixed acceleration and staged sine loading method
are used to form the load wave in testing procedure for
convenience sake.

2. Natural Period Determining Test

Before the dynamic load being put on the column, the
common methods, pulse, strike and micro-shake methods,
are used to find out the natural period of the column.
The results are shown in Fig.4.

I sec
Pulse

~I eps

Strike • $.t cps

Micro-Shake H ~ps

Fig.4

The average value of this lumped-mass system's na
tural period T is found to be 0.185 sec.(5.4 cps ltested
with the above methods.
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Accolding to the formula, however, the elastic
natural period is:

.••.•..•••••••• ( 1 )

Where, KO =E J

in this case. W=1002 kg, Eh =J2.7xl0 5 kg/cm2

J=O.00016875H4 H=2.08 H
Substitute these values into eq.(l). it is obtained that:

T=O.1472 sec.

p=6.7 cps.

The calculation value and the results of the expe
riment fail to meet each other. It shows that it is much
more rough to calculate natural period of the actual str
ucture by the calculating formula considering that the
simplified calculating model is very similar to the ex
periment installation.

Without doubt, the error relates to the synthetical
elastic modulus of structure material used in the calcu
lation. If real tangential modulus of elastic stage were
substituted for secant modulus of concrete listed in the
current "Design Code foe RiC Structure", the calculating
error of period would be decreased.

Increase the acceleration or change the loading
frequency gradually after starting the shake table, and
then cause the maximum curvature of the column and the
column surface cracked by the inertia force yielded up to
the damage of the column.

The rigidity of the column when cracking appears is
different from that when the column is damaged. Stop the
shake table and the changes of natural period in the two
cases are detected by means of strike methodlsee Fig.5).,see

Cracking

Destroy

Fig.S
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It is impossible to calculate accuratp-Iy the res
ponse force by the elastic formula with these kinds of
natural period because the system rigidity couldn't be
decided accurately under these two kinds of conditions.

The testing of zero load period reveals that the
natural period of structure during the loading procedure,
is not a stable value which increases with the decrease
of the rigidity of the structure, or with the damage of
the structure step by step. It proves that the arith
metic reliability of RiC structure could be hardly esti
mated if only the elastic natural period or the converted
period which multiplied by an artificial coefficient K
was taken into account.

From the micro-shake condition of the shake table
up to the damage of the column, the relationship between
micro-sha~e natural period and the dynamic load Q=mA
(refer to Fig.6)shows that there must be periodic cha
racters as long as the rigidity have not been exhausted,
however, they are not constant ones.

"I

Fig.6

3. "Loaded period"of Structure

After the elastic natural period of the system having
been detected, start the shake table, keep its accelera
tion as a constant O.lg and change its frequency from 2
to 5 cps. If the RiC column can be assumed as elastic
before cracking, its period should be no change, i.e.,
the system should resonate when its frequency increased
to 5.4 cps. But the practically detected results are not
as that assumed (see Fig.7), It shows that though no
cracking appeared on the column surface after bearing the
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Fig.8

Fig.7

shake with O.lg as its acceleration only, there is a cha
nge of the column's vibration character, the frequency of
which is smaller than its elastic natural frequency (see
Fig.8).

It is evident that if the response acceleration were
deduced with the elastic natural period under this condi
tion, it would be a wrong result with the error higher
thar. tens or even more than hundreds per cent.

The natural period of the system increases to 0.33
sec. When cracking appears, the inertia response acce
leration and the displacement of the column top are small
while the acceleration of the shake table is 1.2g and the
load frequency is 10 cps ..

In opposite, resonant damage occurs when the acce
leration is 0.142g and the load frequency is 2.5 cps ..
The zero load natural frequency of the shake table is 2.0
cps., after the table stopped. This fact proves that
there are frequency differences in characteristics be
tween the conditions of dynamically loaded structures and
that of free vibrating ones, it is the vibrating frequen
cy of structure under shaking load that plays a vital
role. Therefore, the instantane.)us period of the struc
ture under dynamic load is called "Loaded Period"by the
authors.

4. Relationship between Loaded Period and Deformation

Fig.9 is the supposed diagram used to deduce the
natural period of system with one degree of fr~edom.
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Fig.9

W~ight W produces a ver
tical displacement. Let
the block be displaced from
its equilibrium position
and r~leased so that vib
rations take place for the
spring has rigidity k.
Eq.(J) can be get according
to this supposed diagram.
It is known that the period
of vibration depends only
upon the magnitudes of the
weight Wand the rigidity
of the system and is
independent of th~ amount
of displacement.

If the int~rfering force acted on the system doesn't
vanish while the rigidity of the structure changes but
not b~ing exhausted, it is ~xpected that the block vib
rates about its equilibrium position under the actions of
rigidity of the structure and the instantaneous changed
external forces. Denote the displacement produced by
interfering force by f, which equals to x+ , and regard
the product of mass and acceleration as equivalent intrr
fering force Q=mA, it is easy to get the formula similar
to that of natural period as follows:

••••••••••••••• ( 2 )

In the equation above, the synthetical parameter K
of the building is very difficult to be figured out, es
pecially in the case that there are many kinds of mate
rial used in buildings and the structure members are un
der loading conditions, so K is very hard to be put into
actual calculation.

However, during loading procedure, the relationships
between the displacement at the mass center of the column
top and the acceleration and that between the
displacement and vibration frequency were obtained
by testing (see Fig.10).

fl 'Aft

& ,.Sf t A
alf.'~~~
h' ~ 3 _ S 4 H

Fig .10
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It is also known from Fig.ll that the moment of co
lumn under the inertial force f. is

ElY" = H .........••.•......... ( 3 )

Where Ek =Kp, Y" is a parameter which value is varying
while the property of the structure changes from ela
sticity to plasticity under the action of inertial force.

When the structure system is at the pure elastic
stage, it is known from common structural machinics:

H= 3EIf /L2 •••••••••••••••• ( 4 )

Substitution of eq.(3) into eq.(4) yields:

EIY"=3EIf/L2

f e =O.33Y"L2

For reinforced concrete structures:

Y"=l/r=( £/.. - Ell )/h

If the strain of tension zone is based on the
tensile longitudinal bars:

•••••.••••••••••• ( 5 )

The elastic of deformation of the cantilever column can
expressed as following considering equation (5):

.••••••••• ( 6 )

When the material came into elastoplastic stage and
till collapse, the cantilever ~i.ht have appeared such
kinds of curvature distributiJna as shown in Fig.12.

It is well known that

f= j(HpHI/EI)dx ••••••••••••••••• ( 7 )

Substitute eq.(3) into (7), it is obtained that:
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f=5V"HldX

By using moment curve product method, the dis
placement at the column top under the three cases in
Fig.12 can be determined:

(0 '

Fig.12

fep=0.4LV"

=0. 4L2 ( b,- t g ) tho ••..•.•••••••.• (8)

Where t h ---dynamical strain of concrete in the
compressive zone of the section

Eg---tensile strain of bars in the tensile
zone of the section

ho---the effective depth of the section
after cracking

It is known from eq.(6) and (8) that although there
is no big difference between the parameters in the two
equations, (one is 0.33, and another is 0.4), the meaning
of curvature and strain are not the same. The test prov
ed that there is no much error if equation (8) is used in
the both cases before and after the column is cracked.

The testing values of the cantilever before and
after cracking are shown in Table 1.

It is shown in Fig.13 that the testing values and
the calculation values are almost the same.

After the dynamical deformation having been obtain
ed, it is supposed that:
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Ql =Klxfd -------------------(9\

----------------(10)

Substitute eq.(9) into eq.(2), the period under the
action of the load can be written as:

Tp:2. 1tj f dIg

=0.2j!;
The forced loaded period of the shake table is

denoted by Tp and the loaded period of the structure is
denoted by Tp. For the actual structure, the resonant
period is 0.366sec while the calculation value of the
loaded period is 0.368 sec. The relation curve of the
period and the response value Q in the loading procedure
is shown in Fig.14. The value of the collapse respond
force Q when response occurred is 1.24 ton.

Table 1 Testing values of Strain DZ 1-3

(CPS) Q=Hf Compress Strain Tensile Strain1Ddor••
of Concrete of Steel Bare -tion

(T) xl0 6 x106 f(cm)
4.12 I 0.12 243 222 , 0.64
4.30 I 0.31 191 180 0.54
4.30 0.27 176 162 0.46
4.48 I 0.25 153 148 0.44
4.55 0.22 133 133 0.42
4.58 0.20 119 120 0.36
5.00 0.17 98 98 0.33
6.00 0.12 58 63 0.22
4.13 I 0.44 268 232 0.72
4.10 I 0.47 288 248 0.72
4.12 ; 0.42 255 225 0.68
3.96 0.60 293 270 0.78
4.08 0.41 231 225 0.64
3.96 0.45 289 275 0.68
4.16 0.38 235 208 0.54
3.18 , 0.69 619 1110 1. 56
2.15 I 0.55 : 899 794 1. 58
2.54 1.15 I 1727 1688 2.38I I2.73 11.241 1953 2221 3.30
2.14 1 .. 06 1842 2253 2.94
2.14 10.76 1253 1750 2.31
2.97,0.42

1

, 610 634 1.17
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5. Relationship between Several Kind of Period and the
Inertial Response Force of One Degree of Freedom Column

Ideal elastic one degree of freedom system possesses
its natural period, the value of which can be determined
by eq. (1). If the rigidity and the particle mass of the
system keep constant, it will be invariable.

For lumped-mass reinforced concrete column, its ri
gidity, by the research throughout the whole procedure,
gradually decreases in the process from cracking to col
I apse. I f the shake tabl e, in eve ry stage, is stopped
for testing the natural period, multiple period values
will be obtained. The author call it zero load period.
It is very hard to calculate the zero load period, be
cause th~ elastopladtic rigidity of the column under zero
load is very difficult to be calculated. However, the
initial value of zero load period and the elastic natural
period are the same (refer to curve (2) in Fig.15).

The zero load period is the testing value at the
stage of micro-shake, but the rigidity of reinforced con
crete members is varying with the changes of load. Th
erefore, the zero load period can not describe the pro
perties of the structure under the action of vibrating
load. So, the authors propose a concept of "loaded
period" .

The concept "loaded period" is proposed correspond
ing with that of the natural period. The prerequisite of
its existence is that the structure itself is not really
ideal elastic system, the rigidity EI of which is varying
with change of the dynamic load.

..
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When the action of dynamic load is very small, the
"loaded period" may be equal to the natural period (see
Fig.15(3) ). However, the "loaded period" can describe
the properties of the structure throughout the whole
procedure (from vibrated to collapse). Therefore, it is
a generalized dynamic characteristic value.
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6.Suggestions on the Period

1) There are some current methods for testing the natural
period:pulse, strike and micro-shake methods, all of th
ese methods are to calculate the free vibration charac
teristics of the structure under the dynamic load. Such
value of period can only represent the properties of the
structure under the condition of small displacement
(micro-shake), but can not represent the actual ones of
the structure under the action of strong earthquake
force.

2) The value of the period of a practically designed
building calculated under the condition of some simpli
fied assumptions is generally quite different from that
of the period tested by micro-shake method, especially in
the case that the structure of the building is consi
derably complex.

3) The elastic natural period of lumped-massed system is
the smallest period of the system. With the increase of
the load acting on the structure, this property will
change. It will increase with the decrease of the
rigidity of the structure.

4) If the material of the reinforced concrete structure
comes into elastoplastic stage, the initial natural pe
riod will not represent the properties of the vibration
in this stage. At this time, what directly relates to
the vibration is the instantaneous period. Hence, in the
practical calculation, the "loaded period" is much ac
cordant with the actual situation.

5) If a structure after an earthquake is in the stage of
severely cracking, it may collapse after a certain time.
It is commonly thought that this is the effect of the
time. If the concept"loaded period"is used, the phe-
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nomenon can be correctly estimated. After research the
authors suggest that the reason for this be not the ef
fect of the time but the residual seismic period being
close or equal to the period of the structure in the
stage of severely cracking.
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INTRODUCTION

The creation and initial development of innovative
active/passive control systems for enhancing the earthquake
performance of buildings and other structures during earthquakes
occurs first in the mind and then in the laboratory. However, before
specific active/passive systems will be accepted by design
professionals and the construction industry their theoretical and
laboratory scale performance characteristics must be substantiated
for realistic field conditions.

Base isolators and supplemental damping devices should be
categorized as passive systems unless their characteristics are
controllable on command during the seismic event. Then they
become part of the active system. Similarly tuned mass dampers
should be classified as passive systems unless their properties are
actively controlled. As a consequence of this all elements whose
properties are variable by external command during the seismic
event (such as active mass drivers, gas jets, and active tendons) are
classified as active systems.

Recent research and development efforts in active control have
suggested that combinations of passive systems with active systems
results in better building and bridge performance. These
combinations have been called hybrid systems. Experimental
verification of the performance of hybrid systems should not be
much more difficult to assess than either the passive or active
system alone.

In some cases the control system itself can be used to help
verify its characteristics. In other cases the material characteristics
are so well known that extrapolation to larger sizes and/or different
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loading speeds can be accepted without full size - full speed
verifications. In those cases where the control system is not capable
of self excitation and the materials or control system are not well
known verifications will be the most difficult. A brief discussion of
current experimental techniques used for active and passive device
tests will lead to a discussion of needed experimental techniques for
acti ve/pass i ve control acceptance.

CURRENT EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Static Cyclic or Pseudo-dynamic Tests.

Some base isolators
have been made of rubber
and steel plates with lead or
other material to improve
the device damping
characteristics, Fig. I. Each
device is small enough so
that full size - real time

Fig. I. Lead-Rubber Bearing II]

Photograph of FPS

Artic-ulatrd FriC'tion Slider

Spbrric::al Coocave Surrace or
Hard- Den.. Cbrom. Over Steel

Section Vie... of FPS

Fig. 2. Friction Pendulum Isolator 121

laboratory experiments on a representative number of the
manufactured devices can be performed. Other isolation systems
such as friction pads and spherical heads, Fig. 2, have also been
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tested at slow speeds in a cyclic manner. In all of these cases small
scale shaking table tests have been performed to establish the rate of
loading effect on device performance. Although individual devices
have been laboratory tested, tests after installation in their
operational state have not been done.

Metallic yield supplemental
damping devices typically use
materials whose strain rate
effects are well documented, Fig.
3. Thus, static or pseudo
dynamic tests of full size devices
are reliable and practical.
Although individual devices
have been laboratory tested,
tests after installation in their
operational state have not been
done.

Friction and viscoelastic
supplemental damping devices
have strain rate and size effects
which are difficult to separate.
Small friction and viscoelastic
devices have been tested at real
speeds, Figs. 4 and 5, but full size
devices as would be used in

no

,..
Out" cYlinder

Fig. 3. ADAS Damping Device [3]
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Cross·sectional view
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Fig. 4. Cylindrical Sumitomo Friction Damper [3 ]
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buildings and bridges have
not been tested at real strain
rates. Some of the changes
in device characteristics
with strain rate is caused by
temperature rise resulting
from energy dissipation.
Although some friction
devices are manufactured to
accommodate geometrical
changes caused by
temperature increases
others do not. Most of the
viscoelastic devices have not
considered the temperature
effect caused earthquake
energy dissipation on thick
sections of viscoelastic
material. Static or
pseudo-dynamic tests are not
adequate to resolve these size

2P(t)

K" Viscoe lastiC
l\ Pads

===1=
Pltl Pit)

Fig. 5. Viscoelastic Damper [3 ]

and strain rate effect issues.

The overall stiffness characteristics of active members which
utilize electro-rheological materials can be obtained by static or
pseudo-dynamic tests but their damping characteristics seem to
require real time testing. Active tendon capacities and associated
stiffnesses can be established and verified using static test
techniques. Dynamic performance characteristics will require
dynamic testing in some form. Active mass drivers and gas jets
cannot be tested by static or pseudo-dynamic methods.

Shakina Table Tests.

Shaking tables in most counlfies have very limited capaCIties in
terms of the size of test specimens which can be excited. This
usually means that the structure and device must be at a smaller
than normal size and the tributary mass is usually increased above
its proportionate amount to keep the excitation frequencies closer to
real frequencies. Thus it may be possible to maintain the correct
strain rates. but the device dimensions will be smaller than full size.
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Shaking table tests have been used to verify analytical
characteristics of structures and devices which were established with
static or pseudo-dynamic test results. This seems to be one of the
most promising techniques for systems which are not both size and
strain rate dependent. If the system has only size dependency, the
system can be tested at shaking table size and full size using static or
pseudo-dynamic techniques. Subsequent shaking table dynamic
results can be extrapolated to full size dynamic results. If the
system has only strain rate dependency, shaking table results can be
compared with static results at different speeds to establish strain
rate factors.

Usin~ Active Control Systems as Testin~ Forces.

Fig. 6. Structural Model with Active
Control (a) Active Tendon (b) AMD [41

la)

verification
data

Active mass drivers
(AMD). gas jets and active
tendons can be used to
excite the structure in which
they an~ placed to control,
Fig. 6. Their active driving
of the structure can be used
to assure proper
performanc~ of the control
devices by inversion of the
control operation to cause
structural motion. This can
be used to f-stablish the
physical performance
characteristics of the system,
but does not necessarily
assure that adequate. timely
control decisions will be
made. The control algorithm
and implementation can be
verified with shaking table
tests but size effects for
physical implementation of
the control decisions needs
to be performed with the system installation. The final
probably will be accomplished only through real event
acquisition and evaluation.
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NEEDED EXPERIME.'1TAL TECHNIQUES

The systems which cannot he t'asily tested are those with both
size and strain rate dependency. As il0ted above these include
friction and viscoelastic dampers. and electro-rheological active
members along with others. ~or these types of systems it is
important to establish an acceptable experimental technique which
can be used tu satisfy the needs of the design profession for accurate
performance characteristics and "ystcm reliability,

It is beyond the goal of this papa to recommend such
techniques for acceptance by this workshop. However, a framework
upon which discussions of possible techniques can be initiated will be
suggested, I n its simplest form:

I. Establish a procedure whereby the system's size effects can
be characterized in manner which alluws accurate analytical
predictions of system performance at full size from acceptable
reduced size tesl speclmcJls.

2. Estahlish a procedure when:by the system's strain rate
effects can be characterized in a manner which allows accurate
analytical predictions of system performance at real time responses
from "slower" tested specimens.

3. Establish a procedure wherehy the system's sIze and strain
rate effects can be characterized in a manner which allows accurate
analytical predictions of system pcformance at full size in real time
responses from smaller and "slower" tested specimens.

4. Establish a standard for field testing and real event data
acquisition .0 provide a means for evaluation of real size. real time
performanv' of the system.

C01'CLUSION

Ii is important for the research community to establish
experimental procedures for realistic characterization of real size and
real time performance of active/pas'\ive control systems. Efforts to
start this process should hegin 110W.
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Sensor and data acquisition technology is an integral part of any
structural performance monitoring work, either in a laboratory
environment or in the field. In earthquake structural engineering, the
objectives of such a monitoring program may include: 1) determination of
the forces acting locally or globally on the structures, 2) evaluation of the
structural responses to these forces, and 3) assessment of damage caused
by the earthquake ground motion. There is also the special case of
monitoring involving the use of sensor inputs to modify or control the
dynamic structural response (1). The results of a monitoring scheme can
be used to develop rational methods to estimate the magnitude and
distribution of forces that :,imilar structures must be designed to withstand,
to establish the validity of the analytical methodologies that are used in the
design of the structures (often based on simplifyinc assumptions and
idealizations), to evaluate the degree of damage and remaining life of the
structures, and to develop repair and retrofit strategies [2,3,4]. Structural
monitoring has been carried out, with varying degrees of success, to study
the dynamic responses of buildings, bridges, offshore platforms, and
transmission towers.

Many different types of sensor and data acquisition techniques have
been developed and employed in structural monitoring [2,4]; some are
highly specialized and have unique capabilities. One of the basic functions
of a sensor is to detect or measure the change of a physical quantity and
convert it to an electrical signal that can be conveniently transmitted
through a medium to a recording instrument. The availability of certain
"advanced" sensor and data acquisition techniques makes it possible to
carry out some of the more promising structural monitoring programs
currently underway.

The present authors are all associated with the NSF-supported
Engineering Research Center for Advanced Technology for Large
Structural Systems (ATLSS) at Lehigh University, which maintains a
major research thrust in the area of "Sensing and Infrastructure
Assessment." K.D. Bennett is engaged in optical fiber sensor research for
application to structural systems, while W.P. Li directs a program to
develop a reliable structural monitoring system using advanced signal
processing techniques and very large scale integration (VLSl) technology.
L.W. Lu provides structural engineering input to both of these efforts. This
paper is a brief summary of some recent advances made in two areas: fiber
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optic sensing, and signal processing and data acquisition; both are
considered to have high potential for application to seismic research. The
technology discussed however, is not restricted to seismic monitoring
applications.

structural Evaluation and Perfonnance Monitoring
Using Optical Fiber Sensors

The result of designing more elaborate structures, using new materials
for an expanding variety of applications, and making more demands on
those structures in terms of performance, efficiency, and reliability, has
been to create a need for a new generation of measurement tools. Although
headway is being made in acoustic, electromagnetic, thermographic,
holographic, and other sensing techniques, few are well suited to dynamic,
in-situ, or internal measurements. An important new technology
emerging in the monitoring and nondestructive evaluation of structures
involves the use of fiber optic sensors to address many of these needs.

Adyanta~es of Fiber Optic Sensors

Optical fibers offer the same advantages to sensing systems as they do to
telecommunications. First, extremely high signal bandwidth and low
attenuation are achievable with fiber optic sensors. Second, the dielectric
nature of optical waveguides inherently renders them insensitive to
electrical noise. Third, their chemical structure makes these sensors safe
for certain types of corrosive or high temperature environments which
conventional sensors cannot tolerate. Also, optical fibers can be made
responsive to any number of parameters: electric, magnetic, or acoustic
fields, mechanical displacement, velocity, acceleration, pressure, strain,
chemical concentration, or temperature, to name just a few [5,6].
Furthermore, because of their small size, and more particularly because of
the small wavelength of light, optical sensors can demonstrate extremely
high sensitivity and dynamic range.

Other benefits of fiber optic sensors stem from their geometric
versatility. Glass fibers are thin and light, can be made flexible yet rugged,
and can be incorporated into an endless variety of sensor configurations.
This can include extrinsic designs, where light signals are captured by the
fiber and are guided along its path to a photodetector, or intrinsic designs,
where the signal light stays inside the fiber over its entire length until it
exits at the photodetector; the transmission characteristics of the light
within the fiber are changed by the parameter to be measured. Moreover,
because of their common components, fiber sensors and fiber
communications systems are highly compatible. Thus in many cases the
same fiber which performs the structural sensing may also be used as the
medium over which the sensing data is relayed back to a control station. In
addition, compatibility means that advances in communications
technology, such as in the development of new fibers and integrated optical
components, often translate into enhanced capabilities in the sensor field.
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When considering the measurement requirements for engineering
structures, the inherent advantages and sensing capabilities of optical
fibers make them an ideal candidate for use in real time monitoring. As
attached sensors, fibors can readily be laid singly or in arrays to detect
surface conditions or monitor the environment external to the structure.
Furthermore, optical fibers may be embedd€ :I in many structural materials
without introducing significant degradation in material properties [7].
Thus, rather than relying entirely on external measurements, internal
inspection of the structure is enabled where damage is most likely to occur
or where measurements are most critical.

Attached and embedded optical fibers also offer the possibility of
providing for cradle-to-grave structural health monitoring, as embodied in
the relatively new concept of "smart structures." Fibers placed in an
uncured concrete component or composite laminate may sense internal
conditions such as pressure, temperature, and density during cure,
implying that more accurate processing control and therefore more
structurally sound materials may be achieved efficiently [8,9]. Once in
service, components containing optical fibers may be continuously
monitored, and controls put in place which are aimed at keeping the
structure from experiencing dangerous load levels. Finally, if structural
damage does occur, either because those levels are unavoidably crossed, or
because material degradation such as corrosion occurs, then the same
fibers could be used to detect and quantify the damage. Although a number
of developmental steps must be taken before they can be widely deployed, the
broad range of fiber optic sensor types and configurations offer to
measurement science a new class of tools for use in structural monitoring.

Fiber Optic Transduction Mechanisms for In-Service Monitorin~

In the now nearly fifteen years since research into fiber optic sensors
began in earnest, workers have reported monitoring a host of mechanical
and environmental observables by causing the observable to interact with
one of the fundamental parameters of the light inside a fiber. These
parameters can be understood by examining the simplified equation of an
electromagnetic wave propagating within an optical waveguide. If we
assume without loss of generality that the fiber is aligned along the z-axis
and that the light is polarized in the x direction, the total electric field may
be written as

~ ~ ~ ~

E (r, t) = E(lr) cos (wt - f3z + lJI) ax . (1)

~

In the output field, the total intensity as a function of position r is given as
proportional to the square of the wave amplitude Eo, while the phase of the
optical wave is a function of the optical frequency w, of the propagation
constant {J, and of the initial phase lIf. Thus if the optical intensity or phase
may be determined, than any physical mechanism which alters these can
also be monitored. By the same reasoning, observables may be interrogated
by monitoring changes in the spectral content of the light (note that the
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optical wavelength is related to the frequency and the speed of light in the
material), the polarization state, the propagation time t, or the modal
power distribution (giving rise to changes in f3 and therefore the intensity at
each position in the output).

On the structural side, the observable which has received the most
attention is strain. This may be mechanically induced by loading, or
thermally induced by temperature cycling. In the paragraphs that follow,
three important techniques for measuring strain will be reviewed, and a
few of the many existing examples of both quasi-static and dynamic strain
measurements in structures will be presented.

Single Mode Fiber Interferometry

The earliest strain monitors employing optical fiber sensors were
interferometric in nature, appearing after the original paper on the subject
by Butter and Hocker was published in 1978 [10]. Not long after, fiber optic
interferometers were extended specifically to sensing applications in
graphite/epoxy composites, with sensitivities several orders of magnitude
better than obtainable using conventional strain gages [11-13]. In addition
to strain due to mechanical loading, absolute and differential fiber
interferometry has been used to monitor both thermally and acoustically
induced strain, again achieving similar high levels of sensitivity [14].

Single mode fiber interferometers may take one of several forms,
including the Mach-Zehnder, Fabry-Perot, Michelson, and Sagnac
interferometers. Because of its relative ease in application, the Mach
Zehnder, shown in simple form in Figure 1, is often used to investigate
strain in structures. As in conventional interferometry, light from a
coherent source is split into two paths, in this case generally using a single
mode fiber optic coupler. One arm of the interferometer is bonded onto or
embedded in the structural component, while the other arm is held stable
as a reference. The light from each arm is then recombined in a second
fiber coupler, and optical interference is created. When the component is
strained, the path length of the sensor fiber changes accordingly, and the
resulting phase change modulates the interference output. Also shown in
Figure 1 is the theoretical output of such a sensor; its nonlinear
characteristic is typical of all interferometers. Optical fiber interferometers
have been shown to be theoretically capable of measuring stress-induced
strain on the order of 10- 12 per centimeter of gage length, while reported
experimental values range to within a few orders of magnitude of
theoretical [15-17].

By now the number of al~thors reporting the use of Mach Zehnder,
Michelson, and Fabry-Perot interferometers for strain sensing is
enormous. More and more researchers with a largely mechanical
engineering background are beginning to apply fiber optic sensor methods,
and specifically the single mode interferometer, to the problem of on-line
strain measurement in structural elements. In one example, a Mach
Zehnder configuration has been employed to accurately isolate strain in one
dimension under the case of biaxial loading [18], while the case of arbitrary
loading of both surface-mounted and embedded fibers has also been treated
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[19,20]. Practical concerns arise with these sensors in that they suffer from
the general inability to make distributed measurements. As a result,
certain sections of the fiber must be made insensitive to environmental
fluctuations, while the sensing portion must be exposed to the observable.
Often this approach is not highly effective, leading to relatively low signal to
noise ratios, and is at best complicated to implement.

Time Domain TechniQues

One of the earliest routes taken towards single fiber distributed
measurements made use of optical time domain reflectometry (OTDR)
techniques. Light generated by a pulsed optical source is coupled into the
fiber and propagates as one or more guided modes. As the light travels
along the fiber, it is partially backscattered by anomalies in the waveguide
structure. In otherwise unperturbed fibers, uniform Rayleigh backscatter
caused by the intrinsic molecular structure of the component glasses
results in an exponential decrease in optical power received at the front end
as a function of time. Deviations from this anticipated baseline return
signal may be interpreted as being caused by regions of local fiber
perturbation, specifically locpl variations in fiber geometry or index of
refraction or both. The locati 3n of such regions along the length of the fiber
may be determined by measuring the round trip time of flight of an optical
pulse from the source to the backscatter site and back to the detector.

In what appears to be the first application of OTDR to fibers embedded
in materials, Claus, et. al. demonstrated the ability to locate and Il.onitor
regions of stress concentration arising from loads applied to host
graphite/epoxy panels [21]. In this work, measurements were performed
using a communications OTDR unit having a spatial resolution (related to
the temporal width of the excitation pulse) of 16 cm; the experimental setup
and representative results are shown in Figure 2. Since then, refinements
in commercially available OTDR instrumentation have increased the
possible position resolution to nearly 100 ~m, enabling distinctions to be
made between strain levels which elongate the fiber such small distances.
Employing such a unit, quasi-distributed strain was measured using in
line air gap splices as time (and therefore position) markers [22,23]. More
recent advances take advantage of re-entrant loop techniques, and may
better the resolution limit by as much as two orders of magnitude [24].

Modal Domain Sensors

The interferometers described above are characterized by several
distinct features. For one, they are extremely sensitive; this is an
advantage in some circumstances, and a disadvantage in others where
some sensitivity can be traded off for stability. For another, they are
somewhat cumbersome to construct, requiring beamsplitting optics, two
single mode fiber paths, and a means to recombine their exit beams.
Another feature, already mentioned, is their non-linear signal output. In
an alternate method, herein referred to as modal domain sensing (MDS),
structural monitoring is performed by causing the perturbation of interest
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to interact with a fiber which propagates more than one optical mode. In
general, any two nondegenerate modes are affected differently since their
phase velocities and path lengths differ; the phase difference between
modes is employed to infer the amount of physical disturbance.

The most basic modal domain sensor consists of a single mode fiber
operated slightly below its cut-off wavelength, such that only the two lowest
order modes propagate. For ordinary communications-grade fiber with a
core of radius a and index of refraction n J , a cladding of index n2' and
propagating light of wavelength A., this implies that the LPol and LP II
modes are employed, generally resulting in a two lobe interference pattern
in the output. The intensity of this output pattern radiating from the core
can be calculated as

l(r,iP)

(2)

In this expression, Y is the admittance of the waveguide, and Ao and A J

are the initial wave amplitudes of thE.' LPol and LP ll modes, respectively.
The core radial propagation constants Uo and u I are fixed for a given
unstrained fiber, and are given as

(3)

The factor ko refers to the free space wave number 2rr/ A, while POJ and PJ J
are the respective mode propagation constants. In addition, the Bessel
functions J 0 and J I are a function of the radius r from the center of the
fiber, normalized with respect to a. The tildas in (2) rsfer to the difference
in propagation constants and initial phases of the two modes.

The terms in equation (2) can be thought of as the two self-interference
terms of the constituent modes, plus a third cross term. The self
interference terms are nominally static with strain and therefore
considered as background, while the cross term changes with z, the fiber
length. Plotting this expression, one sees an asymmetric pattern
consisting of a lobe of intensity which periodically shifts from one side of the
output to the other with the application of axial strain [25-27]. That is, a
dual mode fiber can act as a strain sensor by monitoring the intensity of the
output lobes. Signal recovery is most often accomplished by imaging a
single lobe, or part of a lobe, onto a photodiode through an aperture.

Highly multimode fibers may also be employed as modal sensors.
Assuming the fiber is excited with coherent radiation, the output will
consist of a complex pattern formed by the interference of all modes,
commonly referred to as a speckle pattern. Disturbances on the fiber
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translate to local changes in refractive index and geometry, which alter the
differential phase of the modes and thus modulate the speckle pattern.
With multimode fibers, it is usually the average modulation of several
speckles that is detected to infer perturbations.

The operation of MDS systems has been investigated in detail for the
monitoring of structural vibration modes. The first known application,
developed by Kush and Meffe, used the interference between modes in a
multimode fiber to infer structural mode shape amplitudes [28]. This basic
idea was implemented in a number of configurations by Bennett,
Ehrenfeuchter, and co-workers, using primarily few-mode fibers [29,30].
In their first modal domain fiber sensor, the optical output was
interrogated and processed to yield the dynamic Fourier coefficients of the
mechanical vibrational modes. A typical set-up and results of such a
measurement are depicted in Figure 3.

A number of other applications of modal domain sensors to structures
have been reported in the literature. Subsurface ground vibrations due to
activity on the surface have been detected, with the possible extension to
earthquake monitoring [31,32]. These sensors have also been used to
monitor and quantify acoustic the shock waves and subsequent mechanical
ringdown which arise from impacts to both metallic and composite
structures [33,34]. Higher frequency acoustic emissions have been sensed
using few mode fibers embedded in composite coupons [35]. In all cases, a
single sensor may be laid throughout a structure as a general listening
device, though it may be possible to apply individual point-like sensors and
use triangulation to locate signal sources. Dual mode, few mod,~, and
highly multimode fibers have all been employed successfully.

The use of modal domain sensors in monitoring the slewing and
vibration of large, flexible structures has led to the analysis of possible
control system architectures that utilize the inherent and fundamentally
different nature of fiber sensor output signals in feedback control systems.
Conventional control systems accomplish such slewing tasks through the
use of "point" sensors, that is, resistive strain gages which are much
smaller in size than the structure to be controlled, that are generally
attached at predetermined vibrational anti-nodes. However, since the fiber
strain sensors yield the strain integrated along the fiber path rather than
strain at a point. control algorithms must be modified. The situation is
further complicated by the fact that for fiber elongations longer than the
beat length between the participating modes, often as small as 100 ~m, the
signal output takes on the oscillatory nature characteristic of
interferometers. However, it has been shown that this nonlinear sensor
output will not lead to instabilities in the control system if the latter is
appropriately designed [36].

Advanced Monitoring and Data Acquisition System

Structural experiments always involve data collection and processing.
The technology for collecting and processing such experimental data
determines how much and how well we are able to observe the behavior of
the test structures either in a laboratOlY setting or in the field. Research
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currently being carried ut at the ATLSS Center will have an impact on this
technology. The goal of the work is to develop remotely accessible,
economically affordable, and highly reliable monitoring systems which will
enhance the capability of assessing performance of structures.

Figure 4 illustrates the idea of such a monitoring system. The entire
system consists of sensors and processor modules distributed on a
structure (a bridge in this case) powered by small batteries, a radio repeater
near the structure powered by a larger battery, and a radio receiver and
process computer at a central facility. The sensors and processor modules
are capable of collecting and processing data on site in real time. Processed
data from each individual sensor and processor module are transmitted to
the radio repeater. The repeater transmits multiplexed data from all
sensors and processor modules on the structure to the central facility. The
computer at the central facility displays the processed data in various
forms. Every sensor and processor module has a unique identification
number indicating the type of sensor, the type of processing, and the
location of the sensor and processor module.

The sensors and processor modules can be set up to perform continuous
monitoring, event triggered processing, or remote controlled data
collection. The continuous monitoring mode is used with structures in
which damage would critically impair human safety. In this mode,
processed data are sent back continuously and compared with a critical
threshold template by the computer at the central facility. An alarm signal
will be triggered when the processed data indicate a problem with the
structure. The event triggered processing mode is used for structures such
as bridges with low traffic load. The data processing and transmission
units will be triggered to operate only when a vehicle is passing the bridge.
This will lower unnecessary power consumption of the processor modules
on the structure. The remote controlled data collection can be activated by
an operator at the central facility through dialing the identification
numbers of the sensor and processor modules. Issues which must be
considered in such a monitoring system include determining the optimal
number, location, and type of sensors to be used, and the kind of processing
that should be performed on site in real time. It is also necessary to identify
the best means to transmit the processed data to the central office and the
power requirements for both on-site processing and transmission. Once
the processed data reaches the central computer, efficient ways to display
the information contained within the data must be ascertained, and
methods for identifying the proper threshold template established.

The system currently under development is primarily intended for
fatigue damage monitoring of bridges since fatigue damage assessment
has been an important issue in bridge inspection and evaluation [37,38].
The algorithm used for estimating fatigue damage requires rainflow
counting, stress histogram generation, and equivalent stress range
calculation. Using the calculated equivalent stress range and the
appropriate AASHTO fatigue design curve, the total number of fatigue
cycles can be estimated. The remaining fatigue life of the monitored bridge
member can then be obtained by subtracting the number of used fatigue
cycles from the total number of fatigue cycles.
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As shown in Figure 5, the signal processin~ module consists of a signal
conditioning unit, an analog to digital conversion unit, a digital filter unit,
a rainflow counting unit, and a histogram generation unit. In the signal
conditioning unit, a low-pass analog anti-aliasing filter with a cutoff
frequency of about 1 kHz is used. Although most useful strain gage signals
have much lower frequencies than 1 kHz, this cutoff frequency was chosen
because it is difficult to implement an anti-aliasing filter with a very low
cutoff frequency in a small analog integrated circuit. A sampling
frequency between 2 kHz and 3 kHz is used for the analog to digital
conversion. A digital low-pass filter is used to reduce the signal bandwidth
further. The frequency response of an ideal low-pass filter equals 1 from
-Oc to 0c and 0 otherwise, where 0c is the digital cutoff frequency related to
the analog cutoff frequency fc through the sampling frequency f s as follows:

(4)

For example, if the sampling frequency is fs = 3 kHz and the analog cutoff

frequency is fc =100 Hz, then the digital cutoff frequency is Or =~s.

Once the digital cutoff frequency is determined, the impulse response of
the ideal low-pass filter can be determined by taking the inverse discrete
time Fourier transform of the frequency response as follows:

Because we want a finite impulse response (FIR) filter, the ideal impulse
response is weighted by a finite length window sequence wen) as follows:

hen) = wen) hln) . (6)

To implement the FIR filter, we use distributed arithmetic. Let x(n)
and yen) be the input and output of the FIR filter respectively. The output is
obtained by convolving the impulse response h(n) and the input, that is:

N·}

yen) = L h(i) x(n - i) .
j",O

(7)

Assuming the input is quantized using B bits according to the algorithm

B-1

x(n) = L xln) 2-b ,
b;O

then we can re-write the convolution operation as
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Because the impulse response h(n) is known once the filter is designed, we
can pre-calculate all possible combinations of hen) and store them into a
memory. The input data will be used as addresses to read out appropriate
combinations from the memory at the time of operation. Thus no
multipliers are needed in the FIR filter.

Because the data rate is several orders of magnitude lower than the
processor clock rate, a fully serial architecture is adopted for the digital
low-pass filter, the rainflow counting unit, and the histogram generation
unit. The fully serial architecture minimizes the number of transistors
and consequently reduces the chip size and increases the chip reliability.

Summary

The desire for greater performance and higher re!iability in advanced
engineering structures targeted for use in the civil environment has
created a growing demand for techniques to monitor and assess structural
fatigue and damage. This is increasingly true where the information from
in-service, real time monitors may be processed to make decisions critical
to human safety. A goal in present sensor research is to develop
transducers which can interrogate the interior of structural components to
determine areas where damage is mogt likely to form. This is especially
true for structural elements formed from complex layered media, such as
steel reinforced concrete and advanced composites, where internal
interface conditions may vary from place to place. The inhOMogeneous and
anisotropic structure of these materials presents new challenges to
traditional structural monitoring techniques. In addition to catastrophic
damage, modern control systems are also demanding that sensors provide
real-time measurements of the forces external to the structure, as well as
its responses to those forces.

While sensors are vital to any monitoring program, equally important
is a means to make it practically and economically feasible to deploy the
large number of sensors necessary to adequately momtor even a simple
civil structure. Sensors need to be powered, and their outputs individually
tracked. Also, in order to be eventually useable to a human operator, the
vast amounts of data collected must be at least putially processed, and
must be transferred to a remote central control location. To be viable, the
sensors, the signal processors, and transfer components must be rugged
and reliable, while at the same time cost-effective. As discussed in this
paper, fiber optic technology promises to help meet the sensing needs of
advanced structural monitoring, while the monitoring and data acquisition
program described takes a first step towards practical, long term field
deployment of sensing systems.
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Firure 1. A simplified Mach-Zehnder fiber optic interferometer
arranrement, and the theoretical output as a function of strain on the
structural component to which the sensing fiber is attached.
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New Developments in Strong Motion Accelerographs

J.G. Diehl
Kinemetrics, Inc., Pasadena, California

ABSTRACT: Modern accelerographs benefit from new technologies in instrumentation. Twenty
five strong motion accelerographs from eight instrument companie:; are reviewed. The results
presented by feature, and by application in tabular fonn. Improvements are discussed and needs
for new resea.'ch are presented.

INTRODUCTION

The earthquake engineering community has
historically used strong motion earthquake
data for regional seismicity research, ground
motion studies, and structural response
analysis. Recent interest in site response and
microzonation studies requires increasingly
accurate strong motion data as one
ingredient for the prediction of ground
motions. In the paper introduced at the 10th
World Conference on Earthquake
Engineering, Diehl and Iwan presented the
results of a worldwide survey of strong
motion instruments.

The purpose of this paper i5 to review these
results froIT. the standpoint of new
developments in technology, and the
implications for experimental earthquake
engineering.

METHOD

The data gathering method reported by
Diehl and Iwan is repeated here. Eighteen
seismic instrument manufacturers were
given the opportunity to supply information
on the features and capabilities of their
strong motion accelerographs. A survey
form (Diehl, SURVEy) was provIded with a
standard set of definitions for each feature,
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such as dynamic range, in order to facilitate
comparison. The definition of applications
are presented in the next section.
Manufacturers were allowed to categorize
their own instruments according to the
guidelines. In addition, each had the
opportunity to indicate any special features
of their instruments.

In order to qualify for comparison, an
accelerograph had to meet the minimum
standards for a stand-alone, autonomous
station. This meant that a manufacturer
combining a recorder with an external sensor
package must be willing to sell both units as
a system, including all necessary software
and cabling. Finally, manufacturers were
asked to not provide any information about
instruments they did not intend to
manufacture for at least the next two years.

APPLICAnONS

Several workshops have been held, and
papers written defining the characteristics of
various instrumental arrays (Iwan, Spudich).
Diehl and Iwan use the following categorie~:

autonomo~s stations
regional networks
structural arrays
fixed surface arrays



dense three-dimensional arrays
mobile arrays

The basic requirements for each application
are presented in the Legend of Table 1 (page
0). The Autonomous Station describes an
instrument which may not be designed to
connect to any other instruments, and also
represents the minimum standard for
defining an accelerograph. A Regional
Network is a group of accelerographs
installed in a geographic region for the
purpose of collecting strong motion data,
and not connected to one another. The
dominant requirement is accurate time.

A Fixed Den~ Surface Array is primarily
two dimensional, and designed to study
source mechanism and wave propagation
phenomenon. The controlling features in
this case are high dynamic range, broad
bandwidth, and conUllon time. The 3
dimensional Dense Array differs from Fixed
Surface Arrays in that they are three
dimensional, adding necessary features of
downhole sensing. Mobile Arrays are
similar to dense arrays, but must be capable
of mobility and autonomy.

Finally, Structural Arrays are dense local
arrays which have the capability for central
recording.

RESULTS

All data submitted by the manufacturers for
accelerographs which meet minimum
requirements (see definitions) are presented
in the accompanying Table 1 (Diehl and
Iwan). Table 2 presents the results by
application.

DISCUSSION

Table 3 illustrates the advances in modern
accelerograph technology over film recording
systems. Clearly, the technological
imprch'ements of digital accelerographs over
their analog predecessors cover all aspects of
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the accelerograph system, including
bandwidth, dynamic range, accuracy,
recording capacity, triggering, and pre-evl'nt
memory. Also, as indicated in Table 2,
modern instruments can serve in multiple
capacities for different experiments and
applications. Equally important, in 1970
dollars, the cost of these accelerographs has
improved dramatically, generally followin~

the revolution in electronics. As reported by
Merrill and Reyes, network operation costs
are also less than analo~ accelero~raphs in
most cases.

The future of technology is even bri~hter.

For regional networks and structural arrays,
the combination of low cost 12-bit di~ital

recording and silicon sensors, and
c:pplication of di~ita] communications should
produce ever more reliable and cost effective
accelerograph systems. FLASH memory
card systems offer the advantages of di~ital

recording, with even greater convenience
than film magazines. Kinemetrics has
already announced a retrofit for its SSA-2
product which provides FLASH memorv
card recording. The new option allows users
to retrieve data and rapidly set instrument
parameters in the field just by removin~ and
replacing the FLASH card. Early memory
card systems relied on internal batteries, and
were limited in usefulness due to a
proprietary interface. The new flash
memory card system offers lower cost
memory, and is interchan~eable with other
rCMCIA memory card systems becau~ of a
common form factor, input/output,
execution software, and power specs, and
the data are nonvolatile - without
dependence on batteries.

For research arrays, lo-bit systems are
already here with the promise of 20- and 24
bit systems on the horizon. FLASH memory
cards already offer 20 Mbyte capacities, and
low power 2.5 inch hard disks provide
capacities over 100 Mbyte. Several
accelerograph manufacturers already offer
CPS time code and location receiver sYstems,
and this technology has rapidly becmne the
system of choice, both for accuracy



(measured in nanoseconds) and cost
effective.1ess. Portable broad band sensors
provide very high dynamic range (better
than 140 dB) in bandwidths from 30 seconds
to 100 Hz. Interconnect systems allow
concurrent, synchronous sampling of all data
channels for perfect preservation of channel
to-channel motion phase relationships. New
battery technologies are emerging, driven by
the demand for portable PCs with ever
increasing autonomy. Finally, powerful
microcomputers allow a level of strong
motion data analysis, including multichannel
cross-spectral studies, heretofore unavailable
except on minicomputers and mainframes.

RESEARCH NEEDS

While many researchers continue to develop
better approaches to the processing of analog
film recording data, little has been done in
the development and validation of new
software to take advantage of the new
featur··s offered in digital accelerographs,
such as pre-event memory and broader
bandwidth. Figure 1 illustrates the results of
a simple experiment where an accelerograph
was moved horizontally on a table top
(Graizer). The acceleration was double
integrated without the usual band-pass
filtering, the results corroborated the
physical test within 5%.

The seismic risk assessment of long-span
bridges and base-isolated structures requires
more accurate data on long period and
residual displacements. More research is
needed to evaluate these new integration
approaches, and provide the conununity
with acceptable software.

CONCLUSIONS

Modern accelerographs offer dramatic
improvements in strong motion data
acquisition. New technologies should
provide increasing performance at
competitive prices. However, more research
is needed to develop internationally
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accepted, proven methods for processing
digital accelerograms with long period
information.
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Table 1 SURVEY OF STRONG MOllON ACCELEROGRAPHS Page 1

DESIGN FEAlURE SSA-2 SSA-16 SSA-3 SSR-l will FBA-23 SMA-l

~ I:'N~ ~(~- I~llj~ l~l;;,~ I:'NlrlI.J
No. 01 ChBnnela

ald 3 3 6 3 3
OpIonaJ 204,3 e

Sample I8le (~) 200 200 200 200 .
Dynanic Ranga (~) 66dB 9Od8 66 90 45

SenIO~ VC,EMF VC,EMF VC,EMF VC,EMF 0
In" I I I I I

Optional E E E E
NaUlll FI8qU8nCy (Hz) 50Hz 50 50 50 25
Sel1litivi~' ) 2 2 2 2 1

OP'ftorla
IQ

1,.5•.25,.1 ".5,.25,.' ',.5,.25,.1 ',.5,.25,.' .5
Damping (%aiticaI) .70 .70 .70 .70 .65
Resokllion 12 bits 16bb 12 bits 16 bits 0.005
Bandwidth OC'>50Hz OC'>50Hz OC'> 50 Hz OC'> 50 Hz OCkl25
low-passMer 21JOle, 50 Hz 21JOle, 50 Hz 21JOle, 50 Hz ..c8 -12

characlElr BJtiIIlWOIth, ButleIWOl1h, Butillfworlh, Butilll'Mlllh. ButilllWOlth.
P~(cIl) 0«1,20
NoIll8 (g) lSBO.OOO98 LSB 0.000061 LSBO.OOO98 LSB 0.000061 <.1).005
InlSyslBm F.Test SU SU SU SU SU
SenIor InlElrface SE.l00k,./-12.3 SE,100k,+/-12,3 SE,l00k,+/·12,3 D,l00k,./·12,30r6
Ex1emaJ Indicatols

~~"T'" ~~"Tn I~"T'" 1~~1TD I~~CT
Trigger ModBe

lhnllhcld ThI8lhold, STMTA Thnllhcldcharacter ThI8lhold lhI'IIIIhold
ba1dwkIh .1'> 12Hz .1 kl12Hz .1'>12Hz .1'> 12 Hz 1'> 10 Hz
range .0IYJ-.2/002 .OIYJ•.21.002 .0000·.2I.002 .002-.21.002 0.005 '> 0.025

Pre-evenl memory (sec)
3ch,200aps 0,1.25,2.5,5,10,15 0,1.25.2.5,5,10,15 0.1.25,2.5,5.10,15 0,1.25,2.5,5,10,15 0

Post_enl hold (sec) 10,15.30,60,90 10.15,30,60,90 10,15,30.60,90 10,15,30,60,90 7'> 20 min
Rec:otdng rT18lium

CSRAM CSRAM CSRAM CSAAM 11m RAR2494,7Dmmald
OPTIONAl.. Hard Disk
Mem.~ ElDr, (~) Litlilm Ut1iun Lilliun LJllium
Reoordng capacity min 9DC2 18DC2 25DC2 104 25mn. full

OPTIONAl.. 72,9 108,18 430,18 84,14 RAM. 2800 HD

Playback haIdwant IBM CompaIibIe PC IBM~PC IBM CornpaIbIe PC IBM~PC DalkRoom -
Comm SoIlwanI QuickTaIcO'M) QuickTaIcO'M) QuickTaIc(TM) QuickTlIII(TM)

OPTIONAl.. liIlV XMJDEM Bl'fXMXlEM IInf )(}A)()EM IInfXMXlEM
RetJieyal Method T T T T M

OPTIONAl.. H
Transfer RaIe (bald) 38400 115200 38400 115200

Clock slabi.ty
lX10E~,~C lxl0E~,-2l*l66C 1M10E~,-2Okl65Cstandard (accuracy, +/-2XllH,-20-7OC +/·2Xl0-3..20'>55C

temperau.1iIIlgII) agIlg 5x10-7
OPTIONAl 3xl0E-7, 0'> +SOC +/-2Xl ().J ,-2OID7OC 3xlOE·7, 0'> +SOC 3xlOE·7, 0 '> .SOC

8Qing 5110-7
Synchronization M,AR M,Afl M,AR M,A,AS,AR AS

optional M,A,AS MAAS,AR M,A,AS
ReceiYeIs G,W,M,D G,W~,D G,W,M,D G.W,M,D W,M.D

Po_rSJppIy
!ld (tballs,volts,cap) l,l2VDC,6.5Ah 2.12VDC,6.5Ah 2.12VDC,6.5Ah 2.12VDC,6.5Ah 2,2.5Ah,6V

external +12VOC .12VOC .12VDC .12VDC .12VDC
Cumln,l OrVl (mI~) ~75ma re'0t0ma ~75ma ~'0t0ma ~~5mA

Ph~,
27Xl0X38 19' racIllnCUlt 23x41X43. 1311 13x6.Si~l.xWlcH in an) 40x041X20 :i!OX35.5x20

W' l(Kg) 12 18 clIpInda.ch 17 +2.3 11
Housing -.cI .........m -.led aUnivn I88ed aIIInilum -.led IIUninum I88ed akmirun

Operating T8fI'4l (e) ·200 '> +«iC .2OO'>+e6C -2OOll+65C -2OC kl +65C -200 10 +55C
Hl.midily 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Data Aec*lclion
Softwal8 Availablll 1~\Xll IR~\Xll R:fa\Xll I

D,P D.P

ComIW1Y Notes • Will 300dpi SCMner, SMA·l~ cigitaI pertomwlce
ill: .... 18le=16O~

c:¥wnic IWlQI = 55cIl
NIOlJtion : ..~ 1-17
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Table 1 SURVEY OF STRONG MOYlON ACCELEROGRAPHS Page 2

DESIGN FEATURE DACS«negB SM16~
I~

AeO~ nA~'-' '~M nA-o&G ,- I C~M
DACS«negB ME-16

1/....... _ ......, ....n ,,.., , -"

1~~hlA iM~nir~ iNnu:.:: iN~S' I~~;}i'~t.l .. ~1~~~~N .&

No. 01 Channels 3
ftj 3 3 316 3 (\\Uh <iJaI gain)
Optional 6 ( w/o dual gain)

Sample rate (spsl 100,200 100,200,500,1000 100,200 500,250,200,125,100 500,250,200,125,100
50sps 50 lIPs

DyMnic Range (dB) 96 + IlldB (gairllange) 96 • 80dB (gain range) 66 so dB 9OdB( l4Od8 ella! gam)

~
S S S 5 5

InlB E E E E E
Optional

NlANalJraIF~ (Hz) 150 50-100Hz
SensitMlv (g) 2 2 2g 2 2g

OPtional 5,10 0,5,1,5 0,5,0,25, 1, 5g 1,0,5,0.25 SEE NOTE 1 1,0,5,0,1
Damping (%cri1IcaI) 0,7 0,8 0.7
Resolution <1~g <1~:i O,ool~ 7Xlo-sG 7Xlo-sG SEE NOTE 3
BandM:llh 0.08 kl 25.5OHZ 0.08- .50,I25-250HZ Dc-30 z DC kl <10% 01 S,A. DC 10 <10% 01 S,A.
Low-pass filler -72 -72 -sodB -sodB

chaJaclBr Bu1lelWOrtI FIR (cigital filler) FIR (cIqitaIl~1er)

Preamp (dB) oto IlldB.6dB slllps okl 8OdB, 10 dB steps nia 0dB OdB ar,j 54dB
Noise (g) <3OuV <02uV 0001
InlSys1l!lm F,Test SU SU P °(sl8p) °(step)
Sensor InlBrface looK, +'·15 vee lOOK, .'-15 VDC SE, .12V, 3 D, 2 Meg, .,2V, 316 D,2 Meg•• '2V, 316
Ex1emallndicators P,E,T,H ., P,E,T,H ., ~~1:~Low Ball MSCTn

Trigger Modes LEVEL, STM.TA LEVEL, STM.TA
chaJac1er 1hrWi,eld,STM.TA rat 1hrWi,ext,STM.TA rat ThI'8llhok:l Ex1emaI, Time Extemai, Time
~ O.1T05Hz "2) 0,1 TO 20 Hz ·2 I-10Hz. _ as instrument same as Instrument
range 1 LSB 8lep IlluV-Sv 1LSB8lepllluV-Sv 0,1 10% Range

i~k>'~;;.:rts ~~'~~~:~ts
Pre-evenl memory (sec) 1kl2568

3 ch, 200 lIP8 0-3000 8lII'Ilp, SlIt '3 0-3000 samp. 881. ·3 0-1508,0,0018 incr 0-1505.0,0015 ncr
Posl_t hold (sec) 1-999.1 secincr 1-999. 1sec incr 1kl512s. 0-99.9995:0.0018 ncr G-99,999s:0,001 s ncr
RlICOl'ling meclum

memory card memory card CSRAM HO,234MB,FORMAmO HD,234MB,FORMATTEDsid
OPTIONAL
Mem.~ Batler,(~) dry battery (inlml) dry battery (inlml) uhlnl NlA NlA
Reoordng capacity min 15 15 7m. 1500 min (25hrs) 1500min dual gain

<iJaI gail
3000 I1lIn (5OhrsOPTlONAL 45.15 45,15 3000 mn (5Ohrs

i yJn til.,.. ""in iwlntlll"I"",n
Playback han:tNanl DIsplay,pmter,attdld Display,pmter.attctld Rcmpack reacIEIr PC.SUN~~STAnON PC, SUN WORKSTATION
Comm Software Acal PASCAL SIW. FSC '2 PASCAL SIW, FSC ·2

OPTIONAL
~ ~

~,DaOisp,Matlab Pitsa,OaD1sp,Matlab
Retrieval Method M T(SCSl) TO TAPE,DISK PCORSUN

OPTlONAL dala lnINmissicn dala tnlnsniSllion T (XMODEM) TO PC T (XMOOEM) TO PC
Transfer Rate (baud) aoIIwal'8 (modem cir.) aoIlwal'8 (modem dir.) 58 KbyIosisec (SCSI) 58 Kbyles/sec (SCSI)

•• ....
Clock stability

.- 2Xl08-3;G-5OC 5Xl08.7l0-SO C) 5Xl08-7 (0-50 C)standaJd (aC>':lllaC)', 5xl0-8 5xl0~

llImperalJre range)
OPTIONAL •• 5xl08~;G-5OC 3Xl08·7l0-50 C) 3X1Cle·7 (0-50 C)

SynchroniZation A A AS A. AS A. AS

R~ W.M,J W,M,J W,M,O,MSF G,~or <nf TrueTme G,M(or any TrueTme
, _'....... ~ft,;~1 no ,I'" ,II

PoWllr supply 72A-04 aux, pwr !ply 72A-04 aux, pwr sply
sid (lIballs,voIts,cap) lOOVAC l00VAC 1,6.8M1,.12 V<*: (EXT), two powersonic (EXT). two powersolllC

ps-1265, 6,5 AH eadl ps-I265, 6,5 AH each
exlemal .12 V<*: .12V<*: • 12Vdc

Cull'lllll Drain(m~) 18.4w 18.4w I~~~max. 250ma I~:,eI.,n.o-..

~::rL.xWxHin em) 3OIl36,5'IlZ1 3OI(36,5'IlZ1 361C22X31 32ll21.'9+32X2'.'2+5enS 32X2,.,9+32x2,.,2+sens
W' l(Kg) 9,5 9.5 12 11 kg. sensor 11 kg • Sllnsor
Housing glass fiber C8lllI glass tiberC8lllI AIumirun poIyethelene, sealed poIyethelene, ooaled

Operating T8f11l (C) -5., +50 -5., .50 -5.,65C -20" .60C -2010 .60C
HInliditv 95% I1OIlOOIldBIlSing 95% noncondIlr'"g 100'% 3lliIIed (air 2,5 ps) sealed (air 2,5 pSI)

Dala Reduclion
SoIlwaI'8 Available

loposp npn~
O,p

~Pvn, I I ~~P P vn, IPITSA

Company Noles
'1 mertlOI'f nIlI'VIflIIlQ, lII'lpI I18rgirl. tngger 1eY8I It:_" , 12~llil, 1~5li), 75(25li)
·2~1p8CIIV ·2 FIllld palillTl8l8rs setup lor PC
·3 • 100 lIPS 0-30Iec in ll8C inc:reIllIIlls ·3 2Xl0·7 hi!j1 gain
·4 SoIlware I.-l on PC compuIer, Serial pori

is sIandiIrd at DAC5-omegit
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Table 1 SURVEY OF STRONG MOllON ACCELEROGRAPHS PlIQII3

DESIGN FEATURE 72A.Qi/GDH I~ MR:!002 A-«lO A-900 ID5-3602S
A. ....

~ !~6,200 A'N':q'""''''' I~NllllO.oo rNll65
t"t:i'~:1

No. of Channels
sid 3 (with WaI gUl) 3 3 3 3
Oplional 6 (wlo WaI gain) 0 0

San1Ile rate (aps) 500,250,200,125,100 2OOSf'S 200 200 1000 NOTE 3
SO ipS

Dyn.ynic Range (cS) 9OdB(140d8 c1IaI gBin) 66 66 90 126 NOTE 4

Se~ S VC PE.S PE.S S
Inle E E I I Inlemal

Oplional I E E
NabJral FI9CJJ8I1CY (Hz) SO-100Hz 1160 Hz 1250Hz 200Hz 70Hz
Sensibvity (g) 2g 2g +1·2 +1-2 2

OPtional 1.0.5.0.1 1,0.5,0.25 1,.5,.25.. 1
Damptng (%criticaI) 0.8 0.7 9S% 70% 70%
Resolution 7x lo-5G SEE NOTE 3 12 bits 12 bits 16bita .95 X 10~
8anctMdlh DC 10 -40% 01 S.A. DC-6OHz 0.1 1050HZ DC 10 50 HZ 70 NOTE I
Low-pass niter -90dB 6-pOIe. 50 Hz ..t8 «l 90 NOTE 2

character FIR (d9talIilIllr) EllIl8MOItI EkJ1IBIworlh Bull8MOrtl bullerworth
Pnsnp(cS) OdBand54dB 0dB 0,6.12,18 0,6.12,18 12,24,36
NOISe (g) <.0.0001 0.0005 0.000044 .47)( 10~
IntSystern FTeet o(slIIp) SU SU.p,O· SU.P,O· P
Sensor Interface 0,2 Meg, +12V, 3t'6 SE,100l<,OV,6.5V 0, >1M, +15,3 D.>lM,+15,3
Ex1emaJ IndicatOfS

ue""Tn
P,E,HO:~~ ~7i~~- ~7i~~- 1~1'6TD

Trigger Modes LEVEL, STM.TA
character EJdBmaI, Time liltet8d threehold ThrWlold, extemal Thrshold. extemal TI8ShoId.STM.TA
b<nlwidIh _ as instJument O.5·15Hz 0.1-12 0.1-12 .1-12
~ ~.1~?:!~~ts O.l-S%llI~ O.002-1.ll98A:l.OO2 0.002-1.99Ml.OO2 O.002·1.99M>.002

Pre-event memory (sec)
3 ch, 200 !ips o-l50s,O.001sincr 1·17 sec 1 sec incr 1-4()'1 1-4()'1 1-9911

Posl-event hold (sec) 0-99.9995:0.001 siller 1-30 sec 1 sec incr 1·10000I1 1·10000I1 1·9911
Recordng medum

HD,234MB,FORMATTED CSRAM CSRAM CSRAMstd CRSRAM
OPTlONAL MEM CARD (JEIOA) None None

MemBack'4l Baller.(~) NlA LITHIUM Utlillll Ullillll Ultlllll
Recorting capadty min 1500minduai gai1 15DC2.5 15.0 28.0 22 DC 2.5

OPTIONAL 3000 min (5OhI's 240 IN 4 120,15 112,14 132/22

Playback han:tNare PC, SUN'MJRKSTATION PC, OR MODEM + PC IBM~PC IBM~PC IBM PC Compatible
Comm SoItwat8 PASCAL SIN, FSC "2 UNK, PREVIEW None None Terra SORA

OPTlONAL Pitsa,DaDiIp,MaIab VIEW 2002 ASET, CIllUlaI< ASET, Croaslall
Retrieval MeIhod • SEE PRIOR T T T T

OPTlONAL T (XMODEM'I TO PC M
Transfer Rale (baud) 58~(SCSl) 38400 38400 38400 115,200

Clock stabl~tv
5X1lle-7 (0-50 C)standard (accuracy. +I-2Xl0-5 +1 xl~1n:m +1 x l~from +I-1Xl0~, 0l050C

temperabJre range) FROM ·20..66 C ·2010 70 d8g. C ·2010 70 dIlg. C lX10-6 AGING
OPTIONAL 3X1lle·7 (0-50 C) +I·lxl007,·15to75C +5Xl().71rom +5Xl().71n:m +I~Xl0-7, .2Oto7OC

5xlO-7l1ljng ·20 10 75 cIeg. C ·20 10 75 deg. C 1X10~AGING

Synchronization A, AS M,A M,AR M,AR M.A,AS
optional AS M,A,AR M,A,AR

Receiwlll G,M(or8I1f TIUeTme O,M,W G,W,M,E.D G,W,M,E,D W.M,O· Any IRIGE.....';..- .
Power supply 72A-04 aux. pwr sply

sid (Ilbatts,votts.cap) (EXT), !'Ml r=18OIlic ONE 12\1dc 6.5 All 2, +12 Vc:k, 5AH 1, +12 Vd;, 17AH 1, +12V,24Ah
p&-l266, 6. AH88Ch

exlemal +12Vdc 121.tdc 11-14Vd; 11-14Vdc
Current Orai'! (mil~) 2S~ 125mA ~~2Vd; 1~~2V-tc 125mA

~r.~. ?JI.'mou. In

Ph~.
Si~L.xWxHin em) ~~l'lxl9+32x21x12+181lS 2OX23Xl1 33x27.9x22.8 33x27.9x22.8 :l6.6X305X203
W' '(Kg) I i Ilg + sensor 6.9 kg 20.5 24 21.4
Housing p.....;-f8Ihelene. I8aIed 88IIIIId cast EIue cover 01 cast EIue _ 01 cast Stl. SleellP65

aluminum
~lIkmn.m-c~ OPT.Stainless 1P67

Operating Temp (C) -2010 +60C ·201065 ·20 kl +65 dIlg. ·2510 + 70 C
Hl.fI1dty II8iIIed (air 2.5 pti) 100% 00100% non-<lOlldenli ()'100% non-oondensi 100% (Non Condens)

Data R8lU:lion
Sollware Availablll ~COD D un, 'DOT"'.. & I~ I~

p,p, OSP. VOL

Company N<*ls
'l

p
1_.

~2~81'1ml1W~
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Table 1 SURVEY OF STRONG MallON ACCELEROGRAPHS Page 4

DESIGN FEATURE I05{le02SX 105-36alF 105-36020 DCA333R DCA300R

I~?....... ~'l::"''';.':: :,ffO.UU I ~l1,9OD.OO 1~N'llU.UU I~ ,

No. 01 ChanreIs
sid 3 3 3 3 6
Optional 12/3

Sample rate (IpS) 1000 NOTE 3 1000 NOTE 3 1000 NOTE 3 100 100 or 200

O)nimic RangEt (c:I3) 126 NOTE 4 126 NOTE 4 126 NOTE 4 66 66

Senao~ S,O~1I SenIor S,O~1I SenIor S,O AcoBpll Sensor S S
InlEl E E E I E

Optional E
Na1ural Fre<pII1Cy (Hz) 70Hz 70Hz 70Hz 30 30,50
Sensitivity ( ) 2 2 2 1 1

OP1ional
g

',.5,.25,.' ',.5,.25,.' ',.5..25,.' 2,.5,.25 2,.5,.25
Damping (%aiticaI) 70% 70% 70'%. 70% 70%
RellOlution .95 X 10-6 .95 X 10-6 .95Xl0-6 .0005 .0005
~ 70 NOTE 1 70 NOTE 1 70 NOTE 1 30 30 or 50
Low-pass filler llO NOTE 2 llO NOTE 2 llO NO'!'E 2 30 30

characlElr Bu1llKwortl Bu1llKworll Bu1l8lwortl Bu1llKworll Butterwortl
PJ&amP (<13) 12,24,36 12,24,36 12,24,36
Noise (g) .47 X 10-6 .47 X 10-6 .47 Xl 0-6 2.4 x 10-4 2.4 x 10-4
IntSystern F.Test P P P P P
Sensor InlElrface SE,>35K, .1·12,3 SE,>35K, .1·12,3 SE,>35K, +1·12,3 SE,>lOK, .112,3 SE, >10K, .1-12,12
ExlElmallndica10ts E,T,H __

~1~Tn l~i1;~Tn ~19:~ Indicator ~19:~ Indicalor

Trigger MocBs
Truehold,STAILTA Treehold,STAILTA TrMhold,STAILTA Threehold ThI9SholdcharacIEIr

ba1dNicIh .1-12 .1-10 .1 ·10 .1·10 .1-10
I3lQ8 O.0D2-1.99lW.OO2 O.0D2-1.998A:l.OO2 O.0D2-1.99lW.OO2 .001-.1/001 .001-.1/.001

PI8-event memory (sec)
40100 spsonly3 c:h, 200 sps 1-991'1 1-991'1 1-991'1 .64-3.21.64

Post.,.,1 hold (sec) 1-991'1 1-99l1 1-991'1 15 15
Reconing mecium

CSRAM CSRAM CSRAM CSRAM CSRAMsid
OPTIONAl.. Digital Cassette Digital Cassette

Mem.Back\4l8allll7:(~) Uhwn Ulliwn Ulhium Dual Lithium Dual L'1hium
Reoordng capacity mi'I 22 DC 2.5 22 DC 2.5 22 DC 2.5 32 DC 1.5 0 l00~ 16DC15

OPTIONAl 132fZ2 132fZ2 132/22 96132 48/16

Playback hardware IBM PC Compatable IBM PC OOMPATIEl. IBM COMPATIBlE IBM PC Compalible IBM PC Compatible
Comm SoIIwlw T8IIlISORA TenaSORA TenaSORA TenaTRAP TenaTRAP

OPTIONAl..
Retrieval MeIlOd T T T T T

OPTIONAl..
Transler RaIll (baJd) 115,200 115,200 115.200 9600 9600

Oock s1abi~ty

5Xl0-6, 0 tl SOC 5Xl0-6, 0 tl SOCstandard (accuracy, .1·1 Xl0-6, 0tl50C .I·1Xl0-6, 0l050C .I·1Xl0-6, 0tl50C
1empera1ure 1BIlgll) lXl0-6 AGING lXl0-6 AGING lXl0-6 AGING 5Xl0-6 Aging 5Xl0-6 Aging

OPTIONAl.. +I-3X1D-7, .2Olo7OC .I-3Xl0·7, .2Olo7OC .I-3X1D-7, .2Olo7OC 5xlD-7.-25b5OC 5xl0·7,-25tl5OC
lXl0-6 AGING lXl0-6 AGING lXl0-6 AGING 5X1D-7 Aging 5X1D-7 Aging

SynchroRzation M,A.AS M,A. AS M,A.AS M,AR M,AR
optional
~ W,M,O· My IAIGE W,M,O- My IRIGE W,M,O- Any IRIGE W,M W,M

Power !Uppty
SId (b11l,volts,cap) I, .'2V, 24 Ah 3,+1-12&6, 18 Ah tot 2,6V,8Ah

external .12V +I-12V
Current Drain(~) 1~~mA 1~~mA k,25.= 60 205

I"
Ph~.

35.6X30.5X20.3 38X25X 18 45X48X30 3OX3llX15Si~incm)
W' t(Kg) 202 8.6 19 10
Housing ~,S"'IP65 Fonned ABS P\aslic Rack Mlult, SIeeI ~, SIEIel, IPe5 ~, SIEIel, IPeS

OPT.StMlIees 1P67 W~ 8atIery Pac Pare! (19') OPT SIEIel, IP 67 OPT Steel, IP 67
Operating T8fl1I (C) -25tl.70C ·25tl.70C ·25il. 70 C -23tl +6OC -30tl65 C
Hlnlicity 100"10 (Noo Condens) 100"10 (Non Condens) 100"10 (Non Condens) ~. Housing 85"10 100"10

. ,tnncf_

Data Reduction
Sollwal8 Available p,P, DSP, VOL Ip,P, DSP, VOL I p,P, DSP, VOL ~~\.n Ig~_VOl

ComPMY Noaes NO~_at48cSper~a:ow~ Hz.
3 1000 IpS per c:hamel is cigilaIy IItered
4 WIth gIIin 1W'IglI; llOd8 at bed gain
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Table 1 SURVEY OF STRONG MOllON ACCELEROGRAPHS Pages

DESIGN FEATURE cv-ml CV·701 CV·901 SAM'TAe-15X SPC-35

i~· i~'S«XJ,CU)· I ~.'SfDJ,CU). IN~~'uw. 1~'CMJ,uw. I~2,950.000.

No. 01 Channels
sid 3 3 3 16 3
Optional 8 60RB

~rale(.) 100 100 50,100,200 50,100,200 1-1000 (1,2,5 steps)

Dynamic Range (cS) 96 96 96 120 96

~
S S S S S

Inte I I I I E
Optional E E E E

NallralF~ (Hz) 100 100 100 100 100
SensillVlty (9) 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02

OP1lonal 0.5.2 0.5,2 0.5,2 05.2 2
Dampng (%cI1lIcaI) 64k>70 64k>70 64k>70 64tl70 64k>70
Re90lU1ion 3Xl0-5 3X1G-5 :3Xl0-5 2XI~ 3ll10-5
Bandwid1h DC-47 DC-47 DC-47 DC-50 DC-l/3 sample Hz
Low-pass filler -12 ·12 ·12 -12 ·12

chalacter Bu1lelworlh Bu1lelworlh Bu1lelworlh Butlelworlh DigtaI filter
Preamp(cS) 6 6
Noise (9) 3Xl0-5 3X1G-5 :3Xl0-5 2Xl~ 3ll10-5
InlSyslllm FT.t o NOTE 1 o NOTE 1 o NOTE 1 N N
Sensor Interface se,100k,+/-15v,3 se,I00k,+1-15v,3 SE,I00k,+1·15v,3 SE, '00K,+I·'5V, 1 se, looK,+I-15V,3
Extemallndicatcn

I~~~C? I~~~C? l~~~~ l~~~.~ l~~~~
TJiggerModas

fillet8d lhl8lholdchalllCter filt8nld lhlMhold filtenld tllMhold &1t8nId Ilreshold Ilroshotd
ba1dwidlh 0.07-7 0.07-7 0.07-7 0.07-7 0,07-7
range 0.0002-0,01 0.0002-0.01 0.0005-0.1275 0.0005-0.1275 0001-0,5

PI8-evenl memory (sec)
5 (100 spa) 5 (100 spa)3 en, 200 spa 5-20 2.5-15 0-25

Posl-evenl hold (sec) 54 seclevent 54 I18C1e'1enI 0-30 D-3O D-6O
Recorti'lg meWm ICCARD ICCARD ICCARD ICGARD

sld MAXELLML·I28Pe MAXELL ML·256PC MAXELL ML·l024PC MAXELLML-l024 FD,HD
OPTIONAL

Mem,Backup Batter,(~) Men;ury cell Men;ury cell Men;ury cell Men::ury cell
R800rti'lg capaaty min 128 Kbytex2 256 Kbytas x 2 1 Mbytex 4 1~X4

7.2 (100 spa) 14.4 (100 sps)' 116' 30' 16 (F,D),540(H,D)
OPTIONAL

Playback hant.Nare DAe-l00 DAe-,00 DAC-16X DAC-15X
Comm SoIIwara MS. DOS

OPTlONAL
Retneval Melhod M,O NOTE 2 M.ONOTE2 M,ONOTE2 M,ONOTE2 M,O NOTE 2

OPTIONAL
Transfer Rale (baud)

ClOCk slabI~ty

lxI0-6,0-4OC 1xl~,o-4OC IXI~, ·lo..SOC lXl~, ·lo..5OCsta/1daII:I (accuracy, lxl0-6,o..4OC
temperature range)

OPTIONAL lxl0-7, '2O-SOC Ix10-7, -2O-SOC lxl0-7, ·2O-SOC ,.,0·7, ·20-SOC

Synchronization A A A A A
optional

R_VVfS O,NHK O,NHK O,NHK O,NHK O,NHK

Power supply
sld (hlts.volts,cap) one,l2v one,l2v one, 12v one,l2v one 12vDC

exlemal l00Yac, 12vlE lOOYac, 1211d= Itnlac,l2vdc ltn1ac, 12vdc 9O-240VDC
Currant DIBln (miliarr4ls) sce:ADC SOOrnADC I~DC 550mADC 380mADC

11 "'" I, Mo.", ~Moll"

Ph~,
24.7lc35lC31 2•.7lc35x31 33X47.5XI5,2SI~incm) 34x@Q7 33ll46x17

W' I (Kg) 16 16 24 8 10
Housing cast a1umirun case cast a1umirun r 1<;0 cast alumilUll case cast alumlUll cas allnlinum aIIadIe cas

Operaling T8I1"4l (e) ·10-50 -10-50 -10..50 ·10-50 G-4O
Hlmdty 100% 100% 100% 100% 80%

Data Rectlction
Soltwant Available 1~~\KlI ~!.\ .... ~~1N'll g~VOl :g~VOl

Company NolBa
NO!E 1
NOTE 2 Telemelry INllrface

• Edtlrial ability; 8lftlng 16 dIlta ant
88IecIBd and saved lIUtlmablllv
It.IrIT~·~.
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Table 1 LEGEND Page 6

N - Regional NeIwoIka
Dandwidh .1 "30 Hz
p_ent memory
trigger range 0.01 " 0,02g
ALft-ic range 60dB
h~~slabiIity
extended 110_ capllCity
2g ....1011I
common lime

D- Den. Surface Arravs. FiKed
bandwkth .1 " 60 Hz
~ic range l20dB
common lime
45 min sklrage capacily
min~ rT8TlOrV 218C

~~I8MlP
3D - Dense 3D Amlys

as in 'D' ~s downhole -.or
boI9hoIe package
means 01 orientation
means 01 rucovery
downhole caI*lg

M- Mobde AmNS
asiri~Di~a
very t-ql18COIding capacity
common lime
common start
low lize a1d W8ight
ruggQless
ease 01 field operation

S - SlNclUral Anaya
capability 01 """'* ....10,.
~Olmont lIw1 3 cI1a'lnels

. min ,110 30Hz
common start, oommon lime,

common SMlpIing

~ FIIWlQ8 = DR =2OIoglO(llIl'llIXhcrnin)
where _ is tie rnaxinl.l1l NIanllI'leous

value 01 tie silJIalllal can be
transrnitlBd by tie sysIIIm witlout
distortion

and xmin is tie mininu'n dMIctabIe vakJe
oIlhe signal QII08llItId bv tie
lransWcierat tie OUlpul cIIpIay

lrIils are dB

Noise = RMS value 01 background SVslem noilIe, in g's

TITlII SliIbiily ia USllIIyltllp~ ..an lIClCUl8CY
CN8r a tIImpenlue 1WlgII.

Price
Dom.Iic price lor llIllOOIaclIrer's COWltly.
EJCIX)It prices lBJIIIy hil#l8I'to 00\I8I' WBlllI'lty. sales costs

ExlImalln:licakn
P - AC 110_app/ied
E -evenllligger
T-time~r
H •sIB. 01 t-nh
o -OCher, explain below

~rogrsph InlBllxlnned
M'". rMsIer !tart
S . IIave Mart
C - 0llIT'II'I0rl start, at'fI/ instrument
T •common line shanld bv aI
D- common sampling
o .OCher, explain

Rellieval Melhod
M '18n'lOW a1d I8place media

(can:t. casselle)
H • I1lfI1OV8 int I8place haId dsk
T • tIwlslBr binary data
A - IJansler ASCII data
o -OCher, explain

SensorTp
PE - piezoeleclric eIemenl
VC • variable capacitance element
S·_
EMF •~fll8lIlack

'mama! System FII"donaI Test
SU -.,undamp, I<ilemelIics sl',18
P - single cal pulse
o -OCher. explain below

Sensor InWface (ExtemaI)
SE - single ended
D -cUervnlial
ohms input irnped;n:e
~r~ available in YOIls
nwnber 01 channels

Reoordng Capacity: DCx illlicalEls data oompl8SSion
when! x is approxima. romplllSSioo ratio

Data RedilCliDn~
D -cIIpIay soItwanl,loruae with

'playback haldwal8'
P -_fonn prin*'g soItwaI8
DSP .ligilaI signal processing sollwal8
VOL - baMline and instrument corTIIClion.

and doutJle inIegraIion IOIIwaI8

I -IASPEI soIIwal8: SUDS Ionnat
corMIISion or COlIlplItibiity wiIt1
avaiabIe IASPEI soIIware

PIT - PlTSA lI8ismic waveIollTl Matfllis
aoIIware

FleoeMlrs
G·Gps
W·WNVB
M·OMEGA
E-GOES
D-ocm
J·J,JV
o .other. explain

NOTE: GenenIIy, fe8ue CIIp8CiIiN canbee~. x,n we- x. tie rnanun v..and
n is tleinc~~: oplioNII memory...-ct..72,9 __tI8I a
maximum capacity 0172 miroIIs it avaiabIe in 9 minJII-.pa.
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Table 3

ADVANCES OF MODERN ACCELEROGRAPHS

FEATURE FILM RECORDER DIGITAL
(SMA.1) ACCELEROGRAPH(SSA~)

Recorder Optical Digital

Recording Media Film FLASH memory

Playback Darkroom PC compatible

Bandwidth .1 to 25 Hz DC to 50 Hz

Dynamic Range 100:1* 2000:1

Capacity 25 min (full magazine) 9 min, expandable to 72 min

Pre-event Memory -100 milliseconds o to 15 sec

Power Supply single +12VDC supply single +12VDC supply

Trigger Verticle, 0.005 to .025g Triaxial, weighted, .1 to 10%
of full scale

Data Retrieval Compatibility Any darkroom XMODEM protocol

Phase Between Records IF Common TIme, Interconnect for common
about +/-20 msec, otherwise sampling
none

Auto Documentation None (manual only) More than 60 parameters
automatically recorded

* 1000:1 with digital processing
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Figure 1

SSA-2 DISPLACEMENT EXPERIMENT
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Shaking Table Waveform Correction Based on Least Square
System Identification

Yin Jianhui
Department of Electrical Engineering

Shanghai Institute of Railway Technology

Bao Zhiwen
Department of Civil Engineering

Tsinghua University, Beijing

ABSTRACT

Dynamic of laid analysis for structure models often requires the reappearanc:c of orig

inal waveform on shaking table. Traditional waveform correction method is an analogous

one. In this paper, a method of reversed system prefiltering based on least square system

ideDtification is proposed. An FIR model is used to simulate the system between the signal

input point of shaking table and response output point of shaking table. A set of least

lIquarc equation to be solved for FIR system coefficients can be obtained by minimizing the

lIquarc error between the measured system output and an estimation from the FIR system

output. An efficient algorithmic solution for the normal equations has been developed. If

the assumed FIR system is of duration M samples, the solution requires a number of

computational operations proportional to M 2 and storage of normal equation coefficients

proportional to M. So, it is possible to use a microcomputer to do it.

The results obtained by the method above and those of other waveform corretion

methods such as sinr. dwell method, estimation in frequency domain based on Fourier

Transform are compared. It is proved that waveform correction method based on least

!qU&rc system identifICation is cffective in dispellinl thc influence of load mass.

INTRODUCTION

In simulating seisimic experiment of structure models, an obvious characteristic is that

the model is heavier than the table, even times than the table. Because of the reaction force

between model and table, the system feature is seriously influenced. The heavier the load

ml" is, the narrower the system dynmaic ranle is, especially in a destroyed experiment. It is

not IVlliable to regard the aluminium table and table diameter as rigid bode in great

-.:c:eleration. This means that the systcm transfer function is timc-varyinl with modcl from
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elasticity to destroyed. This is the primary factor that accounts for the distortion of shaking

table response waveform.

It is necessary to correct the feature of shaking table for the reappearance of original

aeisimic waveform on shaking table. First of all it is to determine the standard of simulating

aeisimic surrounding. Usually, there are two different standards of simulating seisimic sur

rounding.

t. Power Spec:tral Density (PSD)

2. Seismic Waveform Time-process (SWT)

For the former, the engry distrubution of frequencies is considered important. There

are many different time-process to corresponding same power spectral density. So, the

time-process of waveform is not a sole one.

The latter, also called standard of Fourier Frequency Spectrum, presents seismic

waveform time-process with information in frequency domain. The amplitude and the

phase of frequency is determined by Fourier Transform's one to one transformation.

Here. we choose the time-process as standard of simulating seismic surrounding.

WAVEFORM CORRECTION METHOD WITII COMPUTER

:-------:

Inversed system pre-filter block diagram

:--------:
Fig.2 process is called

iterative control. If we can get the transfer function H(jw) exactly, according to Fig.2 we

can expect to get exact original seismic waveform on shaking table. This thought is called

reversed system pre-filtering. Because correction is not on-line, the reversed system H(jw)

must be stabilized and exist. Usually. the way of getting system transfer function as follows:

• Sine dwell method.

Fig.l is an idealized shaking table block diagram. HOw) is tbe transfer function

: -------: between the signal input point of sbaking
x(t)--: H(jw) :-- y\t)

table. ll(t) is a driving signal. y(t) is response

acceleration signal on sbaking table. Here,
Fig.l Idealized shaking table block diagram we assume H(jw) as linear system and H(jw)

does not change too much during adjacent test which has close enet:gy level of driving

signal. So, we can use the transfer function obtained from the above test to caculate the
I I I I
,--------, • ------- I next driving signal

x(t)---: H-'(jw) :---------: H(jw) :--- y(t)
• I until required energy.-------.

level is reached. This

• Estimation in frequency domain based on Fourier Transform.

• Parameter estimation and system identification in time domain.

t. Sine dwell metbod

This method is still widely used in structwal dynamic test though it is not

sophisticated.
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It i. notic:cd that:

(I) Amplitude measurement is preciser than phase measurement due to the error

caused by measure instrument and record instrument in phase measurement.

(2) Mea.urement-system must have property with level amplitude-frequency charac

teristic and phase-frequency characteristic proportional to frequcncy.

(3) Driving .ipal's amplitude must be considered carefully because of the non-linear

facton in real.yatcm. The sy.tem output will uturate when input signal i. too big and have

nothing when input .ignal i. too small.

2. Estimation in frequency domain based on Fourier Transform.

Tbi. kind of method i. based on Fourier Transform of structural vibration rcsponse

random or transicnt cxcitation.

The frequcncy domain analysis methods suffer from two primary sources of error, ex·

cluding any non-linear response effects. These are thc signal-to-noise (SNR) error or dy·

namic range crror and the smoothing crror ratc. Thc signal-to-noise ratc crror is statistical

in nature and can be reduced by averaging the analyzed data over a number of enscmbles.

So. thi. method can obtain transfer function in low SNR. The smoothing, resolution, how

ever. dependent on the modal parameter of modcl such as the resoncnt frequency and

modal damping. For a time interval. thc finite length data samplcs are, generally,

nonperiodic. Leakage is introduced into the structural response spectrum when the periodic

Fourier Transform is used to analyze such nonperiodic data. All kinds of smoothing func

tions can be used to suppress the spurious side lobes but only at the expense of in",-reasing

the resolution error.

So far as the transfer function H(jw) is concerned, low-as-possible resolution error is

required. For this pllrpOse, long length data samples is often reqllired becausc low frequen

cy component is the main component in seismic wave. Sometimes, it is not easy to do. The

precise ofH(jw) is dctermined by:

1) The number of averaged ensembles

2) The SNR in measurement.

It is noticed that the error of the number ncar zero in Fourier frequency spectrum of

input signal will cause an error in H(jw), even make H(jw) false. The frequency response

function H(jw) which is not smoothed or is smoothed well will cause a spurious sine com

ponent in impulse response function h(t).

The results of computer simulation and real seismic experiment by this kind of method

is given in Fig.4 to Fig.S.

3. Parameter estimation and system identification
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:-----------------:

Fig.3 FIR System Identification Block Diagram

:---: Unknown System :---: y(n)
: :-----------------: :

----: a>---
: :-----------------: :
:---: FIR Filter :---:

I •.-----------------.

Fil.3 is a block diallam of a fmite impulse respODse (FIR) system identification model.

The input sipal

x(n) driVel thc

unknown system to
e(n)

produce the output

sequcnce y(n), where

n is an intcgcr index.

It is desired to model

the unknown system

u an FIR filter, assumed to be of duration M+I samplcs. So that impulse response h(n)'" 0

for n < 0 and n> M. If the unknown system is actully an FIR system, then the modcling

procedutCI provided here can be exact. If the unknown system is not an FIR filter, the or·

der of the FIR filter model is chosen to make a reasonable approximation of the unknown

system. The order of FIR system is defmed here as the highest index for which h(n) = O. For

the case above, the order is M.

The approach used here is to determine the coefficients h(n) of the FIR system model

and the order M that:

I) minimize the mean square error (MMSE) between y(n) and FIR filter output y(n) in

thc case oCknown statistics Cor the process x(n) and y(n), or by that;

2) produce the least square error (LSE) in the case whcn only a fmite number of

measuremcnts of x(n) and y(n) is available.

The latter case is tbe one of primary interest. An efficient recursive algorithm is availa·

ble when the autocorrelation and cross correlation fuctions of process ll(n) and y(n) are

known. The algorithm is based on the Tocplitz structure of the matrix equation solution [6].

The least square solution produces a matrix equation similar in structure to thc Wiener so·

lution; Howevcr, the matrix in this case is not top\ize. But, the least square matrix equation

has additional structure that can be exploited to yield an efficient recursive algorithm,

which incorporates the Cact that the solution to the FIR system identification problem can

be enbedded in the solution ofthe linear prediction problem Cor which an efficient solution

bas already been developed (3)[4][5).

Compared with the classical least square system identification which rcqires a number

of computational operations proportional to M and storage of normal equation coefficients

proportional to M, the algorithm in our test requires a number of computational opera·

tions proportional to M and storage of normal equation coefficients proportional to M.

Thus, tbis makes it possible to use microcomputer to do it.

x(n)

COMPUTER NUMBERICAL SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT

1. Computer Numberical Simulation
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A quadratic diffcrence equation simulation was run usml wavcform correction mcth·

ods based on least square system identification and based on estimation in frequcncy do

main. Thc di:~ -',.nce equation as fol"WI:
yen) - l.5y(n - 1) + O.7y(n - 2) - x(n - 1) + 0.5x(n - 2) + c(n) (3 - 1)

whcre

It(n) is cltcitation sequcncc (El-centro NS wavc or Whitc noise).

y(n) il model response sequcnce.

c(n) il normal diltribution whitc noise with mean 0 and variace tf. tf CaD be adjulted.

c(n) illencrated by formulatioD follow:
II

c(n) - a{ L w(k) - 6} (3 - 2)
•• 1

whcrc

w(k) il uniform (0,1) distributioD random numbcr ICDcrated by computer internal

fUDCtioli.

Thc limulatioD results are giVCD in Fig.l to Fig.S.

From table 1 and table 2, wc can sec: that the mcthod based on least square system

idcntification is stronger than method based on Fourier transform in bearing noise.

2. Experiment

Wc have madc waveform correction experimcnt for offshore platcform with a ISOOkg

forcc elcctromagnet cxcitatioD shakiDg tablc. The excitation signal is EI-ccDtro NS wavc

and Mexico seismic wavc. The wavcform iDcorrccted aDd waveform corrected by least

square syltem ideDtificatioD are giVeD iD Fig.6 to Fig.8.

It has been proved through the simulatiDg seisimic experimeDt of structural model that

thc mcthod based OD least square systcm idcntifacatioD is effective in dispelling the influence

ofload mall.

DISCUSSION ON FIR SYSTEM ORDER M

III computer simulation, thc model order M il known. But in real model experimcnt,

the system order is UDknOWIi. We choose aD FIR filter model to make a reasonable approx

imation of the realsYltem. Theoretically, we can defille the highest indcx for which h(n) = 0

as system order. Actually there is not h(D)=O due to cxist of lIosie. The accuracy of system

ordcr M is associated with thc accuracy of waveform. A method is eITa:iivt in determining

thc real systCDI ordcr. That is to check thc cnerlY of least square crror (LSE) between real

output measurcments and output of FIR model with ordcr M. LSE is monotonc decreasing

as order M rilCl (Sec Fig.9). WhcD modcl ordcr M is greatcr than the ordcr of rcal systcm,

LSE drops slowly. This phenomeDon caD be used to dctermiDc the real systcm ordcr

directly. But this method requires cnormoul computatioDal operationl because it il Dot

recursive. The better method is to judge the model order M with certain criterion in
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m:unive. When optima. order Mopt is reached, recunive proceu endl. There are two lr:iIldl

ofcommOn criterionI al foUows:

I. Final Predictions Error Criterion (FPE)

For an model with order M
N+M-I

FPE(m)- N _ M -I P(m) (4-1)

Where Nil data samples. P(m) is to mean squuc error at order M. Mopt il the M

which makes FPE(m) reach minimize.

2. IDfonnation Theoretic Criterion (AIC)
2m

AIC(m) - N + ln P(m) (4 - 2)

It can be proved:

lim [1D FPE(m») - AIC(m)K__ (4- 3)

Applyinl thc abovc critcrionl to real modcl cxperimcnt, the Mopt obtaiDcd by FPE il

near or equal to thc Mopt obtained by AIC. Both Mopta are greater than the Mopt ob

tained by LSE.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the wavcform correction method baaed on least square system identifi·

cation idetiflCs the weight sequence of Itructural model baaed on its physics property. It has

the advantage of dircc:tnell and precilCDesS. This method il effective iD dilpellinl the influ·

encc of load masi.

Compared with the method .,f estimation ill frequency domain based on Fourier

Transform (FFTM), the method based on lealt square system identification (ELSM) can be

obtaiDed HOw) in lower SNR than the former. Impulse error in measurement baa no elTcc:t

ELSM but obviously on FFTM. ELSM isltronpr than FFTM in beuinl numberical er·

ror and provide a flal quantity to determinc the realsYltem order accurately.

Table I Noise-Level Model Order Error EnerlrV in ELSM Method

noise level model order estimation error enero

cr-O.O m-24 O.E+OO

cr-O.l m-24 J.J6222E-07

cr=0.5 m-24 5.•3071E-07

cr-1.0 m. 2. J.95163E-06

cr- 5.0 m· 100 2.•5788E-02
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Table 2 Noise-Level ModelOrder Error EDern in FFTM Method

Doise level model order eltimation error eDere

.,.-0.0 m -100 3.3533E-02

.,.-0.1 m = 100 o4.80504E-02

.,.=0.5 m= 100 0.21671

.,. - 1.0 m ... 100 0.676411

.,.-5.0 m-l00 14.31
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Fil.l The Time-Process of b(t) for Equation 3-1 by ELSM Method and FFTM

method

Fi•.2 The FFTM Simulation Result for Equation 3-1 by Exciting of Ei-Centro NS

Wavc (0 - 1.0)

Fil.3 The FFTM Simulation Result for Equation 3-1 by Excitinl of EI-Centro NS

Wave (0:= 5.0)

Fig.4 The ELSM Simulation Result for Equation 3-1 by Exciting of EI-Centro NS

Wavc (0 - 1.0)

Fig.5 The ELSM Simulation Result for Equation 3-1 by Exciting of EI-Centro NS

Wave (0= 5.0)

Fig.6 The Waveform in Experiment (Uncorrected) by Exciting of EI-Centro NS

Wave

Fig.? The Waveform in Experiment (Corrected) by Excitin. of EI-Centro NS Wave

Fig.8 The Waveform in Experiment (Corrected) by Exciting of Mexico EW Wave

Fig.9 The Relationship of Error Energy P and Model Order M (EI-Centro Exciting)
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noise level model order estimation error energy

a =0.0 m=24 O.E+OO

,1 =0.1 .(1=24 1.16222E-07

a =0.5 m-=24 5.43071£-07

a =1.0 m=24 1.95163E-06

a =5.0 m-100 2.45788E-02

Table 1 Noise-Level. Model Order. Error Ener8Y in ELSM Method

noise level model order estimation error energy

a =0.0 m=IOO 3.3533£-02

a =0.1 m=IOO 4.80504E-02

a =0.5 m=IOO 0.21671

l: '"" ] • (J 1I1~ ] 00 0.676411

=5.0 m=lOO 14.31

Table 2 Noise-Level, Hodel Order. Brror Eneray in FFTH Method
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The Parameter Identification of Seven Story

Building Model made of CSGCB

Zhao Wei-

SUMMARY

The buildings aade of coal-slag-gas-concrete block (CSGCB) have

been built up in son cities in China, and will be built expansivel)',

One of iaportant probleas is the dynaaic characteristics of this kind

of structure, A earthquake siaulation testing was .ode for the bui ld

ing .odel with 1/6 scale ratio.The basic principle of physical para

aeters identification and esti.ated results are introduced in this

paper.

INTRODUCTION

The coal stag is trash of power station, it can be used to .ake coal

stag gas concrete block which has a good feature of heat isolation

and light weighling. One of iaportant probleas is the ability of

resistant earthquake for lhe buildings aade of CSGCB.A earthquake si

aulation testing of building aodel whose scale ratio is 1/& was aade

on a 5-X5- shaking lable to study its dynaaic charactertics. The

aodel stTllclure is shown in Fig.l.l, and Fig.1. 2. The direction of

input excitation is coincided with short axis of building .ode!. The

.odel is aade of reinconcrete cOluan and CSGCB. The aass of each DDF

is assuaed to be known and the aodel is considered as shear building

tprofessor, Insti tute of Engineering Mechanics SSB, China
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when we identify the aodel paraaeters.

Nany testings were aade,but only a few groups of typical data were

taken for paraaeter identification under condition of baseaent input

aotion. The direct fitting aethod of physicat paraaeter identifica

tion are used in the paper.

PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURE

The building aodel is considered as a systea with seven OOF,when we

study the dynaaic characteristics of aodel structure. Its equation of

action is lhat

( 2. I )

where Nand Care aass and daaping aatrix respectively. The aass aa

trix is a diagonal.Each diagonat eleaent corresponds wi th the suaaa

tion of corresponding roof aass,auxi liary lead blook aass and the

aass of wall and coluan.l is a unit vector. The spring restoring force

Rex, ~ it) is a function of reLative diaplaceaent between two stories,

aodel paraaeters and tiae. If the restoring force aodel is linear, then

R( x, ~ ; t) = kx ( 2. 2)

where k is stiffness aatrix, x is a displaceaent vector,X.is baseaent

input acceleration. The aass aatrix is presuaed to be known, daaping

aatrix can be expressed as Rayleigh daaping

C = a N + b k <2.3>

The constants a and b aay be given by fallowing expression'"
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~.=
8tb l.l :

2w.
i =1, 2 ( 2.4>

The duping factors ~, and ~. can be obtained fro••odal testing.

The parauter esti.ated is the model para.eter vector ~ of restoring

force.

The .athe.atical model which describes the relationship between in

put and output is expressed in Eq. (2.1>' The responses of structure

would be determined by sOlving a equation system when the paramelers

of system and force applied on the structure are known. The aain pro

ble. of identification is to give the restoring force model and its

parameters. Suppose thal absolute displacement YI=Xt+X. Eq.(2.D lIay

be given in fOllowing fora

a. y. t c. ( Y. -Y•. , )t G. ( Y. , Y. _, i ~ ) =0

a. _, y. _, +c. _ 1 ( Y. _, -Y. _• )t 6•. , ( Y•• , , Y. _• ; lJ

- C. ( Y. -Y•. , )-G. ( Y., Y. ; ~ )=0

m.y.+r.(y, -y, )+6.(y., y,; ~ )

-C.(y, -yo )-6.(y., Y. i ~ )=0

a, 'Y, t C, ( y, -Y. )+ G, ( Y, , Yo • ~

-Co (Y. -y, )-6.(y•• y, i ~ )=0

It can he given from Eq.(2.5)

( 2. 5 )

mIY,+C'(Y'-YI_,)+G,(y.,y •. ,; ~
N

= - ~ ml"it
1=1 tl
l+eN

( 2. 6 )

in which m, and C1 are mass and duping factor of i" DOF, respecti

vely. Y., y, and "i. are absolute displacement,velocity and accelera

tion of i"roof, respectively. i=O means basement lotion. The spring

restoring force G1 (y"y,.,; II) is a function of relative displacement
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and .odel parueter vector ~ .For a linear systu, the spring restor

ing force is lhat

( 2. 7 )

where 6, y.=Y,-Y, .• is relative displaceaent between t .. o stories.Il, i:;

the stiffness of i" DOF.

If a systea is discribed by a bilinear aodel, the aodel parueter

vector IS is expressed as

IS= (S.,RT,S.,S.)'

in which S.= initial stiffness

RT= yield force

S.= hardening stiffness

S.= retrograde stiffness

( 2. 8)

The eleaents of paraaeter vector ~ are quite different"'for dif-

ferent aodels of restoring force.

Suppose that the uss .,(i::l,2,··',N) is a already !lnown,then Eq.

(2.6) can be expressed as

G N~ •• C • •,(Y"Y.-.dl):: - ,a,Y. - .(y, -y.-.)
=I

( 2.9 )

Assuaing 1:, =0, then the relationship between relative displacuent and

restoring force aay be displayed on a coordinate plane. The aodel pa

raaeters can be estiaated by curve fitting aethod. The natural fre

quecies would be coaputed froa estiaated paraaeters.The da.ing •• trix

is obtained froa Eq.<Z. J) and ciaaping !attars ~. and t. which were

given by aodal testing.Therefore the nearly corresponding d••ping C,

(j::l, 2, .. · ..·, N) is obtained, then the spring restoring force consi

dered the efftct of daaping force is given.Above iterative process is
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repeated untit the satisfactory resutt is aeet.

In fact, each eteaenl of R.yleigh d••ping •• trix does not precisety

correspond to the d.aping f.ctor of each DOF. In order to consider the

effect of da.ping force on the estia.tion par.aeters, Eq.(2.5) can be

expressed as

G.<y.,y•.• ; tI ):-•• 9'.-D.<O

G. _• <y•• ., Y. -. ; tI ) -G. <Y. , Y. . • ; II )
:-•• _•Y. _. -D. _• ( t )+D. ( l)

G.<y.,y.; II )-G.<y.,y.; II)
: -a. y. -D. <1)+ D. <t )

G.(y.,y.; 13 )-G.(y.,y.; tI)

:-a. Y. -D. <t)+O. (t)

Eq.(2.IO) can be expressed as following .atrix

G: - Ny-D
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in wbil;h

x = Y-Y. ( 2. 13)

The spring restoring force considered the effect of da.ping force

is given by solving Eq.(2.11>

It is convenient to show the .odel type of restoring force by dis

playing the relationship between relative displace.ent and restoring

force on a coordinate plane. It is easy to give the .odel parneters

of .odel by curve filting. This is a si.ple and obvious identification

.ethod.

THE RESULTS OF PARA~ETER IDENTIFICATION
For the syste. with seven DOF, the .ass of each DOF is as fallowing

a, = 2.2745 kg . s· / ca

a.= 1.825 kg· s' /c.

~.= 0.03 and ~.= 0.02

i=1,2,·"6

The excitation of shaking table is Ning He earthquake. The identifi

cation of building aodel wi II be given for different input excitations.

The aaxiaun values of base acceleration are 57.8gal, 132.8gal,240.6

gal and 498.6gal, respectively. The relationship between relative dis

plac~aent and restoring force aay be gotten and the aodel para.eters

WOuld be obtained fro. it. The the relationship between relative dis

placeunt and restoring force is shown on a coordinate plane, the .ath

aodel of restoring force is taken as

F = f(DL, ~ )

For linear syste.
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F = S· DL

in which F is restoring force, ~ is .0deL para.eter vector. DL is

relative displace.ent. The objective function is defined as

J( ~, T>=!~' [G<t)-f(DL. ~ )jW[G<t>-f(DL, ~ >]dt
•

( 3 . 2)

where W is a weight function. The opti.al estiaator /l'can be given by

.ini.izing the objective function by PowelL .ethod. In order to check

the reliabi lity of identified parueters, after the responses of bui Ld

ing .odeL is co.puted by Wi lson-a method, co.paring it with .easured

response shouLd be .ade

The identification resuLts are shown in table 3.l.lt can be seen

that the effect of da.ping force on estiaation para.eters can be neg

lected. The co.parison of results .easured and co.puted fro. identi

fie d para. e t er sis pre sen ted i n tab Le 3. 2.

CONCLUSION

The identification results will be discussed in this chapter to give

a proper explanation.

4.1 Stiffness Between Stories

The stiffness between stories is an i.portant problem for invesli

gation of earthquake resistance of structure. A lot of mechanics pro

perty tests for waLl block, bea. and colu.n has been aade. But the

special attention is paid to how to calculate the stiffness of struc

ture aade of wall and coluan. The stiffness can be identified by aea

sured data fro. earthquake si.ulation testing of .odel structure. It

can be seen froa table 3.1 that the sti ffness is the greatest for I·'

story, greater for 2"· story, nearly sa.e st i ffness for 3·'. 4" an 5"
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function is taken as t,=3.66 sec.

of restoring force and reative dis

average stiffness in this range is

function.Typical relationship of

force and eslilaled results are

story, less for 6" story and least for 7" story. The reason is that

the walls and colu.ns of low story are subjected to lore pressure.

Besides, the roofs of high stories would be shaken, which ukes .odel

structure far frol the assu.ption of shear bui Iding, the end condi tion

of coluan and wall is not fixed co.pletely,so that the stiffness is

certainly descended.

The saall crack on the wall at I" and 2" story occured when the

aaxilun value of basnent acceleration is 132.2 gal,bul stiffness he

tw .. en stories is not changed obviousLy. lIs natural frequencies are

not obviously changed. More cracKs look place when the .axilun value

of baseaent acceleration is 240.6gal. The result of parnenter iden

tification shows that the stiffness of ,., and story 2" story is

changed lightlY and is not changed for other story, the natural fre

quency of firsl lode is descended by 7~.

When the aaxiun valu .. of baseaenl acceleration is 498.6gal, excepl

the 7'· story, the stiffness is obviously descended for other stories,

specially for 2" story. The first nalural frequency is descened by

35~ .

4.2 The Descriplion of Nonlinear Stale

Identifying stiffness of stories, the filting curve of restoring

force is taken as

F = S· DL ( 4. 1)

The integraling range of objective

and t.=5.05 sec.The laxilun values

placnent occur in this range. The

given by linilization of objective

relative displacelent vs restoring

shown in Fig. 4.1.

When baselenl acceleration is increased, the relationship between

restoring force and relative displacelent is obvious nonlinear for
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I" ", 2·· and 3"· s tor y, but s til I linea r for 0 the r s tor y.

The relationship between restoring force and relative displace.ent

in the range of .axiaun restoring force is shown in Fig. 4.2 for I"' and

20

• story,it is hysterestic curve tikely.The stiffness of each segunt

is displayed and re.arked on the figures. The fitting .odel is taken as

F :0 C + S DL (4.2)

Its stiffness of equivalent linearization is presented in table 4.1-1.

The relationship between restoring force and relative displace.ent

in the range of .axiaun relative displace.ent is shown in Fig 4.3 for

l""and 2·· story. The hysteristic curve is .uch like a relationship of

force and defor.ation of plastic hinge of reinforced concrete co.po

nents.

The fitting results are presented in lable 4.1-2 . There are one or

two seg.ents of negative stiffness, it shows that the da.age occures

i nth i s ran ge.
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table 3.1 Identified sliffness(kg/c.)between stories

57.8gal I
position 132.89 a l 240.6gat 498. 6gal I

duping No duping

I 196744.4 392910.6 401830.4 316119.3 166854.3

2 349112.5 346840.0 333679.4 305896.6 100166.8

3 244329.8 242824.9 241860.4 236127.5 108260. J I

4 258310.0 256399.5 261939.5 2i2191.4~
5 250535.6 249065.6 241389.5 227124.4 i 132094.3'

6 205823.3 203813.0 198154.3 218121. 21115047. 3

7 111500.2 111157.0 10704b.2 138186. 2\127742."; I

table 3.2 Co.parison of ..xi.un relative displaceunt(c.)

57.8qal 132.8gal l 240.6gal
1Position

co.puted' .easured aeasured i co.putedj.easured co.puled

I 0.00215 0.00290 0. 00539 l 0.00616 0.0128
I

O. 0115 I
I I

2 0.00264 0.00316 0.006331 0.00702 I 0.01 J9 I o. 012 ~
I

I I

3 0.00315 0.00364
0.

00874
1

O. 0151

I
o. 0133 I0.00764

~- I4 0.00215 0.00265 0.00612 0.00730 0.0106 O. 0096

~
5 0.00227 0.00287 0.00508 0.00601 0.0083 O. 0089

I

6 0.00227 0.00252 0.00386 0.00424 0.00"1 o.o"~
1 0.00116 0.00153 O. 00228 ~. 00Jl8 I O.OO~I I 0.0052 I
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tab 1e 4. 1-I e5 ti. ate d parau t e r 5

position S. S. S. S. S.
--

1·· story 223167.2 242304.4 245210.8 113486.8 243823.4

2°'story 155501. 6 164842.8 146920.3 lH42.6 !144324, 6 I

J
I
I

J

table 4.1-2 esti•• ted parueters

position S. S. S. S. S. S.

I··story 221884.5 -282685.5 126019.9 584191.0 81902.9 195137.9
-

20
' story 13917.1 -136868. I 36539.9 111825.9 558101. 6 123473.5

cotUIUl.

" ]7'Tl '1 f
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Ii
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~. ,..
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It= _.+ ~I "I.- ~

wi
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Fig.I. 1 Model s t ru c t ure plan e 1.30 Fig.I.2 Model structure

section 1.60
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APPLICATION OF CURVE FITTING METHODS IN CONSTRUCTIONAL
ENGINEERING DYNAMIC PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION

liu Lihua-

ABSTRACT

In this paper, the theory of curve fitting by fitting circle and
transfer function methods have been reviewed. Relevant methods of curve
fitting in modal parameter identification are also described. Examples
based on the testing data for suspended cable structures and grain sto
rage silos are presented. Fundamental dynamic parameter for frequency,
modal shape and damping are obtained for earthquake resistance analysis.
Advantages, disadvantages and applicational range of the curve fitting
methods are also pointed out.

[. INTRODUCTION

In order to design aseismic stt"uctures for optimal performance, we
must solve the problem of dynamic behaviour of structures. Since the
development of electronic technique, there appear installations of
structural response measurements, providing the solution of many struc
tural dynamiC problems. The measurement of frequency response is the
heart of structural analysis. The frequency response, H(w), is defined
in terms of the single input/single output system (shown in Fig. 1) as
the ratio of the'Fourier transform of the system output, y(t), to the
Fourier transform of the system input, x(t),

Y(tII)
=-

X(~)

where
Y(~} is the Fourier transform of system output, y(t};
X(~) is the Fourier transform of system input, x(t}.

The frequency response function otherwise called the transfer func
tion is a complex Quantity. That is. it has been associated with both
magnitUde and phase as its real and imaginary part. To adopt Digital
Signal Analyzer or Structural Dynimic Analyzer, we utilize sampled data
techniques to perform power spectrum and transfer function analysis.
Through modal parameter identification, we can obtain the dynamic beha
viour of structures.

In model parameter identification technique, we can use different.
-Laboratory of the Institute of Earthquake Engineering, China Academy
of Building Research.
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freedom;
of B(s) matrix;

forming formulae of transfer function. correspondingly. we can draw dif
ferent forming curves. Specific formula of transfer function can be
selected in accor~ance with testing scheme. data format and desIred dyna
mic parameters of structures.

In this paper. curve fitting method has been presented by means of
fo,~ula with r~al and imaginary parts in the form of complex polynomials
of the transfer function. Curve fitting methods are effective in struc
tural modal parameter identification. It is the application of weight
residual method in hardware equipment.

II. FOUNDATION OF THE THEORY

We can use the frequency response function obtained form Structural
Dynamic Analyzer or Digital Signal Analyzer in structural response mea
surements for the determination of frequency. modal shapes and damping
of the system measured, that is, for the determination of modal parame
ters of the system measured.

Process of curve fitting can be carried out between curve of fre
Quency resoonse function from testing and curve of response function of
theoretial regeneration. It is by so doing that reliability of dynamic
parameters of structures can be advanced.

Transfer function of system can be written as follows[1][2]:

2n ak
H(s) =~ s _ P

K= 1 k
where

n is number of degrees of
Pk is root of determinant
B(s) is system matrix;
ak is residue of kth root.

Pk can be called pole af transfer function. The pole Pk is complex and
pole Pk is its conjugate. It can be written as follows:

Pk = - Ok + j t.Jk

Pk = - Ok - j~k

where
dk is coefficient of modal damping;
~k is the natural frequency.

Relationship between Ok and ~ can be represented by graphics.
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According to the symmetry of the transfer matrix, the residue of any
row or column of H(s) matrix is used to determine the natural frequency,
modal shape and damping of the system. For single modal of system, the
transfer function can be written as follows:

where
Ak is NxN complex matrix;
Pk is pole of kth modal.

Components of H(s) can be written as follows[3][4]:

where
s is laplace argument, Pk =CS; +j":>.," being coefficient of damping,

~being the natural frequency, rk being the residue and rk/2j being the
complex residue of kth model.

To use curve of real and imaginary parts of transfer function, for
the determination of natural frequency of structures, after having
obtained the natural frequency, estimate the damping of the structures by
curve fitting methods. In curve fitting process, calculate kth value of
residue. and then calculate coefficient of the modal shape.

In order to minimize mathematically the effor between measured curve
and fitting curve, we usually adopt the least square method. The Hp
5423A Structural Dynamic Analyzer uses the formula as follows[5]:

£='1:. Ih.-H(j~)ll
i =1 1

where
hi are values of measurable data;
Hljwi ) are the fitting function of frequency.

III. ENGINEERING EXAMPLES

We apply Hp-5423A to utilize sampled data techniques to perform a
wide variety of single and dual channel measurements which include time
record average, auto and cross spectrum, impulse response, and frequency
response. We can perform a wide variety of analysis for the dynamical
features of bUilding structures, and supply dynamical parameters of
e~gineering design, for obtaining the dynamic parameter identification of
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~arious model structures.

(1) Dynamic parameter identification of suspended cable structural
model.

For the suspended cable structural model as shown in Fig. 2, it con
sists of 5 beams and 7 cables. when model testing, by using of the hammer
method. 3 response points were measured through 35 points of hammer
points of the system. In Fig. 2, symbol~ represent response points.
that is, positions of the installation of velocity transducers by multi
point measurement and single-point excitation. Adopt transfer function
fitting method, when it is going to perfvrm measured data analysis. The
steps for the process are as follows:

1. To determine frequency of structural model by transfer function
fitting method.

In a light modal coupling case. the measurement data in the vicinity
of a modal resonance peak is predominantly due to that mode, and the in
fluence of the other modes is negligible. In this case, a single mod~l

curve fitting method can give accurate results of the frequencies of the
model structures.

In a heavy modal coupling case, the influence of the tails of other
modes is not negligible, so a single modal method cannot correctly iden
tify the modal parameters. In order to improve the accuracy of modal
parameter identification, we still need to perform the analysis of auto
spectrum and real and imaginary frequency curve of the transfer function,
to help the exact finding frequency values of structural modes.

By the above mentioned steps, in order to determine the frequency
values of syspended cable structural model, we find three peaks from
Fig. 3, then we can use the x cursor to find the frequency value) of the
three peaks. Then we should perform statistical estimation algorithms.
which will use large amounts of measurement data, we should also estimate
the modal parameters. through comparison and synthesis to finally deter
mine the frequency values of the model structure as shown in Table 1.

2. To ~stimate damping of model structure by transfer fun:tion fit
ting method.

After having determined the frequency values of model structure, we
need to re~licate selected fitting bandwidth and then to perform repli
cated fitting of measured transf~r function curve by regeneration theory
of transfer function curve. That is, when two transfer function curves
overlap, they must satisfy the minimized error condition. At this moment,
we can obtain the damping values and estimated mode value of the model
structure as shown in Table 1.
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Practical examples demonstrate that, the conditions and the variety
of range of application for transfer function are better as compared with
fitting circle method. Higher modal shapes can be identified by the
transfer function method, but only single degree of freedom or light
coupling modal of multi-degree of freedom can be used by the fitting cir
cle method.

IV. CONCLUSION

Examples of engineering testing data analysis have proved that the
curve fitting method is Quite useful in modal parameter identification of
structural dynamic analysis. Advantages, diadvantages, feature and range
of application by different curve fitting methods are also given in the
paper.

Our conclusion can be summarized as follows:

1. Fitting circle method is useful for single degree of freedom sys
tem. According to phase response directly obtained from measurements.
the feature of resonant peak is in the neighbour hood of the frequency
response function.

2. Effects of structural nonlinearity can be neglected in modal
parameter identification.

3. Disadvantages of the fitting circle method are as follows:

(1) The condition of using the fitting circle method is relatively
strict. It can be applied only for parameter identification of a Single
degree of freedom system.

(2) In terms of graphical procedure for the determination of modal
parameters, the calculation accuracy depends upon the graphical accuracy.

(3) Error will be increased, when there happens modal shapes coup
ling in the system.

4. Advantages of the transfer function curve fitting method are as
follows:

(1) Range of application cna be widened to multi-degree of freedom
system for modal parameter identification, besides single degree of
freedom system_ From the inherent conditions of supposition view point.
it can reduce the requirement for using the transfer function as com
pared with that of the fitting circle method.

(2) Improvement the accuracy of the modal parameter identification
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3. To calculate coefficients of the modal shapes by transfer func
tion fitting method

After determining the frequency and damping of the modal structure,
we can use the residue of curve fitting process to determine the coeffi
cients of the modal shapes. We can find the transfer function curves of
measured and theoretical regeneration in Fig. 4. the transfer function
fitting curve in Fig. 5 and the three modes of suspended cable structural
model in Figure 6,7,8.

(2) Dynamic parameter identification for plexiglass model of the
grain storage silo

The sketch of the plexiglass model of the grain storage silo is
shown in Fig. 9. The hight and diameter of the prototype model for the
grain storage silo are 38.0 Mand 8.7 M. The ratio between model and
prototype model is 1:28. The height and dismeter of model for plexiglass
are respectively 1.38 Mand 0.31 M. Testing methods of the model consist
of hammer, shaker and traction-release. Zero, half and full loading can
be performed respectively for testing. In this paper, for zero loading
testing results of model under hammer for a single grain storage silo are
presented. To perform dynamic parameter identification for a single silo
model under zero loading, use curve fitting methods of transfer function
and fitting circle. We can identify dynamic parameter of first two modal
ahape only fitting circle method is to be used. The result of the first
mode obtained by transfer function is compared with that by the fitting
circle method. The specific step are described as follows:

1. Identify dynamic parameter by transfer function fitting method

Transfer function curve from measured data of model is shown in
Fig. 10. Theoretical regenerated transfer function curve is shown in
Fig. 11. The fitting curve of the above ~ntioned transfer function is
shown in Fig. 12. Because there is no couping of frequencies at some
peaks, therefore frequency, damping and modal shapes can be determined
respectively as shown in Fig. 10 and Table 2.

2. Identify dynamic parameter by fitting circle for grain storage
silo of plexiglass model

Fitting cricle from measured data and theoretical regeneration curve
are shown in Fig. 13. The graphis representation of the transfer func
tion and the fitting circle are shown in Fig. 14. Frequencies and dam
ping obtained of models though fitting circle method are shown in Table 2.
The graphis representation of modal shapes is given in Fig. 18. solid
line and dotted line represent respectively the results obtained by the
transfer function and by the fitting circle methOd. The modes of model
structures are shown in Fig. 15,16,17.
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as compared with that of the fitting circle method.

Based upon the above mentioned facts, it is to be noted that for
increasing the precision of the method, we should.

First determine the fitting circle, then evaluate the modal parame
ter by the graphic method. In order to find the natural frequency from
centre of circle to resonant peaks in the circumference, draw lines in
sequence and record the angles between two radic to determine the ratio
of the change in are, that is, to determine the natural frequency for the
position of the maximum ratio of change in arc. Accuracy of natural fre
quency must be controlled within 101 of increment of frequency between
data points.

Estimate damping by fitting circle method, calculate values of dam
ping and then recalulate the average of the average values. In theory,
for the case of heavy damping, it is required that the average values
should be close to each other.

Calculation of the modal parameters by transfer function with mea
surements, using the disp'~cement and acceleration transducers, to deter
mine the frequencies. We can also use the imaginary part of the transfer
function to determine the frequencies.

By selecting the approprate bandwidth, we can directly determine the
error of damping estimation and find the accuracy of the frequencies. If
the points by the curve of modal shape from transfer function of measure
mentand the points by the curve of theoretical regeneration of transfer
function coincide with each other, then excellent damping estimation and
coefficient of modal shape can be realized.

The testing modal analysis technique comes from the basic theory of
radom vabration. To perform data process, we need to synthesize the ana
lysis of some statistical parameter, such as natural frequency, auto
power-spectrum and coherent analysis, Furthermore, we can also use the
real frequency curve and imaginary frequency curve to determine the na
tural frequencies. For the calculation of errors. we can use the option
al consistent estimation error method. Practical engineering demons
trates that curve fitting method plays an important role in testing modal
analysis technique. We can see in future wide application of the curve
fitting method in many fields.
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Table 1. Frequency and Damping of Model Structure

~ Frequency (HZ) Damping
Mode Shapes

First Mode 4.26 0.81

Second Mode 4.57 1.21

Third Mode 5.32 1.28

Table 2. Frequency and Damping of Model

~~
Frequency (HZ) Dalllping Ratio

Mode
Method Shape 1-Mode 2-Mo<::e 1-Mode 2-Mode

Transfer Function 37.0 132.82 6.19 4.94

Fit.ting Circle 37.0 - 5.41 -
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Fig. 7 Second Mode of Suspended
Cable Model

Fig. 8 Third Mode of Suspended
Cable Model
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